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Rival Schmockey coaches, 
Staff Sergeant Ken Attree, 
left, of the RCMP Angels, and 
Norm Williams, right, of the 
victorious Media Mobsters, 
culminated a verbal battle
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GETTING THEIR LICKS IN
from their respective bench­
es Saturday night with a pie­
throwing fracas. Here, Nasty 
Norm, who enjoyed a height 
and reach advantage over 
the head of the constabulary,
rubs it in a little. Several by­
standers also shared in the 
fun, including a dress-uni­
formed member of the RCMP 
honor guard, whose hat is 
shown at left, and the Mob-
sters' manager Hank Trem-
bley, who was later spotted 
sitting quietly on the bench 
eating one of the pies. Mob­
sters won the contest 15-14. 
See story page 3.
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TORONTO (CP)— Members 
of the National Association of 
Broadcast Employees and 
Technicians (NABET) ‘have 
voted overwhemingly in favor 
of strike action to back their 
demands in contract negotia­
tions with the CBC, NABET 
officials announced today.
CBC radio and television tech­
nicians, bogged down in a con­
tract dispute, are expected to 
endorse strike action over­
whelmingly when results of a 
nation-wide ballot are an­
nounced later today.
The technicians took the 
strike vote Saturday when they 
staged a one-day walkout in
I
i
be off their jobs again by Tues­
day but chief negotiator Robert 
Bouchard said in Montreal he 
felt there would be no "action" 
until Wednesday.
"We’ll try to use the strike 
vote to get talks going again.”
Mediators in the federal labor 
department were expected to 
seek a renewal of negotiations 
after the strike vote is an­
nounced.
The CBC has accepted the 
unanimous recommendation of 
a conciliation board on wages 
and fringe benefits but the 
union has urged technicians to 
reject it.
Clearing May Be Hampered 
By Winds Reaching 15 MPH
VANCOUVER (CP) — Heavy 
snow hit the already-clogged 
Fraser Canyon of British Col­
umbia Sunday night as work 
crews fought to clear blocked 
highways and railway lines in 
scattered parts of the province.
Today’s weather forecast, 
light snow followed by clear and 
cold weather for much of the 
southern portion of the prov­
ince, indicated some relief for
deep, but work crews had the 
road open to single-lane traffic 
early today.
Earlier slides in southeastern 
B.C. trapped three vehicles 
carrying five persons about 20 
miles north of Revelstoke. They 
were rescued Saturday after 
being trapped for two days.
Bulldozer operator Wayne 
Speerbrecker spent 10 hours 
breaking through 16 miles of 
beleaguered travellers and less- snoW-choked road to free the
ened the danger of further five, whose names were with- 
snowslides on to roads and rail held by RCMP. They were not
OTTAWA (CP) — The results 
>f a vote by striking air traffic 
controllers on a tentative con­
tract with the federal govern­
ment are to be announced at 
10:30 p.m. EST today.
' A spokesman for the Cana­
dian Air Traffic Control Asso­
ciation said union executives 
.now have no plan of action 
should the 1,600 members reject 
thft a greement which was 
sinned Saturday after a night­
long mediation session.
Should the membership refuse 
to ratify the contract, he said, 
then the dispute which has 
' brought commercial air service 
I' almost to a halt “will be in the 
government’s ball park.”
were open: Return to mediate 
talks under mediator Noel Hall 
of Vancouver; talks between the 
two parties without a mediator ; 
and no action at all by either 
party for a time.
In Toronto, a union spokes­
man described the attitude of 
its Toronto members as “pretty 
negative.”
"We’re expecting a negative 
vote,” he said. “I think you'Jl 
find'the' same attitude to be 
pretty general across the coun*
try.’
“I feel certain that most of 
oiir members here voted no,” 
he said.
William Schwartz, another re­
gional counsellor, said in Winni­
peg most members in his area 
were upset by the settlement 
terms and "there ..is* a very 
strong possibility they are going 
■to reject the contract.” .
John Shepert, spokesman for 
Calgary?area—controllers,, • -said 
Sunday the agreement'probably 
would be overwhelmingly re­
jected there.
Attack
TEL AVIV (Reuter) — Israeli 
planes today attacked an Arab 
guerrilla base at Dera in sduth- 
era: Syria, a military spokesman 
said.
The air strike on the guerrilla 
base at Tel El Aara, four miles 
north of Dera, followed a. series 
of attacks .'against Israeli ;clvil- 
ians'from Syrian territory, the 
, spokesman said.
centres from Halifax to Vancou­
ver. Results were forwarded to 
Montreal and were expected to 
be announced by noon.
The 2,170 technicians returned 
to work Sunday but could be off 
their jobs again by mid-week if 
the vote favors strike action.
Kenneth Steel, chairman of 
the negotiating committee for 
the N a tional Association of 
Broadcast Employees and Tech­
nicians, predicted Sunday night 
the vote would be "up to 85 per 
cent” In favor of striking as 
recommended by the commit- 
^An association" spokesman in 
Ottawa said, technicians could
The board proposed a six-per­
cent increase retroactive to July 
1, 1971 and a further 4%-per- 
cent increase from July 1, 1972, 
until the end of a 21-month con­
tract on March 31,1973.
Technicians’ wages now range 
from $119 to $179 for a 40-hour 
week and the union is seeking a 
12.2-per-cent raise retroactive to 
July, 1, 1971, another 8.5-per- 
cent raise July 1 this year and a 
further 4%-per-cent boost in 
1973.
Union members, who include 
camera men, sound technicians 
and other craftsmen, forced su­
pervisory personnel into action 
by their walkout Saturday.
Normal, programming, includ-
lines.
However, a weather office 
spokesman said road clearing 
would prpbably be hampered by 
winds of 25 miles an hour in 
southern B.C. About 10 inches of 
snow fell Sunday at Hope, in the 
Fraser Canyon where slides 
have blocked the Trans-Canada 
Highway since Thursday.
A rash of slides hit the prov­
ince last week as temperatures 
rose following heavy snow in 
many areas.
The only serious slide re­
ported Sunday occurred on the 
Salmo-Creston portion- of the 
Trans-Canada Highway in 
southeastern B.C. The slide was 
about 500 feet long and 18 feet
ing the national hews, was for 
the most part carried as sched­
uled.
RACKFin bv jytwf.rs "I would hate to see a -50-50
His comment seemed borne split on this,” said Mr. Shepert. 
out by reaction from other “J wouldn’t like to see some of 
centres. the controllers go back to work
Fred Luettger, Pacific region in the "rood they are in.” 
counsellor for the association, He said Calgary controllers 
said British Columbia control- were insulted by the wages pro. 
____ _______ „_______ ... j were urged to reject the Posal and probably would rather 
Bpt these other options also1 settlement. "get legislated back to work.”
Controllers in Montreal met 
and voted Sunday. A spokesman 
declined to discuss the mood of 
the meeting because he didn’t
He speculated the government 
would recall Parliament tp seek 
back-to-work legislation.
 | i  
lets
ex’ tali'
All the planes returned safely 
to base, he added.
Several hundred guerrillas 
were concentrated at the base, 
mostly living in tents and some 
dug in, the spokesman said.
A number of direct hits were 
made on targets, he reported.
Share Decision With U.S
On Oil Route Says Stanfield
Another Airline Dispute 
May Cause Interruptions
want to influence those votes 
not yet cast.
But another controller de­
scribed the meeting as "sour” 
and said the decision to vote
harmed seriously by the ordeal, 
but suffered from hunger and 
exposure.
A section of Trans-Canada 
Highway through the Rogers 
Pass of the Rocky Mountains 
remained closed by slides Sun- 
day and a highways department 
spokesman said it could be 
three or four more days before 
work crews break through.
The Hope-Princeton section of 
the Trans-Canada was reopened 
Sunday; as was most of the Yel­
lowhead Highway, offering mo*, 
torists a link between northern 
B.C. and Alberta. The Yellow- 
head' route remained closed by 
slides between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert
Rail Line Opened Today
MONTREAL (CP) - The na­
tional executive of the Interna­
tional Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers an­
nounced Monday it is filing 
legal action against Air Canada 
Ajtor alleged violation of the uh- 
Ton’s collective agreement with 
the airline.
More than 10,000 employees 
were laid off temporarily by Air 
Canada last week after the air­
line 's operations were shut 
down by the air traffic control­
lers’ strike. Close to 7,000 of the 
10,000 workers are members of 
the association.
A Air Canada said Monday that 
all off-duty employees would be 
recalled immediately as soon as 
there Is a firm' indication of set- 
11 e m e n t of the controllers' 
strike. •
However, feathers ruffled by 
the machinists’ layoff could 
prompt another Interruption of 
some airline servlets.
MBK'There Is a distinct possibility 
raRSn work-to-rule program being 
HHRZ Into effect when the employ. 
pOIRes return to work,” Mike 
Pitchford, president of the ma-
with relatively little discussion 
indicated dissatisfaction with 
chinlsts union’s national execu- the offer. Yet another controller 
five said. said: '
“Should this happen, there is “I don't think the men will ac- 
no doubt that the airline opera- cept the agreement. We're very 
Hon will suffer.” disappointed.”
Last week, the Vancouver Another n e g a 11 v e reaction 
local of the association initiated came from Halifax. Jim Llv- 
a suit in British Columbia Su- ingston, the local chairman, 
preme Court against Air Can- said there was “a general feel- 
ada on behalf of West Coast as- ing” to reject the offer, 
sociatlon members. The Van- In Moncton, N.B., a spokes- 
couver move also alleged man said It was "hard to tell" 
breach of the collective agree- which way the vote there woulc 
ment. go. But he said there was "a lot
Mr. Pitchford told a news con-of dissatisfaction” with the 
ference the union had instructed offer.
Roads Claim 
Two In B.C.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
At least two persons died ac­
cidentally in British Columbia 
during the weekend, both in 
traffic accidents.
Mrs. Anne Newell, 73, of the 
Malahat district of Vancouver 
Island died Saturday in a crash 
between a light delivery van 
and a small car at Langford, 
near Victoria.
Ronald William Higgins of 
Sidney, near Victoria, died Fri­
day night when hls car hit two 
traffic islands and overturned 
near the provincial capital.
VANCOUVER (CP) - Con­
servative Leader Robert Stan­
field said today the govern­
ment should assert Canada’s 
right and duty to share with the 
U.S. the final decision on any 
West Coast bil tanker route.
He told the Vancouver Board 
of Trade that a pipeline across 
Alaska is none of Canada’s busi­
ness.
But the tanker route to take 
the oil from Alaska to Washing­
ton State certainly was 'Can­
ada’s business. Mr. Stanfield 
added:
"I am not suggesting that we 
should necessarily try to block 
the project.
"But I would suggest that the 
Canadian government should 
courteously but firmly assert its 
right and its duty to share the 
responsibility for the final deci­
sion with the government of the 
U.S.
trary tribunal with the power to 
disallow without appeal other­
wise legal agreements.”
Mr. Stanfield said that what­
ever the government decision in 
this field, it is imperative that 
the provinces participate right 
from the start.
Some areas of Canada felt 
they have not yet had enough 
investment, foreign or other­
wise,
Mr. Stanfield said he agrees 
with External Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp that Canada 
must diversify its export mar­
kets.
Russia And Japan Discuss
Conditions Of Peace Treaty
its legal counsel to start the suit ’ : '
against Air Canada "without ral I
further delay.” ” 3116 OVCTuUGHe said the union also had re- 1 w
quested Labor Minister Bryce 11I;jlL
Mackasey "to do what he can to VvlTll UD6 AOOBtCl 
bring about fair treatment for 
union employees of Air Can- EDMONTON (CP) A light 
ada.” aircraft and its United States
Mr. Pitchford said there were civilian pilot have been reported 
"many indications” of an Im- overdue on a fllglrt.fromrAnch- 
pendlng work to rule because ®r?K0» Alaska, to Fort Nelson, 
machinists association members B.C; _ 
considered "the layoffs were ef- L^mo Rescue Co-ordination
fccted on too short notice nnd I Centre here said the pilots last 
without consultation between k°ulo check was made early 
the union and the airUne. ”u* afternoon.
— A Canadian Forces aircraft 
left Edmonton Sunday night to 
search the missing plane’s in­
tended flight path. The plane Is 
reported to he equipped for win­
ter survival and contains a 
radlo-crash-posltlon Indicator.
-, Name of the pilot was not 
released.
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP)—Canadian 
dollar up* 1-16 at 99 29-64 in 
terms of U.S. funds. Pound ster­
ling up 35-64 at $2.58 13-16.
WORLD NEWS 
IN A MINUTE
TOKYO (Reuter) — Foreign
ministers Andrei Gromyko pt 
| Russia and Takeo Fukuda of 
J Japan discussed today various 
f pre-conditions to a peace treaty 
P between the two countries, 
I The two ministers nho agreed
| that the Japanese and Soviet 
| ftifitinlcrs' would exchange visits 
a on futuri dales to be set 
I through diplomatic channels, 
I Fukuda told a news conference, 
I Fukuda made the remarks
I after consultations lasting a 
B total of SMi hours. Fukuda said: 
I "We both strongly desire the 
| conclusion of a peace treaty and 
I discussed various pre-conditions 
1 to n peace treaty."
I He declined to elaborate what 
I (ho pre-conditions were, But 
■ they are believed to Include To­
ft demand for the return of 
ft Russian-occupied Islands off Ja­
il pan's northernmost bland \ of 
ft Hokkaido,
The
Japan has stated that the re- mb • ■ n | 
turn of Hnbomal. Shikotan, Ku- ShainSlh KUlPI' 
nashlrl and EtorofU islands— 
lost in the second World War—Is , ■ ■ | I aj . 
a prerequisite to Conclusion of a HA|n HACf3(|A 
pence treaty.
Russia promised In the 1956 ^’’ARJAII _(Reuter) —
joint declaration which restored e
diplomatic relations between 1, ,11the two countries that It would |Pr!a< ’ was *,clng held hostage In 
return two of the Islands—Hnbo- 
inni and Shikotan—if and when 
a peace treaty Is concluded. ’KhX
m „ i i , \ . . mcr ruicr, his cousin onclk•Die Soviet Union\ later Sn„|r Bln Sultan.
claimed however, that the ter- K'l)Brjah pollco unlt> led by the 
rltorlnl Issue had been closed ruler's brother. Saqlr, Bln Mo- 
under International pacts. hammed, and members of flc- 
Gromyko arrived here Sunday fence forces immediately sur- 
for a slx-dny visit and the offi- rounded the balance and ex­
cels believe he was brought changed shots with'the rebels 
here by United States and Japa- inside.
nese moves towards a rapproch- Sheik Khalid deposed hls
ment with China at « time when cousin In a bloodless palace 
Slno-Sovict relations are still coup six years ago and Sheik 
atr-amed. ISaqlr han spent most of the
(Sea Earlier Story Pato 3) I time since In exile in Cairo.
Recognition
NEW DELHI (Reuter) - 
The Soviet Union has formal­
ly recognized Bangladesh, the 
Press Trust of India reports. 
The news agency says the de­
cision was announced in Dac­
ca at midnight, making Rus­
sia the first of the great pow­
ers to recognize what was 
formerly .East Pakistan.
Demonstrations
MANILA (Reuter) — Gaso­
line bombs and student dem­
onstrations greeted president 
Ferdinand Marcos as he told 
the Philippines Congress to­
day fhat suppression of sub­
version is one of the most im­
portant tasks facing his gov­
ernment. While the president 
was delivering hls State of the 
Notion speech Inside Con­
gress, about 5,000 students 
waved red flags and chanted 
revolutionary songa outside.
Soviet Talks
PRAGUE (AP) - Party 
chief Leonid Brezhnev and 
Premier Alexei Kosygin of 
Russia led Communist offi­
cials here today for a summit 
conference on changing East- 
West relations.
"It should do so in the Inter­
ests of Canadians now; and it 
should do so as a precedent for 
similar situations in the future.”
Mr.' Stanfield said' Canada 
now should have its best minds 
working out the course of future 
relations with the U.S.
WOULD AVOID PANIC
This was the only way to 
avoid the "panic” that gripped 
Ottawa last summer when the 
U.S. imposed a surtax on Im­
ports.
In commenting on reports 
hat the government will esta­
blish a screening agency for for­
eign Investment, the opposition 
leader said:
Four Armed Men 
Held At Sumas
SUMAS, B.C. (CP) - Four 
armed men were arrested by 
Sumas RCMP Sunday followliig 
a shooting incident at Fort 
Langley, B.C., early In the day.
Sumas RCMP picked up the 
four who were riding In a car 
near the RCMP detachment af­
ter Langley police reported that 
a motorcyclist was shot and 
wounded In the Fort Langley 
area.
Earlier It had been reported 
that a car was seen driving 
through the Chilliwack, B.C., 
area and rifle shots were being 
discharged from the vehicle.
Four rifles and a quantity 0 
ammunition were recovered. 
. Names of the men—two from 
Vancouver, one Burnaby am
The CNR line through the 
Fraser Canyon was expected to 
be open early today but a high­
ways department spokesman 
said it was not known when the 
highway through the canyon 
would be cleared.
Police advised motorists not 
to travel unless absolutely nec­
essary.
Telephone service, cut off by 
the slides which snapped tele­
phone poles and wires, returned 
to normal throughout the prov­
ince, except in the Boston Bar 
and Hope areas in the Fraser 
Canyon, where there were no 
long distance, links for local 
callers.
A B.C. Telephone Co. spokes­
man said emergency radio-tele­
phones had been put1 into opera­
tion in both areas. Hope was ex­
pected to be reconnected to 
long-distance lines today, while 
Boston Bar should be restored 
by mid-week.
Trains and buses began mov­
ing to the east from Vancouver 
Sunday, and other long-delayed 
trains arrived In Vancouver
during the weekend.
CP Rail’s Canadian arrived in 
Vancouver Saturday with 205 
passengers after being stranded 
by snowslides in the Fraser 
Canyon for 48 hours.
CP Rail brought in another 
217 passengers Sunday, clearing 
up its backlog of stranded trav­
ellers, and a CNR train using 
CP Rail tracks carried 360 pas­
sengers from Kamloops to Van­
couver. Another 340 CNR pas­
sengers arrived In Vancouver 
early today.
A CP Rail spokesman said 
trains were running slowly Sun­
day but encountering no major 
obstacles, while CNR passen­
gers were being rerouted 
around the Fraser Canyon on 
CP tracks.
B.C., Hydro work crews lo­
cated damaged portions on two 
transmission lines from the 
giant Peace River power pro­
ject, which supplies much of the 
power for the province. A com­
pany spokesman said one of the 
lines woukj be back in service 
this week.
Dr. Barnard's Younger Brother 
Marius Perforins Heart Graft
CAPE TOWN (AP) — Dr. 
Marius Barnard, younger 
brother of heart transplant pi­
oneer Prof, Christiaan Barnard, 
performed South Africa’s 11th 
heart graft today.
He led a team of eight doctors 
In implanting a new heart in 
John Montgomery, a 41-year-old 
father of five.
"At the end of the transplant 
operation the patient’s condition 
was satisfactory,” a hospital
"But just about the last thing one Langley—haVe not been re- 
this country needs Is an arbl-1 leased. , 
spokesman said.
Montgomery, a Cape Town
worker, had suffered four heart 
attacks Ince June, 1967. Daphne 
Montgomery saw her husband 
Sunday afternoon before the op­
eration.
"He just waved, he could not 
speak because of all those tubes 
. . .,” she said. The transplant 
“was the only thing left—he 
could not have lived for much 
longer. . . . It’s in God’s hands 
now.”
The donor was Identified as 
21-yenr-old Earl Smee, who died 
of a brain Injury after being at-
__ _____ .. ____ tacked near hls Cape Town 
welder and former gold mine | home.
FOR FISCAL 1973 HUGE DEFICITS
$246.3 Billion Budget For U.S
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Nixon has handed Congress
A 3240,3-billlon United States
even while "we move to tero 
draft calls,"
■ lie asked 33.101 billion for
budget for fiscal 1073 written In space, a bit more than 'this ye 
deep red Ink. He announced two but aimed at less lofty exploi
-ear
huge deficits—338.8 billion tills 
fiscal year and 325.5 blllldn next
—and said they will help speed 
up the U.S. economic recovery, 
"Deficit spending at tills time, 
like temporary wage and price 
controls, la strong but necessary 
medicine,” Nixon said in his 
budget message today. Yet he 
slapped repeatedly nt the Demo­
cratic-controlled Congress for 
spending more than he had 
asked.
Revenues will rise "as the 
new prosperity takes hold,” Re­
publican Nixon promised.
In asking 376.5 billion for de­
fence. Nixon scheduled the first 
nlr.ablo Increase In new wcap- 
ons-syslem spending in years,
__ ________ _ rora­
tion goals. The money would 
launch work on the reusable
space shuttle but cancel the an­
nounced "Grgnd Tour” of outer 
planets, \
The budget calls for a many- 
sided program to stimulate re­
search and development by pri­
vate firms, universities and fed­
eral agencies with tax incen­
tives, grants, subsidies and 
other incentives.
Defence
Most of the proposed Id-billion 
Increase in military budget au­
thorizations provides develop­
ment funds to speed the buildup 
of strategic-weapons systems. It 
n|so Is a boon tn the languishing 
defence and aerospace Indus-
tries, for It means the Pentagon 
will be speeding up procure- 
ment and letting new contracts,
The money will haaten\devel- 
opment of the new family of 
deadlier n)lMlle-flring submar­
ines, the undersea-launched 
missile system. It will start the 
funding of a new nuclcar-pow- 
ered aircraft carrier which may 
become the first billion-dollar 
ship In history, Development of 
a new manned strategic 
bomber, die B-l, also will be 
furthered.
Environment
Unspectacular Increases- are 
Crovlded In most pollutlon-con-
■ol and water programs, In­
cluding a rise of nearly $200 
million in scwoge-plant-cons-
। traction grants to $1.1 billion, In 
fiscal 1973. Outlays for other ex­
isting programs would incrcnio
• by $40 million. Another 123 mil-
Hort Is provided for proposed 
legislation to regulate ocean 
dumping, noise, , pesticides and 
toxic substances. \
Foreign
Direct military aid would ba 
cut from $950 million to $750 
million If Congress concurs. But 
military-related economic aid, 
providing financial help to coun­
tries carrying a heavy defence 
burden, would be Increased 
from 1972’5 $584 million to WM 
million.
Outlays for what la commonly 
called foreign aid, meaning as-i 
slstanco for the economic devel­
opment of poorer countries, 
would ho 3147 Millon, just if 
million short rtf We estimated
' HEALTH r
The health total is $25.5 billion 
nr io per cent of the entire fed- 
oral budget. 1 ,
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Japan Is Asked To Open 
More Markets To Canada
Visiting Trade Minister Jean- 
Luc Pepin of Canada called on 
Japan today to open more of 
her markets to Canadian ex­
ports, especially manufactured 
goods. In a speech to the Jap­
anese Press Club, Pepin said 
Canadian imports from Japan 
in 1971 leaped by more than 
5217 million to more than $800 
million, while Canadian exports 
to Japan decreased slightly to 
about $792 million. Most, of the 
Japanese exports, including 
automobiles, trucks, motorcy­
cles, television sets and steel 
products, compete directly with 
Canadian products, he said. 
“In turn, we would like to have 
the fullest opportunity to com­
pete with Japanese products in 
Japan," he added.
The British Columbia Federa­
tion of Labor will not present 
its annual brief to the cabinet 
this year, federation secretary- 
treasurer Ray Haynes said Sun­
day.
Senate Democratic Leader 
Mike Mansfield Sunday propos­
ed an expansion of the Vietnam 
peace talks to include Laos and 
Cambodia. He said the four- 
cornered talks in Paris among 
the United States, South Viet­
nam, North Vietnam and the 
fViet Cong have outlived their 
usefulness. He suggested Ran­
goon, capital of Burma, as a 
suitable site for expanded neg­
otiations. Mansfield, one of the 
most respected members of 
Congress and a strong critic of 
.U.S. involvement in Indochina, 
said that in Laos and Cambod- 
'fa “the war is being lost and 
lost badly.”
Three cheques totalling $650,- 
000, which the McGraw-Hill 
publishing firm thought it paid 
to industrialist Howard R. 
'Hughes for his autobiography, 
’were cashed through a Swiss 
bank by an attractive blonde 
who identified herself as Helga 
R. Hughes, Time magazine 
says. The 32-year-old woman, 
who spoke English and bad 
. German, carried the cash out 
of the Zurich bank in three 
* trips, stuffing the Swiss bills in 
an airline bag, the magazine 
-says in its current edition. She 
. endorsed two of the cheques
“H. H. Hughes" in the presence 
of a bank officer, and mailed 
in the third with the same en­
dorsement, Time says.
Eugene J. McCarthy hinted 
Sunday that he may lead a 
third, party effort in the Novem­
ber presidential election “if 
Democrats don’t give us a 
choice. The two-party system is 
Justified only if it gives people 
a choice on the important is­
sues," the Democratic presi­
dential hopeful told a crowd of 
about 1,000 persons at Macales- 
ter College in St. Paul.
The Vatican said Sunday it 
is studying the possibility of 
moving some Roman Catholic 
holy days to Sunday so as not 
to interrupt the work week in 
factories and offices. Vatican 
spokesman Federico Alessan­
drini said that if such changes
bypass important doctrinal dis­
putes. The Roman' Catholic pon­
tiff sounded a call for prayers 
for “the recomposition of the 
family of Christians, still so 
much divided," in a talk from 
his window overlooking St. 
Peter's Square.
Foreign ministers Andrei A.' 
Gromyko of the Soviet Union 
and Takeo Fukuda of Japan 
met today in the opening ses­
sion of a two-day conference. 
Ah official statement said the 
two ministers would “exchange 
views on international problems 
of concern to both sides," but 
Japanese newspapers speculat­
ed that the talks would centre 
on Communist China and its 
changing relations with the 
United States.
are made, they will not affect 
holy days such as Christmas. 
Alessandrini added that present 
Roman Catholic rules “allow 
single episcopal conferences to 
move some holy days of obliga­
tion for Roman Catholics to 
Sunday, especially in countries 
where such holidays are not re­
cognized by civil authorities."
Former communications min­
ister Eric Kierans said Sunday 
the Liberal government should 
be returned to office, but he 
[didn’t stop critizing its econ­
omic policies. He refused to 
[ say, however, whether he would 
accept any invitation to rejoin 
the cabinet from which he re­
signed last April.
Poland accused China Sunday 
of being anti-Communist and 
charged that Communist party 
Chairman Mao Tse-tung is 
leading his people away from 
Marxism toward petty bourg­
eoisie. The criticism came in 
an article printed in Trybuna 
Ludu, Poland’s official Com­
munist party newspaper. It was 
one of the most serious accu­
sations yet levelled against the 
Peking regime by a member 
of the Soviet bloc.
Pope Paul said Sunday that 
efforts to forge Christian unity 
have not been halted. But he 
warned against a “superficial 
ecumenism" that attempt^ to
SHUFFLE DOESN'T 
WORRY BASFORD
TORONTO (CP) — Ron 
Basford . stroked his bald 
head Saturday and said he 
is not worried by talk of at 
imminent shuffle in Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s cabinet.
"I'm sticking around," 
the minister of consumer 
and corporate affairs told a 
local Liberal association.
"The prime minister is 
determined to keep me in 
the cabinet because he’s de­
termined to demonstrate 
that the length of a person’s 
hair is a matter of personal 
choice and has nothing to do ■ 




Marie-Louise Kwiatkowski, a 
31-year-old German woman who 
threw ink at British Prime Min­
ister Edward Heath Saturday, 
has been charged with assault 
on a head of government, in­
formed sources said here Sun­
day. The maximum sentence 
under the charge is an unspec­
ified number of years of forced 
labor, the sources said. Miss 
Kwiatkowski is due to appear 
in court in Brussels sometime 
during the week.
Spanish industrialist Lorenzo 
Zabala Suinaga was released 
unharmed by his leftist Basque 
kidnappers Saturday night, 
about 24 hours before their 
deadline to kill him. Zabala, 44, 
was picked up by a truck driv­
er while hitchhiking along a 
road about 30 miles from his 
factory where he was abducted 
by four armed men Wednes­
day. “I was not harmed and I 
suffered no violence,” the news­
paper La Gaceta del Norte 
quoted him as telling police.
General Francisco Franco, 
supreme ruler of Spain for the 
past three-and-a-ahalf decades, 
has entered his 80th year with­
out any indication that his 
grasp on the reins of govern­
ment may be weakening. Nei­
ther age nor the fresh stirrings 
of political: opposition seem 
about to dislodge him from the 
dominant position he has held 
since 1936,- when a civil war 
embroiled the nation.
TODAYS STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
Foreign Investment Policy 
Unveiled Around Feb .ID
TORONTO (CP) — Prime 
Minister Trudeau says the fed­
eral government will unveil its 
foreign investment policy 
“around the . time” Parliament 
reconvenes Feb. 16.
Interviewed on the CFRB 
radio program Let’s Discuss It, 
taped Friday and aired Sunday 
night, Mr. Trudeau said the 
government jwould be ready to 
make the Announcement "a lit­
tle ;>before” the House recon­
venes but might wait until it 
sits. ■ ■ . .
“The purpose of Jhe policy 
will be to ensure th we are in 
ur domestic
said.
ot exclude out- 
and technology




HALIFAX (CP) — The Eco-
nomic Council of Canada plans 
a full-scale study into instability 
in the construction industry.
The aim is to find some way of 
ironing out the cyclical swings 
that plague the business.
President Robert Stewart of 
the Canadian Construction Asso­
ciation made the announcement 
at the association’s annual 
meeting today. He welcomed 
the study as something the in­
dustry has been advocating for 
years.
“Construction is not growing 
at a steady and healthy rate,” 
Mr. Stewart said. “Unstable 
construction growths are hurt­
ing not only our industry but the 
country at large."
Mr. Stewart, president of 
Camefon Contracting Ltd. of 
Halifax, told the convention that 
fluctuating construction p r fl- 
grams are a basic problem in 
the path of more stable labor­
management relations.
“Lack of employment secu­
rity itself has been a major ar­
gument for some of the ex­
tremely high settlements 
recorded in recent years.”
The economic council’s study 
will be into the causes, effects 
and remedies of cyclical insta­
bility in Canada’s $15-billion-a- 
year construction industry.
needed t3 develop the country, 
he said. "What it really means 
is that we will have to pick and 
choose a bit.”
He avoided reference to a 
screening agency, as proposed 
in the Gray report on foreign in­
vestment, but said the'policy 
would be “a trade-off between 
the desire to get assistance . . . 
and the desire to remain in con­
trol of our own destiny.”
Perhaps earlier, when Canada 
needed heavy foreign invest­
men t for development, the 
choice would have. been more 
difficult, he added.
“ . . . But Canada has 
reached the stage in its develop­
ment where it can pick and 
choose.” .
AROUND B.C
TORONTO (CP) - After 
< three declining sessions prices 
in most sectors of the Toronto 
stock market edged moderately 
■ higher in moderate mid-morn-
Ing trading today.'
The industrial index was .43 
to 195.10 and golds .44 to 162.32.
- Base metals were unchanged at 
«. 85.90 and western oils dropped
.37 to 220.98.
Volume by 11a.m. was 
650,000 shares, up from 625,000( 
• at the same time Friday.
Advances and declines were 
about even, 112 to 111, with 197 
issues unchanged.
1654 Ellis St.
Interprov. Pipe 31% 



























. VANCOUVER (OP) - Prices 
were lower in active trading on 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
today with a first-hour volume
, of 605,344 shares.
t In' the industrials, Interna­
tional Visual added .05 to $1.85 
on a volume of 8,000 shares.
* In the oils, South Pacific Pe­
troleum gained one-half cent to 
,09% on a turnover of 10,000 
shares.
In the mines, Adcra dropped 
.01 to .44 on 229,500 shares,
TORONTO STOCK 
EXCHANGE 
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alla. Gas Trunk 53 •
Alcan 187»'
Bank of Montreal 207t
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Harding Carpets j 
Home "A" 
Hudson Hay Oil 
Husky Oil
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The University Women’s Club of Kelowna
Sponsors
Western Canadian Youth Theatre Group
\ in
"The Renegades"
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NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)-Oppo- 
sition leader Robert Stanfield 
said Sunday night he expects 
a federal election will be called 
this spring.
He said in an interview here 
that although his prediction is 
only a guess, "this seems to 
be the most likely time for 
the vote.”
The Conservative leader said 
the federal government’s an­
nouncement Friday of a two- 
price system for wheat lends 
strength to expectations of an 
election in the next few months.
“It’s something that has been 
long promised, and something 
we have advocated for a long 
time.”
Mr. Stanfield was to spend 
the night on Vancouver Island 
before heading to Vancouver 
this morning for the first day 
of activities in a three-day tour! 
of the lower Briiisli Columbia 
mainland and southern Vancou­
ver Island.
He arrived Sunday night at 
Canadian Forces Base Comox, 
about 70 miles north of Nanaimo 
aboard a Canadian Forces air­
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Asked if a screening agency 
could function without reducing ] 
investment, Mr.' Trudeau said j 
some cutbacks would result. j
“That would be the purpose of . 
It. But not necessarily in all i 
areas or perhaps even over-all." <
He noted that individual gov­
ernment measures already had 
prevented foreign Investment in 
some areas.
"To the extent tint foreign In- 
vestment has not come in these 
areas, it has been deduced.” In 
other areas where it had been 
a v a i ba b 1 e, he couldn’t say 
whether there had been a reduc­
tion or not.
He also outlined plans for the 
Competition Act which Con­
sumer Affairs Minister Ron 
Basford announced earlier 
would be revised and're-intro­
duced at the next parliamentary 
session.
Mr. Trudeau said th® revision 
would be . “along the lines of 
representations” made to gov­
ernment since the bill was first 
introduced.
There, were some who feared 
the original bill would not im­
prove business competition and 
would prevent even those merg- 
■ ers that would be beneficial for 
! the country.
■ “We’re not against mergers 
and joint ventures. . . if the re- 
i suit is favorable," he said.
“I think this is the main 
l thrust of the changes we'll be 
looking at.”
The Surrey School Board 
Trims Provisional Budget
SURREY (CP)— The Surrey 
school board trimmed $356,279 
from its provisional 1972 opera­
ting . budget Sunday, bringing 
the budget down to about 109 
per cent of last year’s budget. 
Education minister Donald 
Brothers said last October he 
wants boards to keep within 108 
per cent of last year's figures. 
The Surrey board said it will 
wait to see if legislation is 
passed to enforce the 108-per- 
cent guideline and, if it is 
passed, may have to lay off 
some teachers and janitors. The 







BUFFALO (AP) ~ A dis- ! 
membered body found in the : 
bathroom of an apartment was ' 
identified today as that of Bon­
nie Hinckley, 24, of Buffalo. Po­
lice said she was identified by 
her parents.
Police, acting on a tip, found 
the body Sunday ahd said they 
also discovered three young 
men drinking beer in adjoining 
rooms. One, the t i p s t e r’s 
brother, was charged with mur­
der.
Lieut. Leo J. Donovan said a 
backsaw, a crowbar, a 12-inch 
butcher knife, a six-inch pocket 
knife and a screwdriver were 
found in the bathroom.
PARTY GOING ON
The murder charge was filed 
against Lloyd R. Sikorski. 17, a 
high-school pupil, who Donovan 
said left a party at the apart­
ment early Sunday, met the girl 
on a street and brought her 
back to the" apartment.
Two men found drinking beer 
with him, William Turner, 17, 
another pupil, and David Luzak, 
20, a painter and the apart- 
[ ment’s occupant, were charged 
, with first-degree criminal felici­
tation and first-degree hindering 
prosecution.
Tobacco Ads Still 
On Some Billboards
VANCOUVER (CP) — 
pite a provincial government 
ban on cigarette advertising, 
nearly 100 billboards are prom­
inently displayed in and 
around the city promoting to­
bacco products.
The number of billboards is 
the same as when the ban went 
into effects—Sept. 1, 1971—al­
though there was a temporary 
decrease at the start of the ban.
Tobacco companies are await­
ing the outcome of a ! Britishghj 
Columbia Supreme Court chal-V 
lenge of the government edict 
scheduled to be heard Feb. 22.
The attorney-general’s de­








5 courses, salad and 
dinner roll, coffee or 
Si.... .....1.95
Mari-
lyn Wdstman, 20, of Vancouver 
died Saturday of injuries suf­
fered in a two-car accident in 
Vancouver Jan. 14. She was the 
driver of a car which collided 
with one driven by David 
Thomas Deaves, 20, of Vancou­
ver, who died in the crash.
PRISON DIVORCE
VANCOUVER (CP) - The' 
John Howard Society of British 
Columbia said Sunday it intends 
to use some of the $15,550 re­
ceived under the local initiatives 
program recently to. hire two 
persons to assist wives of pri­
son inmates in obtaining divor­
ces. The society said it may 
also use some of the money to 
subsidize women who are hav- 
ing trouble in meeting divorce 
costs.
I GARDENS








VANCOUVER (CP) - Work­
ers at about 25 lower mainland 
day care centres voted Satur­
day to seek certification as a 
local of the British Columbia So­
cial Service Workers Union. 
The decision was made at a 
meeting of 54 representatives of 
the day care centres. BEFORE
8
AFTER
Wall Street Begins Eagerly
Then Slows To Backtracking
NEW YORK(Ap/— The New
A New Drink 
Proves Killer
NEW DELHI (AP) — Nearly 
100 slumdwellers who toasted a 
bride and groom with a "new 
kind of drink" that cost only 
seven cents suffered vomiting, 
blindness and finally death 
within hours of the celebration, 
police estimated.
T w e n t y -s l x more persons 
wore unconscious in city hospi­
tals,
The deaths were traced to a 
wedding Friday at which the 
father of, the groom, too poor to 
buy genuine liquor, sent his 
guests to a nearby unlicensed 
“liquor shop" to sample a new 
kind of drink. Police said the 
brow apparently c o n t n 1 n e d 
ninthly alcohol and paint var­
nish,
Several hundred guests at­
tended the wedding in one of 
New Delhi's hut camps, By Sa­
turday night. 65 had died in hos­
pitals, and another 30 were be­
lieved dead In their huts.
The owner of the liquor shop, 
his mothdr and his brother were 
also dead, presumably from 
drinking their own product.
York stock market began last 
week with a mild upsurge and 
spent the rest of the week back­
tracking, finishing with a slim 
gain.
“The public speculator has 
been selling, but institutions 
have been building their posi­
tions. That's why we’re getting 
these buying and selling cross­
currents," said Robert Stovall, 
director of research at Reynolds 
Securities Inc.
On the minus side, many ana­
lysts have been saying that the 
market is due for a consolida­
tion following its rather sharp 
( rise since late November.
, However, brokers noted that 
whenever the market began to 
dip, professional traders moved 
in and began snapping up se­
lected issues. Large reserves of 
foreign funds are hanging over 
the market, awaiting buying op­
portunities, following the re­
alignment of exchange rates a 
couple of months ago, analysts 
say.
, After rising 10% points in the 
first two days, the Dow Jones 
average of 30 industrials de- 
dined for the next three days, 
and ended the week with a mea­
ger gain of 0.76 points at 907.44:
The broadly-based New York 
Slock Exchange index of some 
1,300 common stocks rose 0.17 to 
57.39, while Standard and Poor's 
500-stock index gained 0.26 to 
103.35,
The Associated Press 60-stock 
average, however, dipped 0,7 to 
331.3.
HIGHER VOLUME
Big hoard volume for the 
week climbed to 97.8 million 
shares, compared with Uto pre­
vious week's 85.6 million shares.
Of the 1,008 Issues traded, 029 
advanced and ’ 812 declined.
<C^re were 197 new highs for 
tljfe year and ll new lows. '
JOI the 20 most actively traded 
New York Stock Exchange is- 
sfues’, 12 advanced, six declined 
and two were unchanged.
Sperry Rand was most active 
on the big board, rising 2% to 
$34%. It was followed by Ameri-! 
can Telephone, off 274 to $45%; 
Plessey Ltd., up 74 to $2%; 
Boeing, up % to $247s; and 
Telex, up 2% to $14.
Other big board prices in­
cluded Control Data, up 9% to 
$53% ; Benguet, up 1 to $8%; 
DPF, up 27s to $12%; City In­
vesting, up 174 to $2074; and 
Ampex, off 7b to $117a.
On the American Stock Ex­
change, the price change index 
gained 0;18 to 26.71. Of the 1,296 
issues traded, 648 advanced and 
523 declined.
Of the 20 most active, nine 
advanced,'nine declined and two 
were unchanged.
Tyco Laboratories was most 
active, dropping 1 to 15. It was 
followed by Ozark Air Lines, off 
% to $10; McCulloch Oil, up IFz 
to $31%; TWA warrants, off 7b 
to $28; and Guerdon Industries, 
off 2'A to, $30%.
CLINICALLY TESTED AND GUARANTEED 
AMAZING DISCOVERY FOR HAIR AND
SCALP. (Aid to improve condition of scalp.) ACT N0W1
MEN- WOMEN
"Save Your Hair"
DON’T RESIGN GET THE FACTS
YOURSELF H your condition is
. “hopeless” he will tell youThis., mtemahonally-fam. so frankly< About 5o/ o£.. 
ous expert urges that you those he examines are ’ 
do not resign yourself to hopeless. Otherwise he'll 
baldness unless you are al- teU you what’s wrong with 
- j uu v' _ i u your hair and scalp, what ready bald. Your only ob- can and should be done 
ligation is to yourself — about it, how little time '
to free your mind about and money will be requir
hair loss, dandruff, itching e(i Put your s?a^’u.in 
condition to grow healthyor other scalp disorders. hair again. -—
DOCTOR’S AMAZING DISCOVERY for HAIR and
SCALP DANGER SIGNS
• Dandruff • Hair Too Dry or Oily
• Excess Hair Fall ■• Itchy Scalp .
Hair and Scalp Specialist will be holding free hair 
and scalp clinic at the Capri Motor Hotel on Wed., 
Jan. 26 only between the hours of 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
AU examinations are given in private, there is no ob­
ligation. No appointment needed. Ask the desk clerk 
for Mr. Brown’s suite number.
NATIONAL HAIR & SCALP 
INSTITUTE OF CANADA 








• Repairs Io All Makes of 
Elec,tile Shavers
' GUIDE
HELD OVER UNTIL TUESDAY
.Svorybody's talking about. ,, "Job"
11:30 mm. - 2:00 p.m.
9 p.m. - 2:00 u.in
. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m,
. ENTERTAINMENT 
\TucMluy to Saturday inclusive
210 BERNARD AVE.
76.1-5120
' SI'A FOOD AND SIEAKS
Exclusively at the Koko Club
Mon. - Fri








JOE’PULLS NO PUNCHES. 
IT'S NEVER BEEN SERVED 
■ ----tthB w ON HIM THIS HOTI”
—Arehtr Winaton, N.Y, POST
"WHFHMIYUHK
W,JULY27,1WO
SEE W FROM THE 
BEGINNING
WARNING — Nudity, sex with drugs spd very course 






Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day nt 
261 Beinnnl. Ave. 762-31H
KOKO CLUB
NOTED FOO FINE FOODS"275 Leon Ave.








NORMA ROSSI - VOCALIST
Direct from a recent .cngi^ciiienl al 
Whileboisc, Yukon 
(2 Fun Shows Nighlly)
A.
FLUORIDE TO BE ADDED SOON 
INSURANCE COMPANY SETTLES
After being absent from city water since a fire last 
March, fluoride may be added soon, engineering director 
Nelson Deck said today.
, The fluoride machine was destroyed in a fire which dam­
aged the water pumping station at Poplar Point.
Mr. Deck said city and insurance company officials have 
been arguing about whether the $6,000 machine, about five 
or 10 years old, should be repaired or replaced.
The insurance company has now authorized buying a \ 
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Local RCMP were kept busy 
during the weekend with a rash 
of accidents which caused an 
estimated $6,200 damages.
Largest toll occurred in a 
mishap Saturday at Harvey 
Avenue and Glenmore Street 
involving Lloyd Burton of Kel­
owna, and Raymond Opitz of 
Rutland, who were not injured 
in the U:4Q a.m. accident which 
caused about $1,300 damages.
William McKay of Winfield, 
and Frank Reich of Kelowna, 
escaped injury in another acci­
dent at Highway 97 and Burtch 
Road Saturday at 11 a.m. Dam­
age was reported at about
In another accident at Burtch 
1 toad and Bernard Avenue, Sun­
day at 12:25 p.m„ Alfred 
Schmidtke and Julie Howe of 
Celowna, escaped injury. About 
: 350 damages were reported.
John Gerard > and ■; Graham 
Bell, both of Rutland,-escaped 
njury in a mishap Saturday at 
12:15 p.m., in which about $300 
damage was caused. The acci­
dent occurred at Highway .33 
and Rutland Road.
Another accident Saturday at 
Richter Street and Harvey 
Avenue caused some $250 dam-
Arts And Crafts On Display 
Shown By Local Arts Council
Sil
a*
, Exhibit and sale items by i 
local craftsmen will be displayed : 
this week at Orchard Park, . 
courtesy of the Kelowna and ' 
District Arts Council.
The show began today with 
exhibits by the rock and gem 
club, lapidary slides and weav­
ing. With the exception of weav­
ing, the same program is of­
fered Tuesday morning when 
mosaic tile will be shown by 
Mrs. B. Hare. Spinning and 
weaving demonstrations will be 
featured Tuesday afternoon, as 
well as wood carving, and pot­
tery demonstrations by Peggy 
Loan and Mary Turk.
Pottery, rocks and gems and 
lapidary slides will be on tap 
Wednesday, with the first de­
monstration by Frank Poll of 
Vernon. Spinning and weaving 
by Elizabeth Willetts, wool 
weaving (God’s Eyes) by Joyce 
Knowles and pottery by Mary 
Turk will finish off the Wednes­
day program.
ning and weaving (Rochine 
Holland), inkle belt weaving by 
Ann Kujundzic, jewelry and 
metal sculpting by Mr. Ander­
son, woodcutting and macrame, 
as well as pottery by Robert 
Kingsmill, architectural render­
ing by the Interior Chapter of 
Architects and rock and gem 
demonstrations.
$1,200.
Bernard Avenue and Richter 
Street was the scene of an ac­
cident involving Walter ,Kroh- 
man and Clifford Leadley, both 
of Kelowna, who were not in­
jured in the mishap. Damage 
was estimated at $1,000 in the 
3:15 p.m. accident Sunday.
John Wilkinson and Michael 
Flintoft, both of Kelowna, es­
caped injury in a mishap at 
Bernard Avenue and Mill Street 
Saturday at 3:15 p.m., in Which 
. about $800 damages were re- 
• ported.
More or less the same pro­
gram is featured Friday with 
the addition of papier mache 
masks by Gwen Lamont and a 
return demonstration of God’s 
Eyes by Joyce Knowles.
New demonstrations and dis­
plays Saturday (the last day) 
include inkle belt weaving by 
Wanja Twan, wood sculpting by 
Lyle Twan, handbuilt pottery by 
Ben Lee and . students, and 
painting by Albert Salloum.
About $750 damages were re­
ported in an accident Sunday on 
Glenrosa Road involving Doug­
las Bartlett of Penticton, and 
Donald Hickson of Westbank,
ages and injuries to Grace Gar­
dner, a passenger in a vehfcle 
driven by Garnett Gardner of 
Westbank. Other driver involv- ' 
ed in the mishap was Paddy 
Undseth of Kelowna. The acci­
dent was reported at 8:40 p.m.
No injuries were reported in 
an accident on Highway 97, one 
mile horth of Westbank, involv­
ing Donald Cameron of West­
bank. and Desire Balcaen of 
Nanaimo. About $250 damages 
were reported in the 4:15 p.m. 
mishap Sunday.
Accident victim, Maxine Ray­
mond Daoust of Kelowna, criti­
cally injured in a hit and run 
Dec. 28, is listed in improved 
condition at Kelowna General 
Hospital today. Another vehicu­
lar victim, Carol Grant, struck
who were not injured in the 2 by a car Friday, was treated 





Members of the Media Mob­
sters escape from the RCMP 
-paddy wagon as coach Norm 
jaWilliams loudly protests po- 
®Uce brutality (top picture) to
start the fifth annual Schmo- are buried under a pile of An- 
ckey game between Mobsters gels (bottom) who success- 
and the RCMP Angels Satur- fully shackle the two players 
day night. Bob Harrison and together with a pair of leg 
Brian Leboe of the Mobsters
irons. Mobsters came out 
top of the annual classic 
a 15-14 score.
OVER $2,000 RAISED
Most comprehensive day is 
Thursday, leading off with 
jewelry and metal sculpting by 
Edward Anderson, rock and gem 
displays and lapidary . slides. 
Mrs. Author Drake returns with 
weaving in the afternoon, jew­
elry and metal sculpting by Mr. 
Anderson, wood carving by Mr. 
Nicholson and pottery by Ann 
McMillan.
The evening portion of Thurs­
day’s program includes spin-
Arrested
For Theft
A 24-year-old Rutland man,
Worley David Halter, pleaded 
guilty in provincial court this, 
morning to one charge of break­
ing and entering and theft and 
another of breaking and enter­
ing with intent to commit theft, 
laid following an early-morning 




Organizers of a community 
resources centre in Kelowna 
are looking for somewhere to 
house the centre.
Under the local initiatives 
program, the federal manpower 
and immigration department 
has given $18,252 to operate the 
program, which will give in­
struction in low-cost food buy­
ing and preparing^ repairing or 
making clothes, doing small 
household maintenance jobs, 
and the creative arts.
The federal money is intend­
ed to operate the centre until 
May 31, but organizers hope 
there will be enough interest to 
continue the program.
The first of a series of after­
noon. film programs will be 
presented at 2 p.m. Tuesday in 
the National Film Board thea­
tre in the Federal Building. 
Films will be The House That
ment. Because the puzzles,
Crossword fans searching our 
pages today for their favorite 
pastime are in for a disappoint-
in a ribbon of paper 30 inches 
wide!
Jack Built, a cartoon; To See ____ _______ .... _______
Or Not To See, an animated | which come from the east, are
film; November, a contempla- sent by air, they will likely not
tion of the moods of that month ( appear until the air traffic con- 
and Garden. The program is ' ’ ” ‘
particularly designed for house­
wives.
Tom Capozzi, member of a 
prominent Kelowna family, has 
been elected to the board of 
BrenMac Mines Ltd., a Van­
couver exploration company. 
The company is continuing a 
feasibility study on its copper- 
molybdenum-tungsten property
east of Everett, Wash.
Dr. George Deagle of Kel­
owna may have served 




’ Two RCMP constables, bn a 
routine patrol around 2:30 a.m., 
discovered the Sir Barber Shop 
on Ellis Street had been broken 
into and arrested Mr. Halter 
as he was coming out of the 
Wigwam Smoke and Gift Shop. 
Nothing was reported stolen 
from the barber shop, but the 
accused was found with about 
$27 in change and a number of 
magazines taken from the gift 
shop.
Mr. Halter was remanded to 
Jan. 31 for a pre-sentence re­
port.
All or part of a house, or 
some other centrally located 
building with a kitchen, is 
needed for day and early night 
use. Anyone knowing of such a 
place should call Ann Kujund­




Media Mobsters Rule Supreme 
- In Classic With RCMP Angels
Media Mobsters battled 
through three periods of tough 
non-hockey to take a narrow 
15-14 win over the RCMP 
Angels, but for the fifth y&r 
in a row the winners were Kel­
owna charities.
. Officials announced that more 
If than $2,000 was raised by the 
unnunl Schmockey game antics 
at the Memorial Arena Satur­
day night before 2,300 plus fans.
The money raised was split 
between furnishing dormator- 
ies for the Sunnyvale workshop 
and Teen Town charities. For 
the fifth year, a near sell-out 
crowd viewed the aptics dis-
played by the local RCMP and 
members, of Kelowna’s media.
Mobsters did their part in 
catching up to the RCMP in 
games won, claiming their sec­
ond victory in five years and 
snapping a two-season winning 
streak by the police.
Early worries that the Trash­
can Trophy, highly coveted by 
the Schmockey contenders, 
would not be around for the 
classic were dispelled prior to 
game time.
The trophy, which is stolen 
and re-stolen by the two teams 
building up to the game, was 
(reported to have been thieved
Member Of Pioneer Family 
Mrs. Norma Morrison Dead
for real Thursday night from 
its location on a lamp post on 
Bernard Avenue.
Police officials admitted to the 
apparently legitimate heist 
Monday morning, after taking 
credit for receiving the valued 
award Saturday night and cast­
ing a slur on the honest, up­
standing, opposition.
On a more serious note, in­
juries again cropped up in the 
classic. Angels' Dave McLay 
reinjured knee ligaments during 
the game and will have them re­
moved. One other Angel player, 
Jerry Demhke, suffered a 
brace of Injuries.
Const. Demhke suffered a 
swat in the eye from a wayward 
croquet mallet, escaping with a
bruise and a headache. He also 
suffered a dressing room acci­
dent, with a bad cut on the
Mobsters esci ped without in- 
flnger.
, ury, excluding a practice mis­
hap which saw Ross Phelps 
sidelined with pulled knee liga­
ments. The usual aches and 
pains, and rundown conditions, 





trol dispute is settled.
Buses to and from Vancouver 
are reported on time now. How­
ever, buses to and from Cal­
gary are being diverted via the 
Kootenays while the Rogers 
Pass is closed, resulting in de­
lays.
IN COURT
I Diane Pisiak, of Kelowna, re­
ceived a suspended sentence, 
was placed on probation for a
I A member of a pioneer Kei- 
MjUowna family will be buried 
’Tuesday,
Mrs. Norma J. Morrison, 73, 
»t Lakeshore Road, died Satur­
day in Kelowna General Hospit­
al. She had pneumonia eight 
days.
Mrs. Morrison was born June
20, 1898, in Truro, N.S. As Nor- 
I ma Tully, sho camo to the 
| Okanagan In 1918, nnd began 
I ygteaching at Ellison Elementary 
I ^School, Here she met her hus- 
I band*. John A. Morrison, who 
u was In the logging business.
I . His mother and father came 
| here to manage the (Juisuchan
| Ranch for Lord and Lady Aber-
| deen. Morrison Street was
I mined for his father. The Glcn-
I inorc area waS named' by his
I mother and another woman to
I win a contest.
I Mrs, Morrison began teaching 
1 at Glcnroso Elementary School
I *r>nenr Westbank In 1927, In 1933 
■ ", she joined the stuff of S. M. 
U Simpson Co, Ltd., as an account- 
| ant, retiring In 1967.
■ , Mrs. Mormon sang during
vnrlous programs. She was a 
member of the Canadian Club 
of Kelowna.
Surviving arc her daughter, 
Mrs. JI. J. <Redt Hughes of 
Kelowna; one grandchild: one 
brother, Ira Tully of Surrey; 
and one sister, Mrs. J. E. 
Burgess of North Vancouver. 
Mr. Morrison died in January; 
1963.' ' '' '
Rev. John Davidson will offic­
iate nt 10:30 n,m. in Day's Fune­
ral Home. Burial will bo In Kel­
owna Cemetery. \
Pallbearers will be Jack 
Morrison of Vernon, J nines 
fbaart, Horace Simpson, Jack 
Hews, Jim Trendgold and Wally 
Sexsmith.
HOT WIRES
The Relownn Fire Depart­
ment had a quiet weekend with 
one minor calf recorded Sun­
day nt 5:22 p.m., which, turned 
out to Ixs overheated wires on 
a pole in the I860 block Maple 
Street. There were six\routino 
ambulance calls and nd acci­
dents.
Report
The Fraser Canyon nnd Rog­
ers Pass were still closed at 
8:30 a.m. today, according to 
the B.C, highways department. 
Use of good winter tires or 
chains on all roads is urged, 
Following conditions were re­
ported on other roads:
Cache Creek-Kamloops, most­
ly bare, slippery parts, sanded,
Allison Pasa, six to eight In­
ches new snow, snowing, drift­
ing. watch for small slides.
Princeton-Penticton, one to 
three Inches new snow, plowing, 
sanding.
Onoyooh-Grand Forks, four 
Inches new snow, compact sec­
tions. plowed and sanded.
Highway 97, mostly bare, 
slippery areas.
Highway 33. bare parts, com­
pact ice and snow, sanded.
Monaahee, compact snow, 
normal winter conditions, sand­
ing.
Ycllowhcad Route (Kamloops- 
Jnsper), one to three inches 
new snow* piqued, sanding, 
wideningr
oner. He indicated to the late 
D. M. White, former coroner 
here, he might be interested in 
being an assistant coroner. 
When the appointment was 
made in November, he said he 
was not interested. The B.C. 
lieutenant-governor in council 
rescinded the order this month. 
Dr. P. D. Hooge is the coroner.
It might not seem apparent 
from the issue your holding, 
but the average press run of 
the Courier, if measured end 
to end, would stretch 12 miles
Will Need 
Mad Money
year and ordered to pay rest!- I 
tution after pleading guilty to 
a charge of false pretenses. 
The accused , admitted purchas­
ing $12.50 worth of goods from 
a local grocery store Nov. 18 
by means of a worthless che­
que. ' I
Wilfred Michelle, of West­
bank, was fined $300 and had 
his driver’s licence suspended 
for one month after pleading 
guilty to a charge of impaired 
driving.
Driving with a blood-alcohol 
count exceeding .08 per cent 
cost Donald Gordon Faulkner, 
of Westbank, a $200 fine and a 
one-month supension of his 
driver’s licence.
Because of the prevalence of 
the ’flu and various forms of । ...the common cold, in the com- City c0Vn^4 will probably 
munity, visiting hours at the so°n be asked to authorize tok
John Mervin Piwniuk of Kel­
owna was remanded without 




Because of a lack of people 
and places to rehearse, Kel­
owna Little Theatre has cancel­
led plans to present two plays 
to have been presented in the 
spring. Entitled Little Boxes, 
the plays were to have been 
directed by Bill Bennett.
The first auditions were call­
ed last month, but got so little 
response they had to be cancel­
led. When later auditions got no 
more response, plans were stop­
ped. /
Many KLT members are also 
connected with Kelowna Mus­
ical Productions, which is giv­
ing its annual presentation in 
May. Last month KLT moved 
from the former Bijou Theatre 
on Bertram Street to the form­
er forestry site at Ellis Street 
and Clement Aycnue.
Kelowna General Hospital are 
still restricted to immediate 
family.
However, although the 'flu is 
going around, it hasn’t reached 
serious proportions, according 
to Kelowna Medical Association 
head, Dr. Jim Tisdale.
He said doctors during the 
past few days haven’t reported 
more than the usual number of 
serious, chest colds or influenza 
cases for this time of. year.
"They aren’t being brought 
in by the car-load or dropping 
like flies — so I don't think 
we’ve got an epidemic situ­
ation."
WOSK’S HOTELS
Two Vancouver hotels owned 
and operated by the hotel divis­
ion of Wosk’s Ltd., a Vancouver- 
based public company, have be­
come part of the world-wide ITT 
Sheraton System. They are the 
Plaza "500," nnd the Landmark, 
the latter due to open Oct. 1. 
There will be no change of 
ownership.
rowing up to $750,000 on a fohrtk,Clifford William Leadly, of 
term basis, finance director'H.Wowna. was remanded with-
K. Hall said today. Temporary 
borrowing is requested each 
year until tax or grant reve­
nues are received.
The city encourages people 
to pay taxes early by allowing 
them bank interest rates on 
payments made until tax bills 
are sent out, usually about May. 
Overdue taxes are charged five 
per cent July 31, and another 
five per cent Aug. 31.





Funeral seivices for John 
Finlay McIntosh, 92, of 667
Burne Ave., will be held Tues­
day. He died Saturday.
Surviving is his sister, Mrs. 
Lavina Hayden, Kelowna.
Rev. John Davidson will of­
ficiate in Day's Funeral Home 
at 2 p.m. Burial will be in 
Lakeview Memorial Park.
William John Marshall, of 
Kelowna, was fined $50 and $10 
per hundred-weight over the 
maximum allowable load, after 
pleading guilty to violating a 
Department of Commercial 
Transport load regulation. Mr. 
Marshall’s vehicle was found to 
be carrying 6,940 pounds too 
many.
... Cold
The mercury is forecast to go 
from zero to 10 degrees below 
in Kelowna tonight. The high 
tomorrow is expected to be 10- 
15 degrees, and it will be clear 
and cold. Sunday temperatures 
ranged between 21-26 degrees In 
the city, 13-30 degrees at the 
airport. There was 1.4 Inches of 
snow at the airport, but only 
1/10 of an inch fell downtown,
IN TIME FOR CAMP
More Of The World Available In Cadets
Ry GEORGE WHITELEY 
Courier Staff
They used to say: "Join the 
navy and ,see the world."
Now boys don't have to wait 
that long. When they are 13-19 
they can Join the B.C. Dragoons 
cuilets.
A smart boy crin sec Church- 
Ill or Shilo, Man., Ottawa, (he 
United States, Ireland,, the Car­
ibbean or some other exciting 
spot, Or maybe Just Vernon.
But don't got the Idea cadet 
life Is a dream. It’s good, hard 
work—the kind that makes boys 
Into men and men into lendeirs. 
Cadets who go tn these places 
have excelled in one or more 
things.
Tills month there’s a special 
welcome mat out for new mem­
bers of 903 Squadron, B.C. Dra­
goons. Kelowna Cadet Corps. 
The 78 boys meet Tuesdays at 
7 p.m. in the Armory.
Ilie emphasis Is on this 
month because Jan. 31 is the 
deadline for entries for sum­
mer camp at Vernon. Now boys 
nr© eligible for two weeks at 
camp.
In charge of the squadron is 
Capt. Norman Itilborn, who 
served overseas with the BCDji 
In the Second World War. fin­
ishing ns a sergeant, then 14 
years with the Lord Strathcona
Horse, becoming a staff ser­
geant.
He sums up the aims of the 
cadet movement as "to develop 
In youth the attributes of good 
citizenship and leadership, to 
promote physical fitness, and 
Io stimulate interest In the sea, 
land and air elements of the 
Canadian Forces."
Lieut. Donald Appleton, chief 
training officer, was regimental 
sergeant-major ► for the BCDs. 
Lieut. Torrt B'uchcnauer, train­
ing officer, was "one of the 
boys" himself, Lieut. Alex Pry- 
tula, administrative officer, 
looks after physical education 
also.
Each troop has 15-20 boys 
with their own cadet officers 
and senior non-commissioned
officers, 
"We’d like about 
says Capt. Hilborn, 
the authority for a 
some instruments 






It costs nothing to bo a cadet. 
Uniforms are provided, but 
cadets are responsible for keep­
ing them In good order. Trans­
portation is provided to parades 
In military vehicles between 
Kelownn, W/cstbnnk and Rut­
land. These have been cancel­
led while the heavy snow , re­
mains, but a largo percentage
CAl’T. NORMAN Illi,HORN 
, . , . need more bays
of cadets have made it on their 
own.
Cadet life in not what it used 
to be, with hour# and hours of 
dreary marching, right dressing 
nnd all the rest. There's just 
enough drill to pass inspections, 
anti the rest of the time Is spent 
teaching things that will help 
boys through life,
Much Ume ja spent In the
great outdoors, where cadets 
really learn how to look put for 
themselves.
Driver training Is given at 
summer camps,
Handling 22 rifles must be 
learned. There arc three shoots 
a year.
The corps won the B.C. flint 
aid championship two years in 
a row. Lieut. Jack Roberts 
gives 10-wcck St. John Ambu­
lance Brigade courses.
"We are the authority for the 
Duke of Edinburgh awards in 
Canada," adds the captain, 
Tills program operates from 
Jxindon, Ont, Bronze, silver and 
gold awards arc given for phy­
sical abilities, hobbles and ser­
vice to others, Each takes a 
year to earn. The duke gives 
the gold ones himself.
Shooting Is done with new 
i'IIIck. Classifying is done on 
the open range at Penticton.
Hunter safety courses are 
given lasting 10 weeks. These 
will be mandatory for all boys 
wishing to get hunting licences, 
Cooking for themselves Is one 
of the "rewards" of life In the 
open. During one (inch foray 
the cadets gathered and cooked 
frogs’ legs.
"Matter of fact they looked 
qulti! delicious but I just didn't 
feel like trvlng any," their 
leader admitted.
The movement encourages I
boys to keep up with their I
school work. If officers find I 
boys arc slipping In school, , 
they interview them nnd their I 
parents. I
Smoking, Uquor and drugs 
are not allowed during cadet 
Operations,
The "big deni" each year Is 
the Inspection, For thn last two 
years this has been Ilie best of 
tlic 48 corps In B.C, Last your 
they were only about 56 points 
below the 1,200 maximum. Tlin 
"best-dressed cadet" is picked 
each week.
Cadets and their fathers 'tore 
looking forward to the annual 
father nnd son banquet Jan, 29, |
Escorts will be provided where 
fathers cannot attend, It Ip hop- 
cd the 100 per cent attendance 
figure sot during the Inst two , 
years will be maintained, ’
Some day you may sen glrlsv 
In cadet uniforms. A girls’\ 
corps has been formed in Saan­
ich, on Vancouver Island, but 
Is not wholly supported by the 
forces, ’
\ "nicro’i toothing In my corps 
« jjlJhpMiMn’t do/’ says Copt
With girl cadets* ttie boys 
would pay more attention to 
dies* , and'^deportment, And 
they’d'have to invite mothers 
and daughters to the banquet.
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Three 12-Hour Shifts
Three Straight Days Off
“When you’re working shift work, 
you only get one real weekend off a 
month. And if it rains, even this can 
be ruined.”
This is how Richard Bertrand, dir­
ector of the Gulf Oil plant at Varen­
nes, Que., summed up shift-work as 
the plant changed over to a 12-hour 
day.
Under the new schedule launched 
for a nine-month trial, employees 
work three consecutive 12-hour shifts 
and then get three consecutive days 
off. They alternate on day and night 
shifts, and put in 84 hours every two 
weeks.
The lack of any real weekend was 
the common complaint among shift 
workers, said Mr. Bertrand. It was 
often a life of seven-day work stretch­
es, missed holidays and incomplete 
weekends.
The three-day 12-hour schedule is 
not unique to Gulf Canada’s Varen­
nes plant, said a company spokesman.
The system was tried two months 
ago at the company’s oil refinery at 
Point Tupper, N.S., and has worked 
out well so far. Furthermore, studies 
are under way to introduce the sche­
dule at their petro-chemical and oil 
refinery in Montreal East.
Gulf’s acceptance of the arrange­
ment hinged on three conditions: That 
there be no increased costs, that effi­
ciency not be reduced and that the 
schedule be acceptable to the Quebec 
labor board.
The arrangement has a clause stat-
ing the new schedule can be terminat­
ed at any time, by either group, on 30 
days* notice.
Mf. Bertrand pointed out that the 
trend across the continent is toward 
longer shifts and fewer work days a 
week.
He said the new schedule will re­
sult in the plant’s 130 operators and 
technicians maintaining their present 
salaries and continuing to work the 
same number of hours. .
The workers gain with the disap­
pearance of former seven-day work, 
stretches while increasing the coinci­
dence of days off with weekends from 
13 to 22 or 24. The new set-up also 
means less commuting for many of the 
employees.
The idea for the new schedule was 
first broached by Mr. Bertrand at an 
employees’ association meeting nearly 
a year ago.
‘‘The majority of the men—more 
than 70 per cent—voted for the idea. 
And the remainder have gone along.”
Mr. Bertrand said the Varennes 
schedule has a special feature in its 
‘‘voluntary call-in” system used in 
case of employee absence.
“We arranged for a voluntary list 
that will be filled in by the men who 
are going off shift, telling us if they 
can be reached and at what times,” 
he explained.
“The way We look at it, if the men 
like the new deal, .they’ll do this. And 




Britain Backed U.S 
About-'Panhandle'
By BOB BOWMAN warned Britain that he would
Pulp Industry To Pay
(Galt Reporter)
Federal and provincial government 
policies have a profound effect on the 
pulp and paper industry. For example, 
recently announced federal water pol­
lution regulations imposed on pulp 
and paper mills will cost the industry 
an estimated $685 million. In the cir­
cumstances, an allocation of $5 mil­
lion, spread oyer five years, is a mod- 
pest contribution by the new depart- 
i ment of the environment towards wat­
er pollution abatement research. The 
grant is conditional on the industry 
correspondingly increasing its own 
expenditures on this type of research 
over and above the $1.4-million it
term research projects would be false 
economy, the problems of the pulp 
and paper industry are immediate. 
Naturally, there is strong pressure to 
use company research budgets for 
programs which seem likely to pro­
duce short-term results. Technologi­
cal developments that would cut costs 
and increase efficiency would be a 
shot in the arm right now for a hard
pressed pulp and paper industry. But 
future needs must also be provided for 
despite present difficulties. To remain 
competitive and up to date, industry 
must rely on research for new techni-
The Alaska panhandle that de- 
Srives northern British Colum- 
la and the Yukon of a seaport 
is the result of a decision made 
by Britain Jan. 24, 1903, to sub­
send troops to enforce the 
American version of the bound­
ary. Britain did not want to risk 
war with the U.S. and ordered
Alverstone to vote with the 
-...........................  . - — Americans. The Canadian dele-
mit the disputed boundary to an gates were helpeless, and so the 
“impartial commission." present boundary came Into el*
When the United States bought feet.
’ Alaska from Russia in 1867, the The bad decision from Can- 
boundary was considered to ada’s point of view led Prime
have been defined by an Anglo* Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier to 
Russian treaty drawn up in create the department of exter- 
1825. The definition was amblgu* nal affairs so Canada' would nc 
ous but was of little concern longer depend on Britain in 
until the Yukon gold rush of matters of foreign affairs. Il 
1898 when Canada needed a port was an important step in Cana- 
to land prospectors and equip- _ “ —
ment.. The U.S. arid Canada
dian Independence.
both claimed jurisdiction over 
the territory at the head of the 
Lynn Canal.
The dispute continued until 
1903 when it was submitted to 
the so-called impartial commis­
sion. It consisted of two, Canadi­
ans, Sir Louis Jette and Allen 
Aylesworth, with Chief Justice 
Lord Alverstone of Britain as 
their chairman. Tlie U.S.1 ap- 
pointed Elihu Root, Henry 
Cabot Lodge, and George
OTHER Jan. 24 EVENTS:
1848—Reformers won general, 
election; V’
1867—British Columbia legist 
lature held its first meeting a: 
New Westminster.
1885—CPR t e 1 e g r a p h wa: 
completed between Atlantic anc 
Pacific.
1888—Grand Trunk and North
Turner. Root and Lodge were 
already on record as favoring 
the U.S. claim, while Turner 
was a West Coast businessman.
A 3 negotiations continued, 
President Theodore Roosevelt of 
the U.S. became impatient and
ern and Hamilton Railway: 
amalgamated. j
1923—George H. Murray rol 
signed as premier of Nova Sco' 
tia after being in office for 2’. 
years.
1955—It was announced tha 
Canada would build atomic 
power plant at Des Joachims 
Ont.
Computer Salesman Planning 
New Attack On Northwest Passage
LONDON (Reuter) — The 
eruption of violence in Rhode­
sia threatens attempts, to re­
solve a long-simmering dis­
pute over the country’s sei­
zure of independence from 
Britain six years ago.
Rioting in several parts of 
the country, in which 15 black 
Africans died during police at­
tempts to restore order, is dis­
rupting official British efforts 
to test Rhodesian opinion on
proposals foran Anglo-Rhode­
sian settlement.
It also has raised anxiety 
about the political freedom 
being allowed in Rhodesia for 
the opinion-testing operation.
The former colony broke
ion among many of the coun­
try’s five million blacks ap­
peared to be hardening 
against the terms.
Commission teams called 
off several meetings they had 
planned in sensitive areas.
Opponents of the Smith re­
gime, which commands the 
support of most of Rhodesia’s 
243,000 whites, were angered 
Jan. 18 when police arrested a 
former white prime minister, 
Garfield Todd, and his daugh- 
ter Judith—vociferous sup­
porters of the African nation­
alist cause.
ARREST LEADER, WIFE
Two days later police also 
arrested African nationalist 
leader Josiah Chinamano and
away from Britain in 1965 
with a unilateral declaration 
of independence. Successive his wife Ruth. .
negotiations foundered while Rhodesia is, a landlocked 
Rhodesia’s white-minority country of . highland plateaus
rulers stood against all .pres. and modern towns spread 
over 150,000 square miles
spent in 1970.
There is certainly a strong case for 
greater federal and provincial financial 
assistance for forestry research. More 
than 86 per cent of the Pulp and Pap-
i er Research Institute of Canada’s bud- 
| get of $3.2 million last year came 
’ from its 43 supporting companies.
Corporate pulp and paper research in 
! Carada was valued at about $21 mil­
lion in 1970. Research is an invest­
ment in the future and researchers 
' often have to wait patiently for the 
J results of their work to pay off.
i Institute president Dr. Pierre Gcn- 
■ dron is rightly concerned about the 
i future effects of any drastic cutback 
! in funds allocated for research. The 
! break-up of research' teams would be 
a tremendous loss of skilled person­
nel. While his fears are understand-
1 able that a reduction in funds for long-
ques.
Canada spends less than a rapidly 
expanding industrial nation should on 
research. It is not realistic to expect
sures to concede eventual po­
litical control by the African sandwiched between racially 
segregated South Africa andmajority.
Last Nov e m b c r, British 
Foreign Secretary Sir Alec 
Douglas-Home flew to Salis-
1968—W i I s o n and Smith 
meet again, on board the Brit­
ish warship Fearless in Octo­
ber, also off Gibraltar. .They 
remain deadlocked. A month 
later, British minister George 
Thomson goes to Rhodesia but 
fails to win concessions which 
Britain regards as vital.
1969—Landslide vote ap­
proves new apartheid-style 
Rhodesian constitution ensur­
ing white rule. A land tenure 
act divides country into white 
and black areas.
1970—Rhodesia declares it­
self a republic. Smith and his 
governing Rhodesian Front 
party are buttressed by an 
overwhelming general elec­
tion victory, winning all 50 
white seats in Parliament.
1971—British, emissary Lord 
Goodman begins a series of 
contacts in Salisbury in June. 
Some progress is reported. 
British government decides to 
continue economic sanctions 
in November, but Foreign
CAMBRIDGE BAY, N.W.T. 
(CP) — Colin Irwin, a young 
computer salesman from 
Bournemouth, England, plans 
to continue his attempted con­
quest of the Northwest Pas­
sage in May.
His voyage eastward 
through the passage in an 18- 
foot sailboat was halted last 
fall when the craft was caught 
in the ice near this Victoria 
Island community.
The first leg of the journey 
took 106 days and Irwin hopes 
to make Labrador by next 
fall.
His boat, called the Endea­
vour, has a glass-fibre hull 
sheathed with three-quarter- 
inch mahogany. Parts of the 
hull exposed to ice have been 
covered with copper plate.
The Endeavour has no 
motor and Irwin must rely on 
a single Chinese junk-type sail 
for oower.
“I’ve got a good boat and I 
have excellent communica­
tions," he says. "I have a 
very good military radio set.”
The Endeavour was built to 
specifications designed for the 
British admiralty’s Antarctic 
operations.
!
. . ■ , -,. bury for the first ministerial
pulp and paper companies to be able discussions in three years
‘ i with Rhodesian Prime Minis-to increase their research budget at a
time when many of them are finding 
it hard to justify present expenditures. 
Forestry research is certainly an area 
where government must increase its 
support, in view of the position the 
pulp and paper industry, Canada’s 
largest manufacturing industry, occu­
pies in the national economy.
New technology alone is not the
answer to the industry’s current diffi­
culties since they spring from a num
ter Ian Smith. The talks were 
seen as a last chance to find a . 
solution satisfactory to Brit­
ain, the white Rhodesians and 
black Africa.
AGREE ON FORMULA
The two leaders finally 
agreed on a settlement for­
mula Nov. 24. This included 
an agreement that a British
commission visit Rhodesia to 
,test the acceptability of tlie 
terms among all of the coun-
try's people.
The terms were attacked by 
African nationalists, members 
of Britain's Opposition Labor 
party and some churchmen— 
black and white—as not going 
far or fast enough to' ensure
ber of causes, some of them unn':ted 
to technology. Nevertheless, tcci.uol- 
ogical development has an important 
role to play and research is an essen­
tial part of this development. Now is 
not the time fo cut back on forestry eventual majority rule, 
research, but the pulp and paper in- On 11, a commission
duslry cannot go it alone.
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
January 1962
The Kelowna Ski Club hired an in­
structor, Tim Heiberg, who has coach­
ed a Norwegian Olympic, ski team, 
coached an Austrian downhill team and 
taught nt Grouse Mountain at the coast. 
He is now living in Kelowna and Kel­
owna Ski Club president reports that 
Heiberg started his lessons last week, 
and has about 50 students;
20 YEARS AGO 
January 1952
Fred Gore was re-elected chief of the 
Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade for 
the fourth consecutive year. Charles 
pettman is again deputy chief, while 
Charles DeMnra, Archie August and 
Bill Sands were re-elected to the execu­




Peachland Notes: A rough game of 
Basketball featured the contest between 
Peachland and the Kelowna Reds here
Iq Athletic Hall. Sutherland and Miller 
on the forward ine were In good form. 
Sanderson was effective as guard, Twi­
ntun and Gillam were welcomed buck 
on the squad, and Lon Hill is a new ad­
dition that adds strength.
40 YEARS AGO 
January 1932
Rutland Notes: Miss Jessie Campbell, 
who Is training at Vancouver General 
Hospital is spending a holiday with her 
parents, Rev, and Mrs. C. A. Campbell, 
Directors elected for the. Farmers' In­
stitute for 1932 are R. B. McLeod, H. L. 
Wdlll.', T. G. S. Chambers, A. W. Gray 
and A F. Bach.
50 YEARS AGO 
January 1922
The first' meeting of the new board of 
directors rc-cloctcd S, T. Elliot as. presi- 
rirnl, Gen. A. 71, Harman vice-president, 
nrd II, G, M, Wilson ns secretary, The 
directors arc R. Lambly, G..D. Camer­
on, M. Hcreron and F. W, Prldhum.
, headed by British Judge Lord 
Pearce arrived In Salisbury 
from London to begin its opin­
ion-testing exercise, using 
several teams to tour the 
country.
Three days later an African 
was killed and nine were 
•wounded at Shabani, 180 miles 
south of Salisbury, in a dem­
onstration by African miners. 
It proved to be the first of 
several such Incidents as opin­
black-ruled Zambia.
The followin^are the main 




breaks into three parts— 
Southern Rhodesia, a British 
colony, and the African na­
tions of Zambia and Malawi. 
White Rhodesians begin push­
ing for independence.
1964—Britain warns it will 
impose sanctions if Rhode-
Secretary Douglas-Home an­
nounces plans to visit Rhode- 
, sia for more negotiations. He 
arrives Nov. 15, and agree­
ment is announced Nov. 24.
The following month Meth-, 
odist Bishop Abei Muzorewa 
a nnounces the form a tion i n 
Rhodesia of the African Na­
tional Council to oppose the 
settlement proposals.
1972—The Pearce commis­
sion arrives in Salisbury Jan.
. ; ,, . . H, to begin testing opinion,sia’s whites attempt to break violence in Shabani is fol-
away' lowed by African unrest in
1965—Rhodesia defies Brit­
ain, proclaims a "unilateral 
declaration of independence.” 
Britain retaliates with eco­
nomic sanctions, lays down 
five basic principles which de­
mand unimpeded progress to­
wards African rule and the 
ending of racial discrimina­
tion.
1966—United Nations Secu­
rity Council authorizes Britain 
to use force to slop ships de­
livering oil supplies for Rho­
desia through the Portuguese 
Mozambique port of Beira. 
British Prime Minister Harold 
Wilson and Smith meet in De­
cember aboard the British 
warship Tiger off Gibraltar.
Rhodesian prime minister 
rejects British terms, and 
Wilson says there can be “no 
independence before majority 
(African) rule.”
Gwelo, Salisbury, and Umtali 
in what Is described as the 
Worst outbreak of violence in 
10 years.
Rhodesian police arrest 
Todd, his daughter Judith, 
Chinamano, treasurer of the 
African National Council, and 
his wife.
On Jan. 21, Smith pledges to 
stick honorably to' the settle­
ment negotiated witli Britain 
but warns Africans if they re­
ject the terms it would be 
taken to mean they prefer the 
current system.
Fear Of Unemployment Rising
Creates A New Furore In U.K ’ 1 ' I
B-B Raises
New Problem
OTTAWA (CP) — A now bilin­
gual problem1 has cropped up 
here.
Canada Is going to stage a 
gigantic trade fair In Peking in 
August, 'Hie cost will be nroiitid
"I don’t think I’ll be in any 
danger,” says the sailor. "The 
worst that could happen is 
that I could get shipwrecked 
on the coast.
“She’d get smashed around, 
but she’s so strong there’d be 
almost no problem. There's 
ho reason at all why I should 
get killed.”
Irwin has been living on ra 
tions supplemented by dried 
caribou meat and dried fish 
purchased from Eskimo set­
tlements.'
He had hoped to winter at
Spence Bay or Gjoa Haven 
farther east along the Arctic 
Coast. ’
His most hair-raising expe­
rience so far occurred in Sep­
tember not far from here. The 
boat got caught in some 
breakers and ran ashore.
“I put on my wet suit and 
laid anchors off-shore and 
then managed to winch her 
off. It was cold. I got frostbite 
on one foot."
During the winter, Irwin is 
studying the life style of the 
Eskimo people. He plans to 
sell television films and sto­
ries of the tvin when he re­
turns to England.
Sea lions Come In Useful
Finding Out About Themselves
SANTA CATALINA IS­
LAND, Calif. (AP) - Three 
sea lions will carry electronic 
snoopers that ferret out se­
crets of their underwater ad­
aptation.
The secrets will be analysed 
bv University of Southern Cal­
ifornia physiologists who say 
the sea lions will make a sig­
nificant contribution because 
they once were exclusively
land animals,
“We want to look at the 
way the sea lion's cardiovas- 
' cular regulatory mechanism 
has changed to meet the chal­
lenge of evolution from land 
to sea,” said Dr. Chris Stc-
around several minutes and
then zip back to the surface, 
all effortlessly. To do this, he 
slows his heartbeat to as 
much as one-tenth of normal. 
Blood vessels in the “exercis- 
frg muscles" and near the 
skin pinch off. The lungs col- 
lansc, preventing undesirable 
gas exchange with the blood.
The scientists want to know^ 
how the sea lion makes such 
changes.
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60 YEARS AGO 
January 1912
A well known former Kelownlnn, Ber- 
rnrd I^qulmo, now, resident in Grand 
Forks, ran for mayor of that city In tho 
iicri.t civic elections but lost' out to 
Bolwrl Gaw by the narrow margin of 
seven votes. (
IN PASSING
Eggs of the guillcmoi, a member of 
the auk family, arc frequently hatch­
ed by hoih Ihc ntolc and female bil­
ling on them at ihc same lime.
The, iron spears made by the Ya- 
kmna tiihesnun of Africa have such 
a saiicty o| design that no two aic1 
alike.
LONDON (CP) — Unemploy­
ment in ,the United - Kingdom 
has shot past one million, the 
highest level since the disrup­
tive post-war period when prom­
ises of n brighter future tem- 
iwred the misery of joblessness.
Similar nssurnnccs arc again 
being offered by the govern­
ment but so tor ihcsc have done 
little io offset some of the most 
strident criticism aimed nt the 
Conservatives since they took 
office In 11)70,
Adding to the shocked ntmos- 
iphere In Britain Is the fear, 
shared by many observers pnd 
some officials, that unemploy­
ment will be even worse next 
month.
Government, sources say the 
present future might have'been 
higher If this had not been an
unnsunlly-inlld winter.
Officially, f I g ii r c s rrleiiHcd 
T h ii r s <1 ny show « tola) of 
1,023,583, inicinployccj at iriid- 
.liinuiuy, representing a season.
to Northern Ireland, a rise of 
2,029.
Unemployment was the high­
est to Northern Ireland at 9,9 
per cent of the work force, Ip 
Scotland it whs 7.1, in Wales 5,8 
and In northern RnRlimd 6,9 per 
ccrit.
But the department,to, figures 
only cover those Jobless who m‘e 
registered wjth the official rm- 
ployment e change s, Many 
thousands do not register,
Union officials estimate that 
Britain's true unemployment 
level Is considerably higher 
than the present 6,1 per cent In 
the United States.
Marlin Jukes, director-gen­
eral of the Engineering Employ­
ers' Federation, recently Mid 
the high number of Jobless re­
sulted In great part from to- 
d ii s t,r I n I rnl|onallzatlon-mn- 
clilncs were being installed to
SI million and more than 100 
Canndlah firms will take part.
The problem is that the cata­
logue of exhibitors is not yet 
complete and It must bo trans­
lated into mandarin In time for 
the fair,
The trade etravagnnzii Is a 
solo effort by Canada, probably 
this eoiaitp’s biggest venture In 
such ri field since Ihc pavilion 
nl the 1070 world's fair in 
Japan. ,
Coinpared with his fnthci'H, 
Justin Pierro James Trudeau 
bears a pretty short name. '
Tim prime minister was chris­
tened Joseph Philippe Florin 
Yves Elliotte Trudeau In 11)19. 
Il<> uses only Iwo names, Pierre 
EllloH, having dropped the let­
ter “o" from the second.
replace men.
nlly-nd Jus ted, rate of 4.3 por cent 
and nil inciciase ol 56,691 over 
tost month,
A more usual level |s roughly \ 
two per (fill or less, ,
IRELAND HITT HARDEST \
The department of employ­
ment said 977.538 were idle in 
England, .Scotland and Wales > n 
Jun. Hl, an, increase of M.GIi'.l 
fiom Dec, 6, and 46,015 were out
USE FEWER PEOPLE
Alan Swlndcn, deputy direc­
tor-general of the Confederation 
of' British Industry, said the 
length and severity of the pres- 
kiii'O of inflation “really has 
Hinde firms learn In o|>cnite at 
higher levels of productivity and 
with fewer people,”
Trad’ union leaders say the 
only answer Is a government-fi­
nanced (\arnpaign of road, hnspi- 
, 1 nl, school mid house-building,
How rich hi rich?
Mr, Trudeau Ih rcpiilcd In be 
a millioaairc on Ihc Hlrrngth of 
' Urn forlune made by ni« tother 
in Ihc petroleum and oiher busi- 
ncHscs,
But he disclaims wealth.
to a recent Interview, he sold: 
"A lol of people have a lot of 
nioney arid I don’t include my­
self among them.”
Mr. Trudeau carijcH IPtlc 
cash on him. His staff often hns 
to dig to provide him with quirk 
loans When clipvjlnl>)c organiza­
tions (tofitend on him hl lil.s of­
fice,
vens.
. That’s where Samantha, El­
wood. and Bruthie come in. 
Samantha is the star at 
present. Elwood and Bruthie 
await their debut.
Samantha has blood pres; 
sure sensors imolantcd In her 
chest and abdomen. During 
experiments she swims in the 
sea wearing a harness with a 
box, connected to the .sensors, 
which monitors changes in the 
cardiovascular system.
When a diver jumps into the 
water, sometimes deadly 
stresses develop.
The heartbeat slows and be­
comes irregular. Tlie heart 
can become dangerously 
gorged with blood, Gases in 
the air In the lungs dissolve In 
the blood but can turn to bub­
bles if the diver ascends too 
rapidly, causing the crippling 
and sometimes fatal bends.
But a sea lion can hold Ils 
branlh, dive to 750 feet, swhn
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Jan. 24, 1972 ...
Canada was appointed to 
the United Nations atomic 
energy commission 36 years 
ago today—in 1946—as one 
of three partners in building 
the first atomic bombs. The 
commission was set up to 
plan international control of 
a t o m I c development but 
could not agree unani­
mously to the Baruch plan 
owing to Russian fears. 
After the deadlock, it re­
formed Itself Into the world 
disarmament commission, 
of which Canada, because of 
Its unique position In atomic 
history is the only small 
power to bn a permanent 
member.
1952—Vincent Massey was 
appointed Governor-General 
of Canada to succeed Vis­
count Alexander.
1939—Au estimated 30,006 
persons were killed In an ( 
earthquake in Chile.
IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
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EVERY MYhiDIE BUSINESS HER, 
LAIE HUGMHD BEGAN ih 1909
in the 19th annual Ogopogeue 
bonspiel in Kelowna during 
die weekend. Here they pose
happily with their fry- pan 
gifts, left to right, Mrs. 
Eileen Gibson, Mrs. Gloria
_ PRINCETON RINK 
earned the ‘fun’ award for 







Curling, a game with no gen- 1 
eration gap, was the theme of 1 
the 19th annual Ogopogette bon­
spiel sponsored here by the 1 
Kelowna Ladies* Curling Club 
during the weekend. .
Ages of the 176 women from 
all parts of the Valley ranged 
from 19 years to 69 years and 
as , the skips yelled, “Sweep, 
Hard, Now, Bring It,’’ it didn’t 
matter whether the sweeper 
was a sprightly young thing or 
a swinging grandma, she swept 
with equal verve.
Mrs. Edna Rennie, bonspiel 
chairman, who made a number 
of .‘fun’ awards during the an­
nual banquet Saturday night in 
the club dining room, mention­
ed the absence of the genera­
tion gap in the ‘grand old 
game’. She presented the sen­
iority award to Mrs. Margaret 
Rose of Kelowna who at 69 
years ‘young’ was in there en­
joying. herself both ph and off 
the-ice. ■
Mrs. Rose started curling at 
Sherbrook, Que. in 1934 and has
Howard McIntosh. Many wo­
men received acquaintances 
and others made new friends 
du^ng the 9 a.m. to 12 noon 
coffee party. On hand to wel­
come. curlers was president, 
Mrs. G. L. Stoutenberg; vice 
preseident. Mrs. Harold Bcrn- 
rot and past president, Mrs. W. 
T.- J. Bulman; secretary, Jean 
Orchison and treasurer, Mrs. 
M. A. Davison.
Many Kelowna women hosted 
informal coffee brunchs, lun­
cheons and dinners at their 
homes following games with 
out-of-town curlers. These 
friendly get togethers proved 
most popular with the visitors, 
who had. high praise for the 
royal treatment accorded them.
The banquet,-which consisted 
of delicious roast beef and 
vegetables, and dessert and 
। rolls, was prepared and served 
by members of the men’s curl- 
, Ing club, who showed their ex- 
. pertise with the carving duties.
George Cmolik ./as official
Stout, Mrs. Arlene Turner slapped since 1946. She recalls 
and Mrs, Karen Cooper. when they curled with old curl- 
(Courier Photo) ing irons’, which resembled
the jam can curling rocks now,
drawmaster and official refer­
ees were R. Weeks and L. Arn­
old. Pete Ratel as chef was also THE GENERATION GAP
Services Speaker 
Advocates Co-operation Among All
The following is the second 
part of a talk on family plan- 
s ning services by Mrs. Mary 
WBishop, president of the Family 
Planning Association of British 
Columbia, at a public meeting 
in Kelowna.
As death control improved, 
family planning seemed more 
logdeal and more right than 
ever, the speaker pointed out
By urging the inclusion ’of 
birth control in their concept of 
good medical care, the family 
I planners tried to show that
maternal mortality would be 
I reduced, especially the hazards
I of early and too frequent preg- 
I pancy, infant morality would be 
I jifjeduced because babies would
I be stronger and better nourish-
5. The incidence of rape is in­
creasing; 90 cases in Vancou­
ver alone in 1970 and many 
went unreported.
6. Gonorrhoea increased from 
6,000 cases in 1970 to 7,000 cas­
es in 1971. This represents near­
ly 17 per cent in one year and । 
the rate among teen-agers is 
rising.
Progress of family planners
has not been as' good in Canada WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
as in other countries, she not- KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON.* JAN. 24, 1972 PAGE 5 
ed. Beginning about 50 years 
ago volunteers here and there 
tried to start clinics but only a
few succeeded. In Hamilton 
and in Winnipeg, however, clin­
ics date back to these days and 
R. S. Kaufman, a wealthy in­
dustrialist in Kitchener has run 
a mail order service for more
ANN LANDERS '
ed; genetic weaknesses would 
be weeded out (and this was a 
far cry from racism) mental ed a social worker in several 
illness would be reduced and centres. and in one case in an 
family life would be healthier Ottawa suburb, a social work- 
in every way. The medical pro- er was charged. So many moth­
fession began to support the ers turned out to support , the 
idea in greater numbers and accused that the judge decided 
when medical technology was her work was in the public in­
sufficiently advanced, diagnosis iterest and so there were no 
and treatment of subfertility more prosecutions of indivi- 
was added to the reasons for duals. (
fnhily planning services. Progress continued slowly un-
The early birth controllers til the 1960s. The information 
believed that birth control! explosion and the advent of 
would relieve financial stress I new and widely publicized con- 
as well. Even father would be traceptives began to change the 
happier because he would have general climate. Sex was 
fewer mouths to feed. Every- brought out of the shadows and 
one would enjoy a higher stand- studied by researchers and the 
ard of living and higher stand- individual’s right to choose and 
ards of living would echo fav- the social, economic and politi­
than 40 years. He also employ-
Pets Do Grow Up 
And Need Protection
and weighed 60.lbs. -
She also recalls that women 
wore skirts, mostly plaid with 
a Glengarry cap to match.
A fashion window dresser for 
T. Eatons in Montreal for 
years, Mrs. Rose retired to Kel­
owna with her husband in 1968.
The award for the youngest 
curler in the spiel went to Janis 
Laface of Kelowna, who skip­
ped the Kelowna .Secondary 
School girls rink to victory in 
the South Okanagan Zone play­
offs on her 19th birthday re­
cently. The rink will play at 
the district level in Kamloops 
in February. Curling with her 
mother’s rink in the spiel Janis 
says curling is a dinner topic 
at their house with both moth­
er and dad and the whole fam­
ily all keen on curling. She 
started curling at the Dr. Knox 
school with Mrs. Anne Studer
I as coach.
, Prizes were awarded to the 
Princeton rink skipped by Mrs. 
Arlene Turner for the curlers 
travelling the furthest to part­
icipate in the spiel. Mrs. Turn­
er’s third was Mrs. Karen Coop- 
er, with Mrs. Gloria Stout as 
second and Mrs. Eileen Gibson
the top entertainer during the was non-existant at the Ogo- 
banquet hours, pogette bonspiel, with all
The evening included enter- groups participating.
tainment and dancing later Sat­
urday night.
orably throughout the entire'cal implications of population 
society. growth began to be recognized.
Dear Ann Landen: We went .idea of a restful weekend, 
to visit my brother-in-law and Please tell me if something that 
his wife last weekend and I am looks like a crocodile is harm­
still shaking from an experience less, and if an iguana can grow 
I had while a guest in their that big. (It must have weighed 
home. Please set me straight on 30 pounds.) No one in Grand
Family Planners, she pointed After nearly 200 years the 
out, also believed that birth family pianners were beginning 
control would contribute to pol- |t0 wjn private funds became 
-tfcal stability, especially .as available and the Lesage gov- 
there was always a_ fear that emment }n Quebec led the rest 
population could outrun resour- of the country in officially sup- 
ces. I^ng before Thomas Mal- porting training and research, 
thus advocated population con-Today famUy planning centre 
trol through asceticism, it had jn Montreal has an annual bud- 
been practised, realistically in get of $200,000. Young Quebec- 
ancient Israel and ancient ers are going for ‘quality, not 
Greece, whenever resources quantity* and the birthrate , in 
were threatened. The family Quebec is the lowest in Canada, 
planners have always accepted _ 
birth control as a Human Right ^0 Hon. John Munro an- 
and they have always .insisted nounced support for research, 
^.that it should be voluntary, bas- training and public information 
T ed on facts, energetic promo- Un Canada. In British Columbia 
tion and not on emotion. residents on medical plans are
For these ideas, she remin- wld/nra^ar^ablerto^tH 
ded the gathering, family plan- JJ®®,® ion?
ners were accused of all sortsof immorality; of undermining ^ P^8®^^8’^ ”®®^^ 
white society, of undermining JSP 8ta
white empires; of destroying Pj08® +™V?hv°toa£islt nne* 
female virtue and contributing m +h?°FnmiW PlannH? 
to Insanity. They were jailed J? TnMrmnifnn nnd 
_for pornography and generally Service.?. *or informat*on and 
^harassed until after World War counselling.
II, yet history and subsequent ..In the Vancouver General 
population and fertility studies Hospital in the women s out- 
have shown that they were Patient department, Family 
right all along, she claimed. Planning runs three double
In outlining the justifications ”l.®8ha 
for family planning, Mrs, Bl- ^rough
i shop contended that people still |!™m, P!uJ
have children for all the wrong 1?cture8,,/°L ’mhu”
__ reasons: because it’s the thing ?ntL ■ »uPPly ®onlrl?1!
do; because ones peers will leBfl,ets lor ”®w, m1othera' Jho ^Hfciprove; because marriage will q^vLc5,,J?a« lnan<mirqM° from 
HHrt a working girl escape theP?°„doctor8 a,n^a p®%ficc routine; to save a shaky many parts of the province and 
marriage; because the oldI folks want grandchildren and n„rivbii™ * n
I to keep trying for a boy (or a ^.?a.nda Sn. 01
I girl) or the ultimate In mind- cl,a,° servlccs' Bh® Bn,d-
I fess nonsense, what’ else la a Kelowna Is no different from
I woman for? I other centres, she noted, and
I Mrs. Bishop summed up the urged teamwork by parents, by 
I Wfconscqucncea thus: advertising young people, schools, doctors, 
I pressures via media and other nurses, hospitals and health
I forms of sex 1 exploitation for centres; by all the helping pro-
I commercial reasons, aided by PeBBl°ns» 80 that children 
I tlie telephone and car, hove w111 be wanted, nurtured and
I pushed more and more teen- Riven the best possible chance
I agers into sexual relationships, n an insecure world. “The cost
I 2. Illegitimacy rates have lbcncflts are so enormoua that I been rising steadily. They re- Bhou,d have priority.” she 
I present more than 12 per cent c'a «"«<*. over other prbgrama
| of all live births In British Col- which merely cope with the re- 
a i&ymbln and In the month of ,7 "Ut don t get to the caus- 
■ Rklarch, 1970, there were 00 un- e8, ।
a few facts. Rapids has e-er seen one of
My sister-in-law told us when those things.—Fraldy CAT
we arrived that we would have: Dear CAT: Your sister-iiv-law 
to share . the ■ children's bath-1 gave you the straight goods—ig- 
room because the bathroom I nauas can grow to be five feet 
connected with the sun porch iong. 1 think it’s criminal that 
where we were to sleep was not animals are sold to the public 
usable. No other explanation. as novelty toys for kids. Thou- 
After I unpacked I went into the sands of baby chicks and bun­
adjoining bathroom to wash my nies suffer the same sad fate at 
hands. I almost died 1 of fright. Easter time. Most people don’t 
There was a five-foot alligator know what to do with the chick­
in the bathtub: I ran downstairs ens and rabbits when they grow 
and asked my sister-in-law what up. ■Riat poor iguana was not 
that thing was doing inthere, meant to flop around in a bath- 
She was very cool about it—said tub. I hope your sister-in-law 
the kids had been given an takes him to a zoo soon. Please 
iguana by their uncle last year tell her I suggested it. Animals 
and it just grew. I asked what have rights, too.
they planned to do with it and------------- -----------------------------
she said they’d probably give it _
to the zoo, as soon as they could hnflDHOmQH’F 
talk .the children Into parting LI lUOUul I Id 11 
with it. She also said it was . .
KS,nd 1 ”,w to ** Announced
1 Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Novak
of Rutland are pleased to an- 
nounce the engagement of their an adjoining room is not my LaUghterf ■Carol May to Leon-
es lead.
Other rinks came from Kam­
loops, Osoyoos, Vernon, Pentic­
ton, Summerland and Peach­
land as well as Kelowna, to 
make a total of 44 rinks entered, 
tered.
The Ruth Trickey rink of Pen­
ticton received consolation a- 
wards for the first rink Out tit- 
ez'
The regular Saturday morn­
ing coffee party, which has be-- 
come a tradition with the Kei-' 
owna club, was well attended. : 
Arrangements for the get ac-1 
quainted event were handled by 
Mrs. Douglas Findlay and Mrs. j
ATTACKS ODOR
Parsley is said to counteract 
the odor of onion when-it ds 
eaten.
ard F. Hagel, son of Mr. and 
HITHER AND YON Mrs. William P. Hagel of Kel- 
' House guests with Mr., and ™na’ we^d,n« wiU teke 
Mrs. R. B. McCaughterly of P‘ace on.June 24.______ _
Pandosy Street during the 
weekend were their daughter, 
Mrs. Arlene Turner of Prince­
ton and members of her curling 
rink, Mrs. Karen Cooper, Mrs. 
Gloria Stout and Mrs. Eileen 
Gibson. The women took part 
in the 19th annual Ogopogette 
bonspiel hosted in Kelowna by 
the Kelowna Ladles’ Curling 
Club.
F. W. Willis of 1946 Pandosy 
St., has moved to Vancouver 
and will be residing at the You- 
vllle Residence.
Two more Kelowna travellers 
who are back from a southern 
holiday are Mrs. Susan Fores­
tall and Mrs. HozdLamb, who 
also enjoyed the Rone Bowl par­
ade and other sights. The form­
er on her fourth visit to Disney­
land, found it as interesting as 
before.
POLICE DOG
BREDASDORP, South Africa 
(AP) — Police sold they found 
a small dog sleeping'In a liquor 
store that had been broken Into, 
and the dog led them to its 




Special prizes were awarded 
to the youngest, Janis. La- 




You don't buy ... 
You Invest in an 
Antique 









mnrrlcd mothers on welfare 
, rolls In this region. Approxima­
tely 4,500 babies were'born out1 
, of wedlock In B.C. in 1971.
3, It Is nlA> estimated that 
noproximately 10,000 unwanted I 
i children, neglected, abandoned.| 
l battered, in foster homes or the 
Hi overs of adoption, wcre in 
the earc of the superintendent 
of Child Welfare and the Child-
I ten’s Aid Societies in 1071;
I ' approximately 1,500 in this
I wWglon. , .<
I "( 4. Alrout 150 eases of child 
1 abuse were remitted In 1971 in
| 11,C. and who knows how many





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Laruvsi uclecUon of labrica 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.




















DRESSES ft COATS 
☆ HATS ft BLOUSES
ft SUITS ft GLOVES
MALL AT REMARKABLE 
PRICES”
Open Friday ’till 9
LTD.
Phone 762-3891
SIMPLICITY: (not. illustrated) 100% Dynel. The wig with the 
"part anywhere" look. Natural scalp tones make centre part­
ing easy and undecta^le, A joy to style, a flick of a wire 
brush will do, Hand finishing gives It the most "fluid0 look 
yet. The Featherweight base puts in a class of Its own. 
FAITH: 100% Dynel. For a natural "off the face" look. 
Faith has a hairline just like your own, sb there's no need 
to brush your own hair over the wig. The back won't ride up. 
In other words your own hair will always be covered; no 
matter the wig color \
Hlmpsoim-Nears; AVIs Bar (fl) Kelowna.





In Flin Finn Saturday,
I
&
lead Rita Husel.JEAN LEWIS of Summer*
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR 
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Bruins Gaining On Oil Kings 
Tigers Aid New West Cause
5 '<
S- •> '< ' x< 1 ' '> XC"A 1 $ 'O1 $■
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
New Westminster Bruins, un­
defeated in their last 14 consec­
utive games, are beginning to 
breath hot and hard down the 
necka of Edmonton Oil Kings.
Bruins knocked off Brandon 
Wheat Kings 8-2 Sunday night, 
increasing their point total to 52 
—only four points behind the Oil 
Kings, who are in second spot in 
the league's western division.
Calgary Centennials, who 
downed Flln Flon 4-3 Saturday 
and 3-1 Sunday, lead the divi­
sion with 61 points.
The Edmonton squad made
land defeated Una Long of 
Kelowna 84 in the final to
win the 19th annual Kelowna ning rink from left to right 
Ogopogette curling bonspiel are skip Lewis, third Doreen 
Sunday. Members of the win- Borgholz, second Bev Skinner,
Lewis Wins Ogopogette 
Three-Ender Was Decider
Jean Lewis of Summerland 
broke open a close game with 
a three-ender to wrap up the 
game and the A side title to 
win the 19th annual ladies Ogo­
pogette curling bonspiel at the 
Kelowna Curling Club Sunday.
Three of the four final events 
didn’t go the full 10 ends but 
the D event finalists made up 
for it by going one extra end.
Lewis topped the 44-rink com­
petition with an 84 win over 
Una Long of Kelowna. Neither 
rink was able to take much of 
an advantage while Long (Phy­
llis Coe, Marg Watkins, Marg 
Kose) was unable to pick up 
more than a single in any end.
Lewis (Doreen Borgholz, Bev 
Skinner, Rita Husel) picked up 
two in the second after the first 
end was blanked but fell be­
hind as Long picked up one in 
the third and stole singles in 
the fourth and fifth.
Lewis took over in the sixth, 
with a three-ender, and she 
never looked back. Long picked 
up one in the seventh to nar­
row the gap to 54 but Lewis 
took three more in the eighth 
and Long conceded in the ninth 
end. /
Lewis defeated Norma Licth- 
enwald of Summerland to reach 
the final while Long got past 
Francis Wowchuk of Osoyoos to 
head into the final round.
Alice Alston of the Mountain 
Shadows Curling Club had an 
easy time against clubmate 
Millie Topham, winning the B 
event by a 9-3 score.
Alston (Lenore Bailey, Mar­
ion Materi, Dot Pomphrey) 
broke away in the late ends but 
took an early lead which she 
never relingujshed. Alston took 
two on the1 first end and picked 
up one in the third after Top­
ham tied the score in the 
cond. ’
se-
Alston, leading 6-3 after the 
sixth end, stole one in the 
seventh and two more in the 
eighth to wrap it up.
Another Mountain Shadow 
foursome made it to the B 
event semi-finals, with Alice 
MacDonald losing out to Alston. 
The other B event semi-finalist 
was Velma Croft of Summer­
land.
Marlene Mamchur of Moun­
tain Shadows took a strong lead 
with three in the seventh end 
to win the C event 8-6 over Doris 
Johnson of Mountain Shadows.
Johnson came back with a 
single in the eighth and stole 
one in the ninth but rah out of 
rocks.
Mamchur (Anne Studer, Carol 
Manson, Dolores Manson) had 
a narrow 54 lead over Johnson 
before breaking open the game.
Blown shots highlighted the
D event, as Eda Dagg missed 
her final two rocks in the 10th 
end to allow Irene Fisher to 
steal three to tie the game but 
came back in the extra end for 
a 9-8 win.
Dagg (Ida Edgar; Joyce Si­
mard, Pearl Hettz) of Penticton 
had taken a commanding 8-5 
lead over her Vernon opponent 
but missed an open takeout 
with her final rock to leave the 
Fisher rink counting three.
Price took out one Dagg rock 
but left another in counting pos­




By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pistol Pete Pete is hotter than 
a firecracker . » . on Sundays.
Pete Maravich, one of Atlanta 
Hawks’ top shooters, admits he 
can’t play “consistently every 
night” because he still is under­
weight from a battle with mono-
1
“Go ttart* your own fight I I 
mw that nifty dull sitting next 
to the penalty box. tool”
Voodoos Split 
Weekend Pair*
Rutland Voodoos stopped one 
winning streak but became just 
another notch on a second 
team’s basketball court as they 
split a weekend pair of games 
in Vancouver.
Voodoos stopped Notre Dame 
Jugglers’ winning streak at 13 
games as they took a 66-59 win 
Friday night. North Delta Pac* 
era proved to be a bit different^BX 
though, as they trounced the T 
Rutland visitors 70-32 Saturday
night for their 23rd win in 24 ।
Bombers and Centennials fought I ft la« I ^vLT’a^-
through more than six minutes Kf A Iff* AC win with whilJ^rrv
of sudden-death overtime before [11(1 l|LyJ g/UIII writer!Mike Rogers stole the puck iri W,1W* Jieger had 14,.Dennis WoUe 11
from behind the net and scored ■■ ■ g I
for Calgary. Eft AC llicl Will I P,as’agk8 had 16 P0^8 for Jug'
It was Rogers’ second of the QjjQj J||j| IV III I W-nlnor-r senred 12 nriinta 
night and team-mate Brian 'Walker scored the other two. Al By THE CANADIAN PRESS Xfing wSm^nc? Satu® <
Flon marksmen. cos split two weekend games
John Davidson’s outstanding while league-leading Vernon f T •
goaltending and a pair of goals won their 31st game of the 1||1{|I||H\ ' 111[||
Dynamiters 5<|)
the
Upstart West Division Team 
After Wins In Succession
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Thei and Bobby Clarke of Philadel- 
National Hockey League’s ex-phia Flyers, left wings Ross 
panston-loaded West Division, Lonsberry of Los Angeles Kings 
flexing the added fire-power of and Greg Polis of Pittsburgh 
Penguins and right wing Simon 
Nolet of Philadelphia.
nine Chicago Black Hawk play­
ers, will try to make it two 
straight over their big brothers 
from tlie East in the league’s 
silver anniversary all-star game 
Tuesday night. ■
The switch of tlie Hawks from 
East to West led to a 2-1 victory 
for the newer division in last 
year's game. Both West goals 
were scored by Chicago players 
—Bobby Hull and Chico Maki,
Those two are back on this 
year's West team,, along with 
seven team-mates—goalie Tony 
Esposito, defencemen Keith 
Magnuson, Pat Stapleton and 
Bill White and forwards Pit 
Martin, Dennis Hull and Stan 
Mikita.
Minnesota North Stars, run­
ning second to the Hawks in the 
West Division race, placed four 
jnen on the team—goalie Gump 
Worsley, who at 42 Is the oldest 
;layer in the game, defencemen
'cd Harris and Dour Mohns 
and right winger Bill Goldswor-
Bombers Sunday. Davidson umbia Junior Hockey League 
ng haitle I blocked 45 shots. action.
?unda^ilU g Ron Homenuke scored the The Broncos visited Chilli-
In other weekend action. Swift other Calgary goal while Hillier wack Bruins Saturday and took. KIMBERLEY B c 
Current Broncos edged Winni- scored on a rebound for Fhn L M verdict, but found Wch- KIMBERLEY, B.C. 
peg Jets 3-2 Sunday and Bran- Flon’s only marker mond Centennials poorer hosts, Smoke Eaten downed
don fell prey to Victoria Cou- During the second period m dropping a 4-3 decision Sunday. ™jberi ey DnamRers Mm 
gars Saturday, taking an 84 Edmonton S u n d a y, Medicine Vernon hammered Kamloops Western Internaucma^ HocKey 
foss. Hat goalie Jer^Thomas kicked Rockets ^ before 1,200 home-league play befon more^than
TWO POSTPONED out 22 of 23 Edmonton snois. i town fans. |Anv nioht *
Two other games were post- ^e^.gSr.s o^oe In Chilliwack, Chad Campbell u after the firs^
poned because of travel prob- the OR Kings net during the pe- h Penttcton with w iod and at end of tha
terns. Saskatoon Blades were to nod. _ |£arry ^rk plcking up other J?"°_ad 8na 018 enQ
have been in Medicine Hat Sat- Derek Kuntz scored the win- t The BrujnSi despite out- . ' mAmaec.„ Ww
urday and in Regina Sunday to net for the Tigers with slightly h ting the Bruins 27-12, could K«“ Tomasson and Ed Wy* 
face the Pats. - more than one minute left in a manag? only a goai by Rich RrM
The game against the Pats 10-minute sudden-death over- Kramp. ?ria*rtS»WJin0l<.B UC*
Rq!i” ------------- —- Th. Bronco. AM <ar. .. SiS&Cta.
In^New Westminster, Lorne ■ well Sunday, as Don Harrison
Henning grabbed six points for KllAY Dllllf cSSnffii Jrith PatFeenie and The Smoke Eater’ plcked up 
the Bruins on one goal and five IJ| |\[|I1X K |||ft C« ntenmals with Pat Feen a a glx of the n minor penaities in 
assists. Don Martineau and Ber-1 11,1 I Murray Beck adding single fhe conte8t and outshot
nie Lukowich each scored twice _1Ia _ T«sl g08ls' Dynamiters 37-26. A
for the winners while Ron Ken- /AHA IivIA Bob Nicholson, Gerry Sismey
nedy, Alex Kogler and Emil De- W|||||\ f III IK ||||C and Turk scored for Penticton, 
moissac scored one each. ■ ■ ■■■’* who trailed 3-2 going into the
Chipperiiell.a Pr,S!nn A rink from Dr. Knox earned third perted.
Mikhelson were the Brandon I regionai playdowns jn Vernon, John Price picked
flnt A coal in lby saUing through zo?® p!ay" up two goals, with single mark-
USSESqn+nrrilv m the Cou- downs hi Penticton without a era to Wayne Dye, Bob Powell,
Victoria Saturday as the JC Joss during |be weekend. Gjen Walton and Les Salo. Ken
I nroduced four^eoals in less than I Knox will meet a rink from Gassoff picked up the lone Kam*ras'dssXLubMcUdd, th. r-.glonal Kpretmta. c • .
I‘« .S-r tera. SKI 193111 L.03CII
I MAGNUS SCORES 2 I zone playdowns, and came _ • — •
■ Victoria, fifth m toe। western away without a loss although Tam 
(division, was paced by Dean I seve].a[ games were close. Knox l-Op. wVlTipvTITvi
Connelly, Kurtenbach; New carter, Don Morrison, Greg (AP> cana^.s.GJym^c
York—DeMarco, Gilbert. Robinson and Tim Struch also Summerland by a jumping coach outjumped hisLos Angeles 4 Philadelphia 2 “cored Lc Si ’ Summerland’ y a team Sunday to win the Class Attsrag hr;---- rr
PWsatdL!drlH<tebur?hTer' KAlAWIIfl Awlc fore winning a tight battle Coach Slavomir Kardis, a for-
St Louto—-W Plaser IXCIUWIICI UNI) against OUver in the • final mer Polish national team mem-
Boston 8 Montreal 5 round, with a 6-2. win. ber, turned in jumps of 305 and
Boston-Stanfield 2, Bucyk, I Tl ■ I 111 A loss against Oliver would 325 feet for 228.3 points.
Walton, Esposito, Westfall, ||t • I h|Ff| UI3AA [have forced a playoff against Canarian skiers picked up 
Orr, McKenzie;. Montreal- ||| | Illi U l IGlV Summerland, who only lost one Qf the top 10 pPaces in the 
Cournoyer 2, Larose, P. Ma- match. _ events Sunday; after top U.S.
hovlich, Tardif. Kelowna Owls continued their Knox (Jerry Richards, Bob skiers kad left for Denver. The
Minnesota 4 Toronto 1 winning ways and it moved Smart, Doug Bradley, five.man U.S. Olympic ski 
Minnesota—Nanne, Nevin, them into second place in sen* (Greenwood) Picked up one in1 .....
Gibbs, Oliver; Toronto—Ke- for .... —f “““ 
hoe. play as they drubbed Arm- through three blank ends be-
-----  —  strong Saints 75-40 Saturday fore stealing singles in toe 
■ im a. — । night. fifth and sixth ends. OUver
U.S. Nats ■ Coach L dsiiaa 
Rejects Offer 
losses and took over second win-________________
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) place
— Murray WilUamson, coach of ■ They had little trouble again- 
the U.S. Olympic hockey team, st toe visitors, breaking loose 
said Sunday night he has re- from a 17-14 lead to a 33-20 
jected an offer to coach the margin after the second frame. 
New York franchise in the new Owls led Saints 57-30 after toe 
professional World Hockey As- third quarter and coasted to 
r0.??,1*011, ■■■.'••' the victory.
My only thought is to return Keith MacDonald led the aL 
from toe Olympics and to go tack with 18 points, while Ken 
back to my job as a stockbroker Krohman added 14 and Brian 
in Minneapolis,” Williamson Vetter 11, Doug Gray netted 10 
| sa‘d._______ [points in the lopsided win. Ben
I nriiFMnii'D ivut?xt I Bensmiller. countered with 18 
’ “n8 '"°rt 
lD39-aB.Ssl ohailenner? ’
from Switzerland, Scandina- Ia Saturday encounter._________
via and Germany. Cecilia 
Colled ge outpointed Megan 
| Taylor for first place and 
Daphne Walker was third, 
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SUNDAY 
Chicago 4 Toronto 0
Chicago—Mikita 2, Martin, 
R. Hull.
Minnesota 5 Los Angeles 3
Minnesota—Nanne, Hamp­
son, Goldsworthy, Mohns, 
Grant; Los Angeles—Barrie, 
Joyal, Widing.




Montreal 3 Pittsburgh 3
Montreal—Arnason, C o u r- 
noyer, Lemaire; Pittsburgh- 
Burrows, Schinkel, Polis.
Detroit 3 St. Lonis 1 .
Detroit—Charron, Karlan- 




J. Johnston; Philadelphia- 
Morrison.
SATURDAY
Detroit 3 Buffalo 2
Detroit—Karlander, Delvec­
chio, Ecclestone; Buffalo- 
Martin, Luce.
Vancouver 5 New York 2
nucleosis last fall. But on Sun-1 
days, he’s dynamite.
.Sunday he scored 35 points, 
including 14 in the final five 
minutes, as the Hawks outshot 
Milwaukee Bucks, defending 
National Basketball Association 
champions, 118-113. The pre* 
vious Sunday, Maravich trig­
gered another Atlanta victory 
with a pro career high of 50 
points.
Elsewhere Sunday, Boston 
Celtics beat Portland Trail
EAST TEAM .
New York Rangers, Boston 
Bruins and Montreal Canadiens 
dominate the East team with 14 
of tlie 19 slots on the squad be­
longing to those three teams; 
There arc six Rangers, four 
Bruins and four Canadiens.
The starters for the East will 
be Montreal goalie Ken Dryden, 
unanimous choice Bobby Orr of 
Boston and Brad Park of New 
York on defence with centre
Blazers 115-105, New York 
Knicks edgea Seattle Super­
Sonics 101-99, Houston Rockets 
nipped Detroit Pistons 109-107 
and Baltimore Bullets blasted! 
Cincinnati Royals 132-101,
Cincinnati clipped Cleveland 
Cavaliers 113-96, Chicago Bulls 
trimmed Houston 115-108, Balti­
more downed Portland 116-99, 





Th* stkrlng saga 










“All Passes Suspended” >
n - p CKea m ... team was picked after boys’ AA basketball league the first end and suffer*! ]sXday’^■ competition.
Paramount.
thy. ।
Esposito will start In goal 
with Stapleton and White on de­
fence, Bobby Hull, , the lone 
unanimous choice on the team, 
at left wing, Mikita at centre, 
and Goldsworthy on right wing, 
Goldsworthy Is the only non-Chl- 
cago starter,
Also on the West roster are 
defenceman Carol Vadnals of 
California Golden Seals, centres 
Garry Unger of St. Louis Blues
Phil Esposito of the Bruins pi­
voting for left wing Vic Hadfield 
and right wing Ron Gilbert of 
New York. .
The other New York players 
named were centre Jean Ra- 
telle, the NHL’s scoring leader 
for the first half of the season, 
defenceman Rod Seiling and 
goalie Gilles Villcniurc. Besides 
Dryden, Montreal placed de­
fenceman J. C. Tremblay, left 
wing Frank Mahovlich and right 
wing Yvan Courroyer bn the 
squad. Boston’s contingent was 
completed by right wing John 
McKenzie and defencejnan Dal­
las Smith.
The rest of the East squad 
includes linemates Gil Per­
reault, and Rick Marlin of Buf­
falo Sabres, left wing Paul Hen­
derson of Toronto Maple Leafs, 
centre Red Berenson of Dctrol , 
lied Wings and right wing Dale 
Talloii of Vancouver Canucks.
Philadelphia ’76ers 113-106 and 
Phoenix Suns romped 116-102 
over Los Angeles Lakers.
jabbar Scores 3i
Lou Hudson added 31 points 
and Walt Bellamy 25 for the 
Hawks. Kareem Jabbar topped 




(Highway 97 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 766-2170) 
RETAIL— Quality fresh and 
cured meats, 
FREEZER BEEF -Custom 
meat processing.
HOURS: 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
. Mon. - Sat;
COMPLETE 
OPTICAL SERVICE 
Special Frames for 
a Fashionable Miss 
Just as you choose make-up, 
clothes to complement your 
own fashion look . . . we 
choose eyewear to flatter 
your features, accent your 
personality.
Open All Day Monday through Sat. Noon
KELOWNA
A/ PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL
2987 243 Lawrence Ave.
Boston’s John Havlicek, play­
ing his 10th season in the NBA, 
moved Into 11th place on the 
nll-tinric scoring list with a car­
eer'total of 16,289 points by con­
necting for 24 against Portland. 
Dave Cowens paced the Celtics 
with 26 points.
In Sunday's American Basket­
ball Association games, Ken­
tucky beat Utah 130-94, Dallas 
whipped Indiana 113-110 In over­
time, New Yotk Nets stopped 
the Floridians 116-105 and Den­
ver Rockets trimmed Virginia 
130-123.
Saturday's ABA results: Indi­
ana 119, Utah 113; Virginia 121, 
Floridians 117 in overtime, and 
Dallas 94, Denver 93.
art* flowers
BY CHIC
32 Orchard Park Shopping 
, Centre
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
“Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shopl”






pA NG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
ROADS AND STREETS, COMMERCIAL AREAS, 
INDUSTRIAL SITES ...
if you need money.
One-stop shopping for the money you need, when you need it,
, Personal loans to $5,000. and more,,
FOR ESTIMATES CALL
762 -4916 or 763 -5221
Subdivisions, Sewer and 
Water Installations and Irrigation Systems
Modern Equipment and 
Experienced Personnel
MIDVALLEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED 4
907 l lln l SI. KELOWNA 76^*4916—-763*5221
Mortgages up to $25,000,
Money to make life a little more pleasant.
Call Niagara—the all-Canadian consumer loan company.'
NIAGARA
ChtcklM phone book for your neereil Nh
....
1 ‘
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SHOWING WINNING STYLE
speeds down toe slope en 
ell shows the style that clips route to victory in ladies
Austria’s Anne-Marie Pro­
seconds off her time as she downhill racing at Badgasten,
i Stenerud Belongs
Proves It Finally
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jan 
Stenerud, his first two field goal 
attempts failing, wondered 
whether he belonged in the Pro 
Bowl with the elite of the Na­
tional Football League.
Stenerud proved he belongs.
Goat of the Kansas City 
Chiefs' overtime 27-24 loss to 
Miami Dolphins last month be­
cause he missed two field goals, 
Stenerud was voted offensive 
player of the 22nd annual Pro 
Bowl Sunday.
His four field goals helped the 
American Conference topple the 
National Conference 26-13. The 
26-year-old Norwegian soccer-
style place kicker said 
wasn’t alone in doubting 
ability.
"I heard some people in 
stands saying, ‘What are
he 
his
nine seconds gone in the fourth 
quarter.
The four field goals tied the 
Pro Bowl record set in 1959 by 
Bert Rechichar of Baltimore 
Colts, and the 48-yarder was 
four yards shy of the record for 
the pro bowl, which on Sunday i 
was played before 53,647.
The NFC, which defeated the 
AFC 27*6 last year in the first 
Pro Bowl since the merger of 
the NFL and old American 
Football League, scored first or. 
a 50-yard pass from Detroit's 
Greg Landry to Bob Grim of 
Minnesota Vikings. After the 
AFC took the lead, the NFC
the 
you
doing in this game?’ ” Stenerud 
said. “And I had some thoughts 
about that myself after I missed 
that second field goal.”
His first attempt was partially 
blocked by Detroit Lions middle 
linebacker Mike Lucci. His sec­
ond, also in the first quarter, 
sailed wide of the uprights from 
28 yards away.
“I was very glad I got an­
other chance,” Stenerud said.
His field goals, from 25, 23, 48 
and 42 yards, along with Kansas 
City quarterback Len Dawson’s 
five-yard touchdown pass to 
Cleveland Browns’ Milt Morin, 
gave the AFC a 19-6 lead with
narrowed the gap to six points 
with less than eight minutes to 
play when San Francisco ’49er 
rookie, Vic Washington; who I 
played previously with Ottawa i 
Rough Riders and British Col­
umbia Lions in the Canadian 
Football League, swept left un­
touched for a two-yard score.
But the AFC marched 73 
yards in 12 plays, all on the 
ground and Including 42 yards 
in seven carries by Eugene 
(Mercury) Morris of Miami. 
Victory was assured with 1:22 
left when Denver B r o n c o ’i 
Floyd Little scored on a six- 
yard run.
"The players weren’t really 
up for this game, not like a reg­
ular game," said Stenerud. 
"But I still think we wanted this 
one a lot more than they did."
Two Veterans Meet For Title
Barber, Archer In Playoff
TUCSON, Ariz. lAP) — "I’ve I and a third place In the tourna- 
st got to go out and play the ment he twice led by twoju
Austria, recently. The Aust- men’a World Cup season-long 
rian speedster is one of the competition, 
top competitors for the wo-
Wings Now Threatening Goaltender 
To Cop A Playoff Berth Moves Amerks 
■ J 1 ■ By THE CANADIAN PRESS
best I can and not worry about 
George Archer,” Miller Barber 
said. "The only thing I can do 
to him is try to catch him in a 
dark alley and bop him in the 
head.”
“And I'm bigger than you 






MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Corner Bernard and Glenmore St.
?PEN 8 A M. to 9 P.M. DAILY LOSED SUNDAY
PRICES EFFECTIVE
Key Winners
Mrs. N. Krocker, 1421 Lombardy Sq.
Mrs. Ron Gee, 1251 Lawson Ave.
MARGARINE OCf
“Pacific” Vegetable marg...........  5 lbs. ** w
EGGS
Grade “A” Medium 
in cartons.........
\ By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
i Detroit Red Wings, counted 
Jfait of the National Hockey 
’League’s post-season play early 
in toe season, have suddenly 
taken a new outlook on life and 
threaten to snare a playoff 
berth for only the second time 
in six years.
The Wings, seven points be- 
. hind fourth-place Toronto in toe 
• East Division at the start of last 
week, closed to within three of 
the slumping Maple Leafs by 
the weekend with weekend 
heme-ice wins over Buffalo 
Sabres, 3-2, and St. Louis Blues
The Leafs, meanwhile, suf­
fered losses to Minnesota North 
Stars, 4-1, Saturday night, and 
4-0 to Chicago Black Hawks 
Sunday. That made it three 
straight defeats since the .start, 
of their seven-game road trip.
The Wings, who now have 
won nine and tied one of their 
last 15 starts, have 47 points to 
Toronto’s 50. The Leafs, over 
toe same stretch, have won five 
while tying two, 
qffloston Bruins padded their 
East Division lead over New 
York Rangers to three points 
Sunday but needed defenceman 
Dallas Smith’s 'score midway 
through the final period to earn 
a 3-3 tie with the expansionist 
Sabres.
CANADIENS TIE
beaten string at home this sea- 1 
son at 21 games with an 8-5 win : 
over the Canadiens, Vancouver 
Canucks upset New York 5-2, 
Los Angeles tripped Philadel­
phia 4-2 and St. Louis blanked 
Pittsburgh 1-0.
With time out for the All-Star 
game at Minneapolis Tuesday 
night, the schedule resumes ; 
Wednesday. Toronto is at Los 
Angeles, Buffalo in New York 
and St. Louis in Pittsburgh.
Detroit, -held scoreless 
through 40 minutes by St. Louis’ 
goaltender Ernie Wakely, got 
goals from Guy Charron, Al 
Karlander and Red Berenson in 
just over seven minutes of an 
18-shot third-period barrage.
REDMOND ASSISTS
Mickey Redmond, Wings’ big 
threat in their recent surge with 
19 goals in 18 games, didn’t 
score for the second straight 
game but assisted on the winner 
by Karlander.
The Leafs, meanwhile, were 
blanked for the second time in 
three road games. Tony Espos­
ito collected his fifth shutout of 
the season with ample offensive 
[ support from Stan Mikita’s two 
goals in a game that featured a 
bottle-throwing scene at the 
, Leaf bench.
Crozier midway through the 
final period.
Boston pulled everything out 
of their bag of tricks to break 
the deadlock blit were hand­
cuffed by erratic shooting and 
Crozier’s acrobatics.
Crozier said later he was 
“bushed” after the first period 
and only the ■ fact that he was 
tired and his reflexes couldn’t 
respond quickly enough enabled 
Smith’s shot to get by him.
He’d have trouble convincing 
Boston stars Phil Esposito and 
Bobby Orr that his reflexes 
were slow. He robbed both play­
ers in the closing moments and 
so frustrated Esposito that the 
centre threw his stick in exas­
peration, narrowly missing 
linesman Ron Hoggarth.
Lemaire hooked the qualizer 
at Pittsburgh through a pileup 
in front of the Penguins goal at 
6:35 of the third period in a 
rough-and-tumble match-up that
Although Rochester Ameri-
featured fistic outbursts 
three separate occasions.
on
FIGHT IN FIRST 
Montreal’s Marc Tardif and
And Montreal Canadiens, 
third in the East with 60 points, 
made little progress on the Idle 
■^Rangers with Jacques Le- 
ymave's score late In the game 
earning them a 3-3 tie with the 
Penguins at Pittsburgh.
, Elsewhere Sunday, California 
Golden Seals snapped a four- 
game losing streak with a 3-1 
win over Philadelphia Flyers 
and Minnesota made It 12 
(tralght over Los Angeles, stop­
ping the Kings 5-3 at Minncapo-
WHITE FISH S'ioze. ib 45cstrokes during the final round.NICHOLS THIRD
The former PGA champion 
collected $10,650 for third place.
It set up the third playoff in 
as many weeks this season, and 
the second 18-hole affair for 
Archer. He beat Dave Hill and 
Tommy Aaron in an extra 
round at the Glen Campbell-Los 
Angeles Open two weeks ago.
Miller, winner of six tour ti­
tles, including last year’s Phoe­
nix Open, has a 2-1 playoff 
record, all in sudden. death. 
Archer with $31,077 in winnings 
already this season, has nine ti­
tles and a 3-2 playoff record.
It was a three-man race most 
of the warm, sunny day with 
Dale Douglass and Bob Murphy 
finishing in a tie for fourth at
BEEF LIVER and deveined. .... lb. 59c
SIDE BACON S 59c
The two veterans went into an 
18-hole playoff today for the 
$30,000 first prize in the Dean 
Martin-Tucson open golf tourna­
ment. The loser gets $17,100, 
with an additional $5,000 to each 
from, television.
They tied for the top after 72 
holes at 273, 15 under par on the 
7,305-yard Tucson National Golf 
Club course, when Bobby Ni­
chols—the leader through mos 
of Sunday’s final round- 
pumped his tee shot into the 
water on the final hole and took 
a two-over-par six.




cans are not out of the woods 
yet, an improvement in the 
goaltending—courtesy of Ed 
Dyck—has lifted them into a 
challenging position for a play­
off berth in the American 
Hockey League.
Dyck has started in five 
games since being relegated re­
cently from Vancouver Canucks 
of the National Hockey League 
and so far is undefeated in the 
Rochester goal. Sunday night he 
had lots of offensive support as 
the Americans blasted Hershey 
Bears 9-4. J.
The victory helped Baltimore 
take over the lead in the west­
ern division, two points ahead,of 
Hershey, as the Clippers edged 
the red-hot Cincinnati Swords 2- 
1- ■
Both the Rochester and Balti­
more teams had three-point 
weekends as Americans and 
Clippers shared a 5-5 tie Satur­
day.
In other games Sunday, Prov­
idence Reds defeated Tidewater 
। Wings 7-5 and Cleveland Barons 












31 7 8 186 102 70
30 8 7 203 103 67
26 12 8 177 127 60
20 17 10 129 127 50
20 20 7 147 152 47
13 26 6 112 150 31
10 27 11 127 182 31
West Divison
Chicago 31 10 5 152 85 67
Minnesota 25 15 7 124 100 57
California , 15 25 10 142 190 40
St. Louis 16 24 7 133 155 39 
Phila. . 13 24
Pittsburgh 12 26
8 107 144 34
9 112 150 33
CANNED MILK *1.00
Carnation milk skimmed..... 6 tall tins "
276, three strokes back. Each 
had a final 70.
Dave Hill, Don Bies and 
Marty Flecman followed at 278. 
Lee Trevino, never really a fac­
tor in the tournament, had a 
final 72 for 283, 10 strokes be­
hind.
BARBER SEVEN UNDER
Archer had a 68 and the 40- 
year-old Barber a stunning 65, 
seven under par.
The only surviving Canadian, 
Gary Bowerman of Toronto, 
shot 74 on the final round for 289 
and won $240.
Barber was four strokes back 
starting the final round and 
bolted into contention with a 
string of four consecutive’ bird­
ies starting on the fourth hole. 
He hit irons about six feet from 
the flag three times and chipped 
to within inches on the par five 
sixth.
Beautiful approach shots left 
him four-foot putts on the ninth 
and 12th and he got a share of 
the lead with an eight foot 
birdie putt on the 17th.
Instant Coffee $1Aq 
“Nabob” West nuggett. ■•Mr#
10 ounce.......................  ...each ■
ORANGES £7 6,.^ 89c
BROCCOLI Fresh green spears.... lb. 29c
FLOUR 20 1«Los Angeles 12 33 4 109 193 28 Results Sunday Buffalo 3 Boston 3 
Montreal 3 Pittsurgh 3
Keith McCreary of Pittsburgh 
were the contestants in the 
opening period. Then Montreal 
centre Pete M a h o v 1 i c h and 
Rene Robert drew fighting ma­
jors at 10:48 of the second, fol­
lowed less than five minutes 
later by ,a flareup between Pen­
guin centre Syl Apps ar.d 
Claude Larose.
Several players were lying in 
the crease when Lemaire 
scored and goalie Les Binkley 
appealed to referee Bruce Hood 
over the legality of the goal. 
The official, however, turned a 
deaf ear to the goalie’s claim he 
was bekig held by Montreal 
players.
“Robin Hood”
--- -•...... -• bag
changed my mind, I'm 
going to take skating lesiona 
instead!”
Quaker Oats AOf
Quick cooking ............... . 5 lb. bar S W
Detroit 3 St. Louis 1
Minnesota 5 Los Angeles 3
Chicago 4 Toronto 0
California 3 Philadelphia 1 
Results Saturday .
Detroit 3 Buffalo 2
Boston 8 Montreal 5
St. Louis 1 Pittsburgh 0
Minnesota 4 Toronto 1
Vancouver 5 New York 2
Los Angeles 4 Philadelphia 2
Game Tuesday
All-Star Game at Minneapolis
Game Wednesday
Toronto at Los Angeles 
Buffalo at New York 
St, Louis at Pittsburgh
ACMEReferee Bill Friday fingered Toronto defenceman Jim Dorey ■as the culprit after he had 
pinned a tripping penalty on 
Leafs’ Paul Henderson.
With the Leafs playing two 
men short, the Black Hawks 
capitalized with their last two 
goals—by Miklta and Bobby 
Hull’s 35th—to nail down the 
verdict in the final three min­
utes of the game.
It marked the 21st straight 
game in which Hull has picked 
up a . least a point.
SABRES STUBBORN
The Bruins ran into a surpris­
ingly stubborn Buffalo team
UJ. that held £1 and 3-2 lends be-
In Saturday's other games, fore Smith’s shot from the blue- 






Buffalo 3 Boston 3 
MontrealS Pittsburgh 3
EkPctrolt 3 St. Louis 1 
HBjChlcago 4 Toronto 0 
■^Minnesota 5 Los Angeles 3 
California 3 Philadelphia 1
American 
Baltimore 2 Cincinnati I 
Providence 7 Tidewater 5 
Cleveland 3 Richmond 2 
Ildchcsler 9 Hershey 4 
Western 
Salt Laho 5 Phoenix 3 
Central
> Dallas 7 Kansas City 2 
Omaha 4 Oklahoma City 0 
International 
Muskegon 4 Fort Wayne 2 
Day ton 7 Toledo 3 
Flint 9 Des Moines 3
Eastern 
Greensboro fl Roanoke 4 
New Haven 4 Johnstown 0 
Syracuse fl I-ong Island 3 
New Jersey 4 Clinton t) 
w Ontario Senior 
Oakville 9 Owen Sound 4 
Kingston 3 Woodstock 1 
Quebec Junior 
Cornwall 19 Quebec 2 
Shawinlgan 5 Trols-llivierc* 
Sherbrooke 8 St. Jerome 1 
Drummondvlllc 2 Sorel 1 
Verdun 5 Laval 2 
Ontario Junior 
Ixmdon 3 St. Catharines 2
Northern Ontario Junior
Saulte Ste. Marie 7 Sudbury 4
Chelmsford 3 Sarnia (SOHA) 
2
Manitoba Junior
Portage ]a Prairie fl Winnipeg
■4 '
Dauphin 7 St. James 2
St, Boniface 4 Selkirk 3 
Saskatchewan Junior
Notre Dame 11 Regina Foxes 
3
Humboldt 5 Moose Jaw 3 
Wcyburn 5 Regina Pals 2 
Melville nt Prince Albert ppd, 
Western Canada
Calgary 3 Flln Flon 1 
Medicine Hat 5 Edmonton 4 
Now Westminster 8 Brnndon 2 
Swift Current 3 Winnipeg 2 
Saskatoon at Regina ppd, 
Alberta Junior
Garner Coach
BOSTON (AP) - Jack Kel­
ley, Boston University's hockey 
coach for the last 10 years, was 
named today, general manager 
and coach of the New England 
entry In the newly-formed 
World Hockey Association.
Kelley was signed to a seven- 
year contract for an undisclosed 
salary by the WHA team, which 
will be known ns the Whalers,
Howard L. Baldwin of Marlon, 
president of New England Pro­
fessional Hockey, Inc., said the 
Whalers nre negotiating with 
arenas In three New England 




Ottawa 5 Niagara Falls 4
Kitchener f> Montreal 4 
Toronto tl Ostiawa I
, Southern Ontario Junior
Chdinsfonl. tNO||A) 3 Samia
Chatham 5 Brantford 3
Welland 9 St. Thomas fl
Guelph 3 Wtiwhor 2
Lethbridge fl Edmotihrii Leafs
Red Deer 8 Drumhcller I 
Calgary Canucks fl Edmonton
Movers 4
A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1.18.1 Ellis Hi 76.1-5022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos and 
Radios, 1 , ।
Serving Kelowna, Rutland, 
Wcstliaiik.
Open Mod. throush Hat, 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
A
^>,0/
D. C. (Don> Johnston
Don’t let ah accident ruin 
your fulurc . , . be sure your 
house, auto and tend Insur­
ance In loiuph’le,
JOHNSTON REALTY 








We specialize in wheel 
balancing and wheel align­
ment and mufflers. All work 
guaranteed.
Catelli Dinners
Macaroni and Cheese. 
7% ounce.............................
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
DIIMC Ham or Hot Dog. “Fresh from 





Storm cuff, flare leg, side pockets, 
front zipper, detail stitching for 
, added style. Sizes 10-16.
Reg 8.19 Now 5.99
Metal Skit
Feature built-in metal edges and 
polyethylene bases. Excellent value, 
for beginner or , more experienced 
. skier.
Reg. $85 Now 69.99
Arosa Skit
Complete with h'nejing. Laminated 
wooden ski. Tyrolia ^tep-ln binding. 
Sizes 170-190-195-CM,
Reg. $65 Now 49.99
Children's Rubber Buckle Ski Boots
Arc inexpensive, yet durable. Made 
for waterproof comfort, (hey aro lined 
with loden for extra softness. In black, 
only, with easy to do buckles.' Child­
ren's sizes -6.
Reg. $15 Now 12.99
Roitignor Fibreglass Skit
Si/es 175-I8O-I9O-CM.
Reg. $119 Now 89.99
Ski Gloves
Small size only. Warm wool lining. 
Protective armoured thumb, ribbed 
back, and elasticized wrist, for snugger 
fit, In black only.
Bathroom Tissue AQC
“Cashmere” by Scoit. ........ 6 roll pack **
DETERGENT OOt
Suri. King Size . ................   feature ~
Reg. 7.98 Pair, only 5.99
Skis with Step-in Bindings
Multi-laminated skis are ideal for the 
beginner Skis have interlocking steel 
edges plus metal tip and tail protectors 
for strength, Pre-mounted bindings 
feature safety toe piece and adjust­
able release, Color black, Quantities
Orange Crystals QOC
“Sungold” 2-3 oz. puck ; 3 pkgs. ""
SOUP
limited,
Reg. 49.95 Now 32.99
Tyrol Deluxe 5 Buckle Ski Bools
In new high-cut style. Plastic lami­
nated to leather, Molded sole. Warm 
fleece lining, Broken size range.
Reg. $55 Now 39.99
Ladies' Ski Underwear
Duofold sports underwent, warm dry 
cofnforl’ in light weight, no wool Itch. 
L’asy to wash. Sires 8-16. Bottoms
Reg. $8 How 5.99
CRACKERS
Salted or plain. 
I’luilins,
Tomato or Vegetable. 
•‘Aylmers” .... 10 ounce
69c. 2 Ib. puck
PEOPLE'S
FOOD MARKET
We Kchcne the Right to Limit Qunntiliciiy/'
START YOURS TODAY CALL 763.3228.











tfpets. Telephone 764-4246. "; ,
146phone 763-2136.
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. CAR-1 763-2763. tf








ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING
tfgentleman. Telephone 762-0220.
MIDVALLEY REALTY
21. PROPERTY FOR SAL
Evenings: \
12. PERSONALS
Office 765-7741Telephone 762-4324. It
<51 Leon Ave. homo? Contact Al-Anon at 762 64M or I FOURBEDROOM HOOKE WITH F.I.KC- 
763-4766.______ ,__________ It trio hret, Close tn school*. 1145 per
Telephone 764-7139. IImonth. 1138 Ethel Klreet. Telephone
763-6773 between 4-7 p.m, Ml
JOIN THK RENO BCAA NUN FUN
Klieet, Telephone 7<l3 3tUI5 II
146per month. 763-6045,




ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE, 
Gentleman preferred. 1344 Ethel Street.
NEWLY DECORATED COMPLETE. 
Well furniahed one bedroom suite. Tele-
ROOM AND BOARD FOR YOUNG 
lady. Private home close tb Vocational
ROOM FOR RENT WITH KITCHEN 
facilities. For gentleman. Telephone
III IRtOIIM Al',MIT-
mcni in (ouiplrv; ,«»ll In v .ill i mpels- 
»-Mi mov. I^atril in Hull*:”! MmUhl- 




SELF-CONTAINED F U H N I N II E D 
hanrment suite. Ihrrn rooms ami balh. 
Private entrance. Suitable for 1 bachelor 
or working couple. Utilities paid, 4100
TWO nrillKHIM, HI.LV fuhnikiied. 
bneemeiil tulle, clow lu Vmallunnl 
School. Nun ainoksr* prrlotrrd. No lulu 
pleaia. Cowl for working people pl 
Mildrnl*. Telephone 1*?-74'U. 1 >•»
I EeLUVi?erWESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
Jtnrkv.r lh^era civ. T’eSl 762*408 Ove new 0M tearoom suites, shag car- 
Feting throughout, appliances, large pri- or 765-5527 — and you could bo our vata patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
_ first tenants. _________________ SHO per month. Two bedroom , suite
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Bos 597, Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
743-505? or 741-0493. In Wintleld 7M-2107 
la there a drinking problem In your
qualified operator with many yearn ex- THHKK BEDROOM HOUSE FOK RENT 
perlentt. For ftitiher Information, tele- l(,r >a|e> nn Advenluro Rond, Buihnil. 
phon* ll»lrn_Gr»y, 7*3-6513. II For February I5lh, Telephone 76M5LI.
FOUBPLEX HUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutland, Wall wall earpellnx, 
irlxerator* and Move*, Children and 
pet* welcome. Immediate occiipani'y,
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnace*, eaveitroughlng, aheet metal ATTRACTIVE UNFURNISHED
work, 1083 Glenmore fit. Telephone 76.I- »«<• bedroom dupleg, 1424 LhandUr near 
35J* >■ Shop* Capri, Available now, Telephone" 1704-7534, U
Tour. Blue* leave Penticton February I two BEDROOM DUPLEX 
L1/.'* J’******’ 4B1-70I*. I carpeted, lull banement, carporl. Inv
BCAA Iruj'rl *-1# Manin I niefllate occupancy. No Saturday call*,
Mreet, PehUctoo, B.C. _ >« Telephone 765-M14 I 147
facilities, and aauna baths. Close to 
» 15. HOUSES FOR RENT Idowntown and' park. Telephone Man- tf I __ ____ ager. 7624422, or Argus Industries Ltd..
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method, Highly-
—...........  — -- loi'Mt ■ white rrnstAN cat.I1’1"’ ..... ”
I.M4F.VILW MKUoniM PARK 4'EME-rahmil Us '»>:• old, |.>>iil>Mih »ir«.| M lv two lll'llltooM I'UI I, IlW.- 
Iris mw *Mr»»s antis nn«MI Rd ''arar B»akkt»4 Sih'n'l. Ttlryhnne 7«1-| mrnt fluplr* en rirr*. st.Mi moulhb.
U«4> RutUnd. Talrpheoa lrn*l#4. Il <»3T. » \ 14? Call Uli 101. esanma* 7M-7UL tf,
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Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St.
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO. 
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone .762-4434













INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Ste. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave. 
Ph. 763-7781 or 763-7882
M, W, F 1
APPRAISALS
Bus. 7634343 1561 Pandosy SI
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant
Certified Municipal Assessor 
Assessment & Property 
Tax Consultant
CONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
763-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.
M. W. F 1
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Certified 
/ General Accountant




W. R. FENNELL & CO.
Accredited Public Accountants
W. R, Fennell, APA, FCI
R. D. Horton, APA, FCIS
2979 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C.
Telephone 7634528
170 Rutland Rd. Phone 765-7740
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public




2820 Pandosy Street 





SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave.
1, BIRTHS
FAMILY’S HISTORY — YOUR FAM- 
Uy’s history can be written with 
clipplngi of the happy events — Births. 
Engsgements, and Weddings from your 
Dally Newspaper. Notices for these 
•vents are aa low aa $2.50. You may 
bring them to the Classified Counter dr 
telephone. The Kelownn Dally Courier 
763-3228, a*k for Classified.
KUBALAK — Mr. Paul Kubalak puaad 
•way on January 21, 1972. at the age 
of 71 years. Prayers will ba recited at 
St. Francia Roman Catholic Church on 
' Tuesday. January 25th at 7:30 p.m. and 
requelm mass will be celebrated on 
January 26, 1972 at 11:00 a.m. with 
The Rev. Albert Corradln a« celebrant. 
Interment will follow at the Mountain 
View Cemetery. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 
with the funeral arrangements. (Tele- 
phone 762-3040.)______________ 145
MORRISON — Passed away on Satur­
day. January 22nd. Mrs. Norma. Jessie 
Morrison, late of RR no. 4. Lakeshore 
Road. Kelowna, B.C. Surviving Mrs. 
Morrison Is one daughter, and aon-ln-law. 
Una, and Red Hughes, one grandson, 
Monty Hughes aU of Kelowna. One 
brother. Ira Tully In Surrey. B.C., and 
one alater. Estella (Mrs. Ernie Burgess) 
in Vancouver, B.C. Mr. Morrison pre­
deceased In January of 1963. Funeral 
service will ba held from Day’s Chapel 
of Remembrance on Tuesday. January 
23th at 10:30 a.m. Rev. John Davldion 
will conduct the service, Inferment In 
the family plot in the Kelowna Cemetery. 
Day’s Funeral Home la in charge of the 
anangement*.________________ 143
MclNTOSH — Passed away on Saturday, 
January 22nd. ,Mr. John Finlay Mc­
Intosh, aged 92 years, late of 667 Borne 
Avenue. Surviving Mr. McIntosh are his 
sister. Mr*. Lavina Hayden, and sister- 
in-law. Mrs. Ruth McCualg. both In Kel­
owna, * nephews, and 4 nelce* In dif­
ferent location*. On* nephew, Mr. E*rl 
Sutherland, in Peachland. Funeral aer- 
vice for the late Mr, McIntosh will be 
held from Day’s Chapel of Remembrance 
on Tuesday, January 25tb at 2 p.m. 
Rev. John Davidson officiating, inter- 
mrnt In the Lakeview Memorial park. 
Day’a Funeral Home to In charge of th* 
arrangement*.______________________ 1*3
STEWART — Passed »way on January 
29th. i972. Mr. Robert Stewart, aged 74 
year*, hl* of Oyama, B.C, Mr, Stewart 
w*a a resident of Oyama tor over 49 
year*. H* ha* no relative* tn C*nad», 
Funeral aervlce will be held from Day'* 
Chapel ot Remembrance on Monday, 
January 24lh. at 1:30 p.m. Under th* 
direction of the Royal Canadian Uglon. 
Rev. H. Traub of Wintleld will conduct 
Iha a«rvlce. cremation to follow. Day’* 
Funeral Homa 1* in charge ot th* 
arrangement*. 143
■omi cable viaion. O'CaU*ghan’s Re-








Phone ahead and we’ll 
have your order ready.
; 762-4307 
147
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1. THREE 
bedroom duplex «ulto nt $133 per numth. 
Telephone 763-3821 tf
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM " 
uBfurabhed apartment Large picture 
window—beautiful view ef Wood Lake. 
Wall to waB carpet throughout 765453S. 
tfTWO BEDROOM DUPLEX AVAILABLE 
February 1st. Full b**emenL Killtraey 
Road. Rutland. Telephone 764-4032. 149 CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite available January 1. 
Stove, refrigerator, drape*, troadloom. 
cable television. 193* Pandoay SL Tele­
phone 763-3685. tf
HOUSE FOR RENT. SUITABLE FOR 
two or three people. No peta. Oyama 
are*. Telephon* 766-2352 (Winfield). 146
16. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. WALL 
to wall carpeting, drapes, refrigera­
tor. stove,- cable television, washing 
facilities. Telephone’ 762-268* or after 
5:00 763-2005. tfLOMBARDY PARK APTS.
Offer you, comfort, convenience 
and quietness too.
The largest suites and the fin­
est grounds. Covered parking, 
no traffic sounds.
Your utilities are paid by me.
You owe it to yourself to 
come and see.
Compare all the rest-then 
rent the best.
Phone Manager, 762-3688, 
or 763-6847
1 '- «
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom unite, dose to 
VocaUonal School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach 
Resort telephone 762-3567. tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room unit*, self-contained, close to 
VocaUonal School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort. 3356 Watt 
Road. Telephone 762-5272. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE WITH REFRIG- 
erator and stove. Close to Four Sea­
sons Motet $149 per month. Telephone 
764-7279 or 763-2260. tf
FURNISHED T H R E E BEDROOM 
suite downtown. Especially suitable for 
mature ladles. All utilities included for 
$75 each. Telephone 763-3040. ' tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
plex. Unfurnished, carpets. Close to 
downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele­
phone 762-0263 or 762-0601. tf
|| FOURPLEX
RECENTLY BUILT
I Maximum privacy — Only ' 
II 1 common wall. 2 bedrooms, 
I cathedral entrance, living, 
I dining, kitchen, laundry 
I room, storage, sundeck, car- 
|| port, yard. Very reasonable 
I rent’ ■




CALL FOR FAST 
IMMEDIATE REPAIRS 
Water may enter your build­
ing or building components 
as a result of this year’s 
many freeze-thaw cycles.
* This may result in damage 
to inventory as well as to 
- plaster, drywall and paints.
More serious may be damage 
caused by freezing of mois­
ture trapped in concrete, 
masonry and at details such 
as metal flashings.
Removal of snow from roofs 
by inexperienced workmen 
tf will likely result in further 




ROTR TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
the nicest and safest apartment. No 
children, no pets. Telephone 763-3641. 
tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
tourplex: wall to wall carpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. after 8:00 
p.m. tf
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN BUT- 
land (ourplex. Carpeted living room. .114. 
bathe. Available February 15. Telephone 
765-7054. . tf
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST. ONE 
bedroom fully furnished suite. Separate 
entrance, wall to wall carpets, utilities 
paid. Telephone 763-3633. tf
‘‘VILLA APTS.”
1966 PANDOSY ST.
lor rent, one bedroom suite 
including range, refrigerator 
w/w carpeting, drapes, air 
conditioner, cable TV, laundrj 
facilities, elevator, parking. Al 
utilities, except telephone, pait 
by landlord. Adult building. .
CABINS, FURNISHED. $80.00. SUItES, 
one bedroom, $95.00, two bedrooms, 
$120JK). AU utUitles Included. Sam’s 
Resort, Winfield, telephone 766-2504. 149
SUTHERLAND MANOR, ONE AND 
two'bedroom suites. Adults only. Apply 
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
ATTENTION! CHILDREN WELCOME 
in a modern two bedroom fourplex. For 
viewing call 768-5185. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utiUties paid. Telephone 765-5969.
EL TORO 11 ROYAL APARTMENTS 
-1 j ,.s I on Rowcliffe Avenue now rent-
Closed now until ing. Featuring one, two and »-i-rx n/s I three bedroom suites in quiet
LlD IQ I neighborhood away from traffic'
I LU• I / II No Children, No Pets'
for staff vacations" 762-8068
146 ■>I CLOSE IN, QUIET TWO BEDROOM 
' 'h 11 auite available February 1. Range, re-
TRAILERS FOR RENT. ADULTS. NO 
pets. Shops Capri area. Telephone 763- 
5396. ________ »
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762-4225.
CAPRI VILLA - ONE BEDROOM 
suite for rent. No children, no pets.
KIRBY VACUUM CO.
OF KELOWNA 
350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales - 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
_ . . _ —_ __ | frigerator, drapes, wall-to-wall carpets.
Kelowna uar Association I C&ble television* air conditloninga laun>
T.F.GAT, Am OT.INTO I drT facilities, elevator, covered parking.
A . Landlord pays all utilities except tele-
Every Tuesday, 7 p.m. phone. Adult building. Contact manager, 
xr-ij Bermuda House. 1779 Pandosy Street.Held at A.S.H. Offices, telephone 762-3911. tf
Ste. 2, 435 Bernard Ave. L^, CHATEAU_N0W available for
763-6770 occupancy. Adult.building; complete with
M, tf ’hag rugs, draperies, air conditioning. 
------------ —,— -------——-i—i-------- ------ . ranges and refrigerators, free laundry
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763- 
2523. ' H
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX UNIT IN 
Rutland. Sundeck, large yard. Near 
achools.: $125. Telephone 765-6255. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no ehlldren or
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeping unit. Telephone 762-2532. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SHARING THREE BEDROOM FURN- 
ished suite near Hospital —large and 
private bedroom. Heat and light. .TV. 
included. $79 to quiet gentleman. Avail-
, 117’. LAKESHORE
O.K. Mission, just 5 minutes from down­
town .Kelowna, level, treed, older house 
on property, presently used for Tents and 
Trailers. Could be exceUent site for “exe­
cutive type” home. MLS. Art MacKenzie 
2-6656.
DUPLEX
Rental from each side $165.00 per month, 
new Rutland location. 3 Bdrm, on one side,
2 on the other. Both sides have finished 
rec. rooms. Priced at $35,900, good terms. 
Harvey Pomrenke 2-0742. Excl.
VIEW LOT ' •
Large lot overlooking OK. Lake on paved 
road, with services. Only 10 min. from city 
centre in quiet area. Only $5000.00. Call Art 
Day 8-5089. MLS.
“ACREAGE”
Our client has 42 acres of level irrigated 
land, and will sell all or subdivide to suit 
in 10 acre portions. Good older home avail­
able on south portion, located 7 miles from 
Kelowna, contact George Trimble 2-0687./ 
MLS' OWNER MAY TRADE 
Owner may . consider a trade on VLA ap­
proved holding. Present home has 3 Bdrms., 
full basement and is situated on a very 
nice well developed lot. Call Bren Witt 
3-6300. MLS. >
WESTSIDE VIEW LOTS
Level view lots serviced with domestic 
' water, power and paved roads. Clo^e to 
lake and safe, sandy beach. Call Bren Witt 
763-6300. MLS.
Apple Valley Realty ™
1451 Pandosy St?*** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
COLLINSON GALLERY 
OF HOMES
■X k : u"
NEAR NEW, IN RUTLAND — You will love everything ' 
about this home—it is so well laid out and so practical in | 
design. It has two bedrooms up and a third in the finished 
basement. Neat and tidy grounds with good garden soil for 
tiie gardener. Please call Harry Maddocks at 762-3713 days 





SORT MOTEL AND TRAIL­
ER COURT located in a 
quiet shady grove on Okan­
agan Lake. 13 deluxe units, 
cable TV plus modem trailer 
and camp grounds. Sheltered; £ 
ioat mooring plus' immacu- * 
late 3 bedroom owner’s 
home. $50,600 down will han­
dle. Fred Smith 7644573.
30 ACRES development prop* 
erty, Winfield. Some domes­
tic water. Good terms. Call 
Bill Jurome 763-4400.
5 ACRES potential industrial 
In Winfield area. 481 ft. road 
frontage. Easy to develop. 
Full price $29,500 with $15,- 
000 down. Details from Dan 
Einarsson.
“ ’ COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY ,ake ,ls6 ,VaUt;
8. COMING EVENTS view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex. >Me- Telephone 768-5875. _________ tf
______  MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED­
CENTRAL OKANAGAN TRANSIENT 2^, bedrooms, spacious living, some room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
Aid Society (COTAS) will hold its Annual children welcome, water and garbage | warm — drapes, TV cable, broadloom. 
General Meetinv, Tuesday evening at 8:30 collection free. $145 per month. No pets, colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator 
p.m. in St. Joseph's Hull on Sutherland I Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. U|*nd free washing facilities. Friendly 
Avenue. The purpose of this meeting nmnnnu nTrorwr, ,!mospher*' 1855 Pand°sy Street. Tele-
will be to make available the 1971TWO HEDROOM DUPLEX: phone 762.79i8> u
coTAq renort* and to hold election of Kneller Road. Rutland. Full basement, |----------------------—--------------------------------------
officer, for th. 1972 vear AUI thow/tn. carport, carpet throughout, close to WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
terested in the vouth of todav are urged 'chool and store. Small children accept- suites now available for occupancy.te^ttSd • - m «>• S158: water, garbage collection Sound proof adult building. Shag car-
-------- X__ :_________ :___________________  free. Telephone 765-5873. 147 peting. drapes, air conditioning, recrea- 
SPCA FUN FAIR. ST. DAVID'S PRES- ------ -- --------   tion room, free laundry facilities, range,
byterian Church Hall, Pandosy atid MODERN, FURNISHED, TWO BED- refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele­
Sutherland, Wednesday, January 26 at I room lakeshore cottage. $139 per month, I phone Manager. 762-2348. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM. BOARD AND CARE FOR 
elderly person in my home by Safeway. 
845 Lawrence Avenue. Telephone 763-
PRIVACY, P I N E S AND 
PHEASANTS — 9.16 acres 
only 20 minutes from down­
town Kelowna. All lake view 
property with a natural 
flowing spring plus irrigation 
and domestic water. Unique 
building sites with large 
Ponderosa pines overlooking 
the lake. Low taxes, some' 
fruit trees. Can be subdivid­
ed. Financing available at 
7%. Hurry! Call Fred Kyle 
at 762-3713 days or 765-8804 
eves. Exclusive.
THREE BEDROOM, IMME­
DIATE POSSESSION — Ex­
cellent location in Glenmofe 
within walking distance to 
both elementary and high 
schools, close to golf course, 
on a quiet street. : Nicely 
landscaped. 2 bedrooms up 
with dining and living room 
wall-to-wall. Built-in range 
and oven. Up and down fire­
place, full basement with 
large bedroom. $8,000 down 
will handle. A good buy in 
a good area. Call Andy Run- 
zer at 762-3713 days or 764- 
4027 eves. MLS.
VALUES LIKE THIS DON’T ' 
LAST LONG — 1,220 sq. ft. 
of immaculate living area 
plus a fully finished base­
ment This is a most com­
fortable family home located 
in lovely Lombardy Park. 
And! An NHA 6%% mort­
gage. To view please call 
Bud Dalley at 762-3713 days 
or 765-6959 eves. MLS.
10-ACRE PARCELS — View 
lots of Okanagan Lake. 
Sparsely wooded. Has 660 
feet of road frontage. Power 
to the property. Well Witch­
er has marked the wells, Call 
Gordon Marwick at 762-3713 
days or 763-2771 eves. MLS.
3 ACRES IN CITY OF KEL­
OWNA — Zoned for apart­
ments, can also be subftvid- | 
ed for 10 lots. Down pay-, 
ment for 3 acres as low as 
$3,000. Balance at 9%. Hot 
buy! HURRY! Call Mike 
Martel at 762-3713 days or 
762-0990 eves. MLS,
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
LARGE CORNER DUPLEX 
LOT near Orchard Park. 
Asking $4,000. Down pay­
ment only $800, balance in 
easy monthly payments of 
$50, including 8% interest. 
LOOK AT THIS WITH YOUR 
FAVORITE MLS SALES­
PERSON OR CALL GERRY 
TUCKER 7634400.
1607 Ellis Street 
763-4400
CONVERTIBLE! Just listed 
4 bedrooms or 5 to suit the 
family needs. Beautifully 
kept older type home with a 
large kitchen, living room, 
bathroom, part basemeaft 
with oil furnace. Wall-to-wiV 
carpets in living room, hail 
and 1 bedroom. Close in to 
schools, shopping and trans­
portation. Full price $14,500. 
For further information call 
Otto Graf evenings at 765- 
5513. Exclusive.
2:30 p.m .Tea, music by Mad Hatters, utUtle* Included. No pets. Boucherie Sni'iSZmrn—wftt nmrn—niw home baking, nuctlon, raffles. Bring a Beach Resort, Westbank. Telephone £U"NISHED, WELL. HEATEDONE 
can Of dog or eat food for my.tery 768-5769. tfij—i__ 14A1 '    -------------------- ■ ■    ~~~—11 Cfirpttcda completely fumisned
--------------------- - IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, THREE k‘t,^en' c,bk vision, telephone. No 
PUBLIC LECTLRE: KEN WALTERS bedroom duplex. Elm St., Kelowna.hhidrcn. no pets, Canamara Beach 
and Peter Phelan speak on ’’Living Be- *155. Larry Road. Rutland. *145. Wall 3758 Lakeshore Road. Telephone yond’’ Thursday. January 27th, at 8:001 to wall carpet, stove. Telephone 763-1 Z63-4717.________ _____________________ tf
or 763-399l>'__________ “ FEBRUARY 1ST. QUIET ONE BED-
n!^?A<r!?VeryOn* W* com,‘ Preaente<1 I nvnnnnu wrm «, crMvwT room apartment on second floor. $130 
Ontology,___________________ 145 IWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT pw moJlh lncluding ali utilities. Clos*
THE KELOWNA HOSPITAL AUXIL- Sj??’>o“ JKSFlnT JhinnhiT’cenke to Shops Capri. No children or pets,
lary Kaleldo dance, February 4th at £hndr?'" ? Teleohone Retlred eoupl# Pretcrred- APP'y Mr"'
Capri. Ticket* can be purchased at S welcome. No peta. Telephon i|Dunlop> Sulte b 128l Lawrence Avenue
Dycka Pharmacy on Bernard Avenue. -______I_______________ _______________ I or telephone 762-5134._____________ tf
1461 NEW, THREE BEDROOM, DELUXE IAND TWO nFDRODM FID IV
ntiTnnnn giranNC-------n*7i'v 1 » n »' duPle’t' wal1 tn w»“ »hng carpet through- furnished with kitchenettes ” Avallabld
OUTDOOR SKATING- DAILY 1-9 P.M. out( waUs. Ideal family unit. No ea,nT“ “ lc."e
Night skating under light*. Lots of lc», pel, .150 per month. Telephone 765- nnd monthly rate*. Close to
Munson L»k* on Munson Road off Ben- «080 P " M W 8 tf »h°PPln« centre. Vocational School, bus, 
voulin Road between Byrnea and K.L.O, I——_ _______________ ____ ...................... etc. Cinnamon’s Lnkeshore Resort. 2924
Road. Admiiiion. 143 FOR RENT - THREE BEDROOM Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
CALI cnuniFR riASSlFiFn Im BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE,CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS Smnll landscnped lol. $175. References Rut)andi On# or two aduIls only L||rge 
DIRECT 763-3228 | required. Telephone 763-3143. u | living room and kitchen, bathroom with
____________________________ ’ ’ shower, washer and dryer hookup, prl- 
nRIICIKlCCC DCDCAK1AI NEW DUPLEX. THREE BEDROOMS vate entrance. All utilities Included. $120
• DU9IIXE93 aEKIvlwAI* land laundry room, main floor, Full I monthly, Telephone 765-8369, tf
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING DELI- Tlunhon/vAMMa ’"ti WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY
very Service (Mobile Unit) Olfice irx-at- meal*lt|y. $165. leiepnone /uw. » and Capri, Upper unit ot up and 
ed In the heart of the growing trailer I WESTBANK. SPACIOUS TWO BED- down duplex. TWo bedroom*, wall to
Industry, Delivery urea - Oyama to room duplex, wall to wall carpeting, car- wall carpet* and aundeck. , Available
Peachland at present time. Partial port. Laundry room. Children welcome. February Int. Telephone Harry Mad-
work week with good return*. Ideal Telephone 768-5873, tt docks. 763-6218 or 7(13-5133, tf
mJXS’Tnl^ TWO BEDROOM DELUXE FOURPLEX LOVELY LARGE ONE BEDROOM
ancial statements available to proven “nit. shag enrpet, feature walls, patio, suite, fireplace, wall to wall carpet, 
Interested partle*. $26,000.00 will handle. No pets. (143 per month Telephone 765. 'drapes, stove, refrigerator, swimming 
For further Information, please telephone ®®9®- tf pool, private entrance, and patio. All
•r? "’' °r Wr“* *° 'miF' wDRMM ' fiELF^NTMiiES ,"<,,U,,e,,• Av*‘"’b"’
2144, Rutland. B.C. _____________ tf hakeshore cottage at Casa Loma Village
vnn «*<*rr nnor R««ort. No Children or pels. Telephone TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE JSS?.. .XJ5S. ’ZaSu tf Immediately. Stove and refrigerator In-
nZnli 57*^ ‘■'oh”«p,'KX’ All ipXant? must have "efSs.financial statement*. Peraonal Income Feb. 1, Two bedroom* and den. *123 T«i«nhnn« tr
tax. Telephone 764-7360, 163 monthly, No pets. On* child accepted, ------------- --- --------------!.
-------------- :---------- ;--------------------- - ----------- | Telephone' 765-6923. ’ ’ H 
JORDAN’S RUGS - TO VIEW SAM- ----------  <
pl** from Canada', large.t c.rp.t «|. TWO REUROOM DUPLEX FOR RENT 
ecilon, telephon* Keith McDougald, n**1 Av™!'
7(*-4693. Expert Installation *ervlc«. U jb’e lebruary 1st. $139. T.lephone 763- 
..... .......................... ......... .... . .. . ...—n
CLARINET LESSONS GIVEN BY UBC k,;;;.;,.
music graduate. All age*, beginner* to I FURNISHED TWO IIF.DBOOM MOBILE 
advanced. Tetephona 7M116J. evening*. h»me. Green Buy Resort. Vnennl Feb- 
MF It ninry 1st. »100 per month. Telephone
—„-------------------- .-------- 1—™ 764-3091. H
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, DAN- ------777V
l»l Murphy, 763-0U, BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL
—-------- ------- --------------------------------------—_ | bisement, Rutland. Near shopping centra
and bu«, No pel*. Available February
1st. 4135 month. Telephone 763'6424. 151
NEw’~8PANisiF' 
plc* auite with refrigerator and atova 
In Rutland. Available Immediately, 9143.
Telephone 763 3574. 150
762-3119
M. W. F tf
BC, HEART FOUNDATION - DKKF 
aatUiadlnn come* from rememberim 
departed famlty, friend* and a««oelat*» 
wfji « mrmoiial sin tn lh» Heart 




A colltidoa «t *ud»bl* v«r»** tor 
in la Mrmorlamt u m b»nd at Tba 
Kclwu Dally Courier OIBca. la Mao*’ 
mi am* art accnUcJ until pm. 4a» 
pracadiM fubUcaliaa. II you win 
coo** *• tor CUwIlltd Counter and 
unaka a uHmUm oe I-Iepkona for • 
tratant A4 writer io «*«t*4 r«< tn iho 
eiiOco «l nn Miiroprlaln «ar<* nn4 
In \ wrilias IM In Memorlm.* Tela-
COMFORTABLE BOARD AND ROOM 
and care for retired gentlemen or 
couples. Telephone 762-0348. 160
ROOM AND BOARD IN NEW HOME 
in Rutland. Telephone 765-6400 and ask
Clare Angus .. 
Mary Ashe — 
Dave Deinstall 







Wilf Rutherford .. 
Blanche Wannop 









WANTED - CLEAN. WARM BEDROOM 
and kitchen privileges, close In, by lady 
working part Ume, Telephone 764-4106. 
.145
TWO BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR SUITE 
Illnlnn i'onnt, carpet*, garage, Clean. 
Privacy, Clone tn Orchard Park, Avail­
able February 1*1. Telephone 7<>.3-72.1(l, 
.________ _______ __________ M
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
firlvate entrance, clpne tn ahopplng, Rui- 
and. No children, no pein. Available 
February 1, 4100, Telephone 705'05311,
__ ' ____ tf
Tn westbank. HFMipusmF^^ 
room banement Millet wall to wall In 
living room, clone to (tore* and achoola, 
Available February 4, 4115 per month. 
Telephone 760'5041. , '_____ If
ROSEMKAD TKNPLEX - LARGirfwi) 
bedroom unit. aelLcontalned, No hall­
way*, 1’lu* lull tire baiemont. Clone In. 
Adult* only—no pet*, February 1*1. 1115,
ONE AND TWO IIEDItOOM JIEI.UXE 
Kiillea available tor lniini'illato ocnipiui- 
cy, Ailull* only, FontInrntal Mmiioi, 523 
ItoivcIIHr. Telephone Mr. (’ollnnl at 7113- 
5047. " II
nACHEIXm SUITE AVAII.AIII.E FEB- 
ru»ry I. Colored appllanrea, four plri'e 
bath, broadhxiin. drape*' *n<t ruble Irie- 
Vlhlnn. Century Manor. 1954 I'afidna.v
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
TRADE YOUR LOT on a 
bonus home. A comfortable 
up to date home in Holly­
wood Dell subdivision. Sew­
er, excellent domestic water, 
good area. Only three years • 
old< and with two fireplacesjb 
patio, sundeck, extra bed-' 
room in basement, plus rec 
room and utility. Two bed­
rooms on the main, floor. 
Completely fenced. Excellent 
garden. Low monthly pay­
ments of $123 P.I.T. Call 
Midvalley Realty Ltd,, at 
765-5157 today, MLS.
TO COURIER BUBbCRIBERSt WOULDI TWO IIEIHUIOM HOME FOR RENT1N 
the Leurlti eubscrlbcr* pl**s« m»k« I Hull anti. Also one bedroom, basement 
aum they bnva a ccllectlon card with apartment. Telephone 763 6)74 *tt*r 5i00 
the carriara name and addres* and I p ra 147
Uleatumn numb** en' It. Il vour carrier I —- -----------------------------------------------------
k»»no4 left ana with yen. would you UOBSON HOAD. DELUXE Til II EE 
pleas* contact Th* Kelowna Dally I bedroom hkeshote homo, furnished, two 
<'Miller, telephone TOM 141 HI. W. F, III ***l,‘' Asnilalde February I. |u> pf 
■ ■ —  ---------- ---* ■ .. . . ......... . I H.‘>Olh ' 'relepbuo* '.ttl’rtu/, 146
nmcT akin rmiKin Ituhee hf.diuiom duplex in hut-, I.U9 * Anw rvunu Ulld le|rp|ll)n, ,((er
IMMEDIATE 
POSSESSION
Three bedroom home on 
Perth Road in Rutland. Fire­
place, full basement and car­
port. Down payment $7,000; 
balance 8'^% mortgage. 
Phone Grant Davis for more 
information at 2-2846. Even­
ings at 2-7537. MLS.
GOOD COMMERCIAL 
INVESTMENT
A five unit commercial and 
industrial building. 6000 
square feet. Full time rentals 
with good leases. Full price 
$65,000 with terms, For de­
tails, phone Grant Davis nt 





532 Bermird Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
OLDER CITY HOME—Good 
location on Caddcr Avc. 2\ 
Bits, payments only $75 
per month, Contact Al Pe­
dersen, office 2-2739 or 
eves 4-4746 fop all details. 
Exclusive,
, YOUIl LAST CHANCE! Only 
1 lot left In thief new snb-
■ division close t<* city lim­
its. Contact its for details 
and to view, MLS,
John Wylie ..............  3-6940





WANT TO BECOME A HOME OWNER?? 
DON’T THINK YOU CAN AFFORD IT?? 
LOOK AT THIS OFFER!










Wc can build this home for you for only $18,900 Including 
lot, with $500 down. 2 bedrooms, large family sized kit­
chen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for , ■ 
extra bderooms and rumpus room. Carpet is in all rooms 
except kitchen and bathroom, Carport.
NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek In Rutland. Low-low- 
low down payment, balance ail rent! Use your credit 
today to build tomorrow’s estate! AH terms and offers 
will be considered,
FARM LAND - 54 acres, fully irrigated. Name your 
tcrmsl
McKINNON REALTY LTD.- RUTLAND
CAPRI
Located a couple of minutes 
walk to the Capri shopping 
centre on a nice landscaped 
lot in a lovely residential 
orca. This 1200 sq. ft. bunga­
low with 3 bedrooms Is spot­
less throughout. There is a 
very nice self-contained fur- A 
nishccl suite In the basement 
now rented. It has a 0'/*% 
mortgage payable nt $140,00 
per month including taxes. 
An ideal home for a working 
couple or a woman raising a 










262 Bernard Avenue 
Phono 762-5038
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 Bl'DHOOM EXECUTIVE HOME 
featuring a beautiful view of Okanagan Lake a 
' '/j acre lot. Over 1600 sq. ft. of living space with 
tloublc fireplace, finished rec, room, 3 bathrooms, 
built-in dishwasher and vacuum system, covered sun­





TREED (II.ENMORE AREA, TUREK* 
bedroom aln-monih old home, Shag ran*!*" 
pct In living room, dining room, hall 
and tlalrway, Flrepiacea, partlully 
finlnhcd lower level. Patio nhaded by 
pear treru for nuniinrr privacy and 
enjoyment. 4X5,000 with 13,two down, 
70,1'filM. it
MoVEb~1xr'u~H.A.| MlkuiiioUH’ s 
bedroom Baiieh-«t>le home mini be wld 
ininiodlnlcly. Eiviuite plumbing, i • i, 
nlixg lariicllng, piflty kitchen, double 
carport. Anklng *19,330. 'I'o view plea « 
phone mb, Olivia Worelold, 7«2'0'i3V. 
evening*. 762-38M. Hoover Really Ltd,
144, 1«|, 144, J48, 141
FINISHED, AIR CONDI’"'' 
ofllce apace for lean*, fay*
Hlreel. UpMalra, 450 aquar* !<-* or i,2<ra 
nqnar* feet, Ground floor, 1,409 aquare 
(eel, Telrplione 762’54.14, II
IIEDUCED Tf) 910,500, IDEM~4>wii 
bedroom retirement home, New <tre«t- 
wood kitchen cabinet*, kink and plumb­
ing. n»w carpet ihmughmii. imm*dt*t« 
dccupamy. Tdtphona U
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., JAN. 24, 1912 PAGE •
CALL A WILSON MAN
LOW TAXES AND ONLY $3,200 DOWN. New 3 bedroom, 
extremely good looking home near north Glenmore school, * 
ensuite plumbing, 2 fireplaces, covered sundeck, carport 
and a lot of elbow room. Only >26,900. Open to offers. Call 
‘ Harry Rist at 4-7221. MLS.
HOUSE OF THE WEEK!! Lovely spacious living room with 
fireplace, sundeck and carport. Exceptional kitchen. Fully 
and luxuriously carpeted. 3 bedrooms, ensuite plumbing, 
basement framed for suite. $29,700. Call Orlando Ungaro at 
2*3148 days or 3-4320 evenings. MLS.
ITS NEW! IT’S DIFFERENT! And the view is fabulous.
This brand new home is literally built around a huge fireplace 
kind takes advantage of the view from aU windows and from 
jFfhe wrap around deck. Call Jean'Acres at 2-3146 days or 
3-2927 evenings. MLS.
PERFECT RETIREMENT SPECIAL. This 2 bedroom home, 
complete with fireplace, den and garage is located within 
walking distance of downtown. A steal at $22,000. To view 
this excellent home, call Mel RusseU at 2-3146 days or 3- 
2243. EXCL.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463; Phil Robinson 3-2758; 
Jack Klassen 2-3015
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
OPEN TO OFFERS AS MUST BE SOLD! This 3 brm home is 
situated only 5 blocks from downtown. Large LR and kitchen. 
Heated verandah. Part basement, wall gas furnace. House 
needs some painting. Asking $13,900. (MLS). Call Ed Scholl 
2-5030, evgs. 24719.
A BEAUTIFUL NEW CITY HOME! Situated In Glenmore 
with top workmanship throughout and featuring 2 FPs, 3 
brms., 2 bathrooms, shag carpeting and covered sundeck 
above carport. DO NOT HESITATE to phone for an appt, 
to inspect this EXCEPTIONAL family home. Asking $32,950. 
(Exci). Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN and CAPRI. Ideal for family or 
Board and Roomers. 4 yr. old, 3 brm. family home featuring 
shag carpeting, pretty kitchen, 4 pee. vanity bathroom, plus 
4th brm. and 3 pee. vanity bathroom downstairs. Asking $28,- 
950 (MLS). Please call Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
A 2 BRM., IMMACULATE HOME with heatilator FP in large 
LR, W/W carpeting and maple kitchen. Full basement.
Lovely view of lake. Call Luella Currie 2-5030, evgs. 
5628. (MLS),
Evgs. Clff Wilson 2-2958
8-
☆
Start the New Year Right with 
Your Choice of One of These
Fine Crestview Homes
CALMELS CRES. This home is near the Golf Course, 
features 3 bdrms., 2 fireplaces, 1’S oaths, double car­
port, landscaped front yard (fenced). One block from 
schools. For only $26,900.
WEATHERHILL CRES.-This home has three bed­
rooms, carport, shake roof, I’i baths, 2 fireplaces. 
Yard is fully landscaped and has fruit trees, and is 
nicely located in Lakeview Heights. For only $22,950. 
SASKATOON RD. Check these features! Maple kit­
chen cupboards, oversize sundeck with patio doors, 
roughed in plumbing in basement, separate basement 
entry, 2 large bedrooms, all for only $20,100.
FOR ALL THE DETAILS, CALL
DON WALLINDER AT 763-6066 OR





25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES ;
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING SERVICE 
(Mobil* unit). Ofiica located la th* • 
heart of th* growing trailer industry. 
Delivery area—Oyama to Peachland at. 
present time. Partial work week with 
good returns. Ideal second business — 
•dvlsa working management Unlimited 
potentiaL Financial statement* avad- 
abl* to proven interested parties. $26,- 
000 will handle. For further Informa­
tion. please telephone 7*5-7179 after 6 
p.m. or write to Box 2144, Rutland. B.C.
'tf
FLOURISHING BUSINESS! VARIETY 
store (including living quarter*! situated 
in excellent area in Kelowna. Potential 
unlimited! $62,950 with easy term* and 
Interest at 7W<-. Please phone Olivia 
Worsfold 762-5030. evening* 7*2-3895. 
(MLS). Hoover ‘Realty Ltd.. *2* Ber­
nard Ave. •
133. 134. 137, BL !«. 145, 149. 151
OFFICE BUILDING. COMMERCIAL 
property on Main Street. Westbank. The 
building i* 24‘x32’ on a 50*xll0' lot. 
Offers to Westbank Irrigation District, 
PO Box 328. Westbank. Telephone 7*8- 
5814.U
A GOOD PAYING PART TIME OR 
full Um* job with a small Investment. 
No door to door sales. Reply to Box 










M, W, F tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
WANTED
Logs and Standing Timber 
8" diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evening?. 5474091 days 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­
ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby,
B.C. 162
REALTY
426 Bernard Avenue 
762-5030
■j. INVESTMENT PROPERTY
^Uhat would you rather do? Grow grapes or sell lots? 
Hfe have 12 acres o( productive land in Lakeview Heights.
08nc of those hard-to-get acreages. Good young vineyard , 
’ in production. Owner has also started subdividing and
7 lots are ready to go. Price is only $49,000 including a 
new quonset type buidling and sprinkler pipes. Hurry on 
this one.
LOCATE YOUR NEW HOME IN THIS FINE 
DEVELOPMENT
jjjSweeping view of Kelowna and district and Okanagan 
."Lake. Paved roads, underground wiring, domestic water.
Priced from $4,900 to $7,200 with excellent terms available.
FOR THE AGGRESSIVE MECHANIC
2 bay
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
“Trading Dollars Unlimited”
REVENUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING
' CentraUy located in Rutland. Store consists of approx. 
1000 sq. ft. Living quarters with 4 BDRMS., LR., compact 
kitchen and bath. Garage and storage, good parking. Store 
leased until Aug. 1973. This is valuable property on % 
acre lot. Owner may consider trading for a large 3 BDRM, 
home near school. Cali Elaine Johnson at 763-7900 days or 
765-8352 eves, MLS.
WANT A NICE HOME?
I have two lovely 3 BDRM, homes with ensuite plbg. 
Large living room and dining area. Basement can be 
developed with rec. and BDRMS. Good financing or use 
your present home on trade. To view call D. Adamoski 
at 763-7900 days or 765-8982 eves. N.R.S.
Collinson
Commercial and Investment Properties
SUPER MARKET .
Doing business in excess of $700,000 in a prime location. 
This business will stand close investigation. Exclusive.
30 SUITE APARTMENT BLOCK
Situated in Kelowna on a quiet street just three blocks 
from downtown. Mixed one, two and three bedroom suites, 
air conditioning, hot water heat, elevator service, intercom, 
under-cover parking. Truly a luxury block. Spendable 
income $13,000 to owner-operator after mortgage payments 
and expenses. Exclusive.
For more information on the above two ads call Jack Mc­
Intyre at 763-5718 days or 762-3698 evenings or Lindsay 
Webster at 762-3713 days or 762-0461 evenings.
QCJL MORTGAGE 
y /° MONEY
Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service. -
Contact Glen Attree or 
Darryl Ruff at 
COLLINSON REALTORS 





We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599




WANTED - GOOD USED SET WORLD 
Book Encyclopedia. Telephone 768-5531.
•' 14!
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME . CANADA’S 
leading school Free brochure. National 





Commercial and Industrial 
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 EUis Street 
Kelowna, B.C. 
763-6442 tf
This body shop business is up for grabs. Includes 
doors, all necessary equipment included. Price of $35,500 
and it has a three bedroom new home with Ils baths 
and shag rugs. You can’t lose investing in this. Inquire
for further details and terms.
* CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk 
George Martin
763-3666 , Lloyd Dafoe—... 763-3887
763-7766
Darrol Tarves
Carl Briese .......... 763-2257
...... 763-2488
SMALL MOTEL. Located on busy Highway 97N. All units 
Efe very clean and completely equipped. Very comfortable 
owing quarters. Showing a steady increase in gross in­
come. Vendor will consider Okanagan trades and will 
carry secondary financing at 8% in addition to existing 
7% mortgage. Please iall Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 
5-7282. MLS.
COUNTRY HOME PLUS 5 ACRES!!! You will enjoy coun­
try living at its finest in this lovely ranch style home. 
Features include comfortable colonial living room-dining 
room with brick fireplace, spacious country pine kitchen, 
large family room with fireplace, 6 bedrooms, 3 bath­
rooms, family sized utility and sewing room, den, separ­
ate guest room, 40* x 20’ swimming pool, and many more 
exciting features. All this nestled amongst the trees and 
Ponds, only minutes from downtown Kelowna! For ap­
pointment to view contact Murray Wilson at 3-4343 or 
2-6475. MLS.
"LITTLE HELPER". When it comes time to make your 
mortgage payment each month, don’t you wish you had 
"a little helper"? How about a comfortable family home 
with a revenue suite in the basement. Good idea?? We 
think so. Call today and discuss the possibilities. Hugh 
Mervyn, 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
KELOWNA REALTY
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD.; RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
CI-OSE IN *- Two <eoukl be three) bedroom house on 1.10 
acres, All new floor coverings throughout. One acre plant­
ed in grapes. For more information, call Fritz. Wirtz, at 
3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
^BRAND NEW HOME FOR YOUR RETIREMENT -* 
|®Nearly finished two bedroom home with large utility area 
EB>ff kitchen — good sized dining area. Will be completely 
■Fflninhcd for full price of $14,900,00, — Make your OFFER
NOW. Call Fritz Wirtz, nt 3-5676 or 5-5111. EXCL.
NO STEPS TO CLIMB in this well finished home, nicely 
landscaped. Large living room with w/w and fireplace. 
Two bedrooms, large utility room; sliding glass doors 
from dinette to patio. Ample storage In attached garage;.
, Asking price $18,900.00, Call Bill Knellcr 5-5841 or Fritz. 
Wirtz. 3-5676 nr offiep 5-5111, MLS. . , . '
IDEAL STARTER OR RETIREMENT HOME close to 
downtown Kelowna, three bedrooms, garage, covered patio, 
beautifully landscaped with shade trees. Call Stew Ford . 
al 2-3155 or 5-5111. MLS.
OWNERS WANT TO MOVE; So has icdxieeil the price of 
hla custom-built home by $1,500. Home has hardwood , 
floors throughout, ash feature wall in living room and 
n convenient kitchen with an eating area. Full basement 
wiih a fimshcil rec room, extra bedroom and bathroom, 
Home is sitmiicd on a large lot only si.lovy minutes walk 
from school and Capri shopping, Vendors1 arc asking $23,. 
900, For further information call Alan Elhot at Urn office 
or evenings al 3*7283. Exclusive. > \
3 ACRES IN MISSION: With one-year-old « bedroom, 
high quality family home. Wall-to-wall carpet throughout. 
Fully finished biuemcnt. 2 fireplaces, hot vyat.ir heat.
Large Mindcck and carport. ItScal for horse lover. Clear









Low, low monthly payments allows ownership of the 
finest townhouses available in area. For appointment to 
view these deluxe full basement units,
536 Bernard Ave. . Phone. 763-7900 Call 763-3842 or 763-2104
PRIVATE MORTGAGES AVAILABLE— 
First, second or purchase agreement for
•ale. Telephone 763*4950. tf
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
PEACE RIVER AND 
OKANAGAN HONEY 
Bulk or in Containers. 
LINDEN APIARIES 
1 mile north of the Golf Course 
on Glenmore Drive. 
762-8970
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
Spring is just around the corner, and because we have had 
a most successful year our inventory of good quality homes 
is badly depleted and WE NEED LISTINGS! Please call 
us if you are considering selling your home this spring. 
Call Betty Beech at 764-7314 or Mike Jennings at 765-6304.
IS THERE A MOBILE HOME OWNER?
Who would like to trade for a 1 year old 3-bedroom home, 
close to the City of Kelowna? Home is very bright and 
clean—large kitchen with dining area and dishwasher, liv- 
, ing room with fireplace, bath, utility area on main 
floor. 3 bedrooms with large closets and full bath-upstairs. 
Price $22,600.00 — NHA Mortgage $14,600.00 payments 
$157.00 per month including taxes. Call Betty Beech at 
764-7314. MLS.
LOADS OF ROOM FOR THE FAMILY
Older 2-bedrooin bungalow, sun room would provide a 3rd 
bedroom if required, fireplace in living room, part base­
ment, large landscaped lot. Full price $20,000.00 with ex­
cellent terms. Call Bill Fleck at 763-2230.
QUALITY BUILT by Lou Guidi Construction. We have 
homes in all parts of the city, 2 and 3 BR homes, with or 
without basements, suitable for a family or some idial for 
the retirement age. NHA financing. For your home needs, 
let Lou and I take care of you. Call Lloyd Bloomfield, 
eves 2-3089 or 2-5544 days. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING — On view property of eight acres, 
older renovated two BR home with electric heating, RR 1, 
Winfield, one ARDA tap. Good« well, potential grape and/ 
or subdivision. Call Mike Chepcsuik, eves 4-7264 or 2-5544 
days. Exclusive.
RUTLAND — Level lot in exploding area, surrounded by 
all new homes, services all in. Close to elementary 
school. For more details call Betty Elian, eves 3-3486 or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
BRAND NEW — 1,127 sq. ft., 3 Bits, LR with fireplace, 
wall-to-wall throughout, full basement with rec room and 
3-picce bath. Immediate possession. Double glass and 






We Trade Throughout B.C.
Ruth Young 3-6758
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Lcboe 767-2525 
Penny .Callies 767-2655
ONLY 4 UNITS LEFT
F, S, M 145




Only one 3 br. left with many 
extras. Ready to move into. 






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
WINNIPEG. TRADE OR SELL NEW 
Burnaby style home. 28'x34‘ full base­
ment. New avocado refrigerator, stove, 
washer. Close to shopping centres, bus. 
New development. $24,500. For home In 
Kelowna. Write to Advertiser, Box 
A512, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 145
BE THE FIRST TO MOVE INTO THIS 
new two bedroom duplex. Carpet living 
room and bedrooms, bath and a half, 
carport, storage shed, refrigerator and 
stove. Priced to sell. Telephone 764-
4408 or 765-5527. tf
LOTS IN MOUNT VIEW SUBDIVISION. 
Starting at $2,900 Fully serviced, paved 
roads, minutes to town., We also build 
two bedroom homes from $17,900 and up 
—three bedrooms from $18,500—complete
with lot. 765-5639. tf
BY CONTRACTOR
LAND FOR SALE. TWO 20 ACRE 
parcels. Level. Suitable for grapes or 
holding. Full irrigation and domestic. 
Power, school bus. etc. Near Peach­
land. $1,400 per acre. AU trade* and 
terms considered. 765-7119. 145
MUST SELL. ONE YEAR OLD THREE 
bedroom home. 1400 square feet, no 
basement. . Wall to wall carpet, deluxe 
finishing, carport, garage and sundeck.
Telephone 765-7902. tf
2 br., I’/g baths, rugs through­
out, feature wall, double fire­
place, roughed-in bath, 1 br. fin­
ished in basement. Carport and 
covered sundeck.
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
new home, full basement, carport, 
wall to wall carpels, custom cupboards. 
Low interest, low monthly payments. 





4 Yr. Old Home
I brs., 2 baths, well planned kit­
chen with eating area, family 
room with fireplace in complete­




34. Help wanted, male
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right* act prohibit* any advertise­
ment that discriminates against *ny 
person of any das* of persons be­
cause of race, religion, color, na- 
. tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
•gainst anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 year* unfes* th* dis- 
crimination <• justified by a bona fide 




look after local machinery
dealer’s lot and equipment. Must 
be mechanically inclined and be 
able to assemble machinery, 
drive truck etc.
This can be a very interesting
M, W, F 151 ' 
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE-
TWO PAIR OF MEN’S SKI BOOTS, 
one size ‘ 10 buckle, other size 9 lace. 
Each. $15. One pair skis, approximately 
200 cm, with bindings. $15. Oue Volks­
wagen ski rack, $5. Telephone 763-7503 
after 6:00 p.m. 147
1971 MODEL AUTOMATIC WASHER 
and dryer; stereo console; ping pong 
table; baby buggy; numerous smaller 
household items. Telephone 7*3-2919.
l<7
23 INCH BLACK AND WHITE FLEET- 
wood television, four speaker sound 
system. Good condition. Make an ideal 
liquor cabinet for the do it yourself 
carpenter. $75. Telephone 763-3535, 146
ONE LONG SHAG WIG. MEDIUM 
brown, $20. One new medium Janzen 
man’s sweater, $18. Telephon* 762-3047. 
tf
CARTOP CARRIER TO FIT VOLKS- 
wagen aquareback. Custom made. Cost 
$80, for sale. $40. Telephone 763-7730 
days, 764-4940 evenings. tf
WHITE AND GREEN FIBREGLASS 
drapes, 84”x200"; Coronado stove, Vis­
count refrigerator. Telephone 765-6962. 
tf
COLLECTOR ITEM - DELUXE SPIN- 
ning wheels in working condition. Tele­
phone 765-8631 or see at 225 Merrifield 
Road, Rutland. No Saturday calls. 150.
SEWING MACHINE - SUPER AUTO 
matlc Zenith, cabinet model, three years 
old, as new. $150 or equal value in re­
cord player. Telephone 766-2947. 145
USED ELECTRIC IBM TYPEWRITERS, 
, very reasonably priced. Telephone 762*
THREE LARGE RESIDENTIAL BUILD* 
Ing lo(s on McClure and Elm Road. Very 
reasonable. Telephone 762-4599 or 763*
2965. tf
FOR QUICK SALE, REDUCED FROM 
$25,600 to $23,600 duplex; Iwo and three 
bedroom suites. Down payenient $3,600. 
Telephone 763-3023. tf
PRIVATE SALE - THREE BEDROOM 
home on cul-de-sac in Rutland. Tele*
CREEKSIDE SETTING
New 3 br. home in Springvalley 
Sqb.. Fireplace up and down, 
top quality flooring and build­
ing material. This home ,1s 
priced at $25,500 with $2500 





$8,000 FIRST. A. S. PAYS $110*8'A 
per cent city home. Write to M. Hawn. 
3110 E. 47lh Ave., Vancouver 16, B.C.
146
FOR SALE IN RUTLAND. NEW THREE 
bedroom duplex. Features laundry room 
on main floor, carport and large base­
ment. Telephone 762-4688. If
22. PROPERTY WANTED





and rewarding position. Apply, 
. staiinor vmir Aiialifirafinnc Inbating your qualifications to
BoxA518
The Kelowna Daily Courier
147
BOYS 11-15 YEARS. FOR VANCOUVER 
Sun routes in South Pandosy and Pop­
lar Point areas. Register now for other 
areas. Telephone 762-6294 after 8:00 
p.m. 147
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
UP TO HERE IN BILLS?
Looking for a way out? You can 
make extra money fast as an 
Avon Representative. You'll get 
out of the house, make new 





LIVE IN HOUSE MOTHER REQUIR. 
ed for one week to care tor three school . 
age children In modern home. Telephone
763-4879. tt
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER ABIT, 
to handle complete aet o! books through 
to trial balance. Telephone 765-7086. tf
148
BLACK AND WHITE CONSOLE TELE* 
vision in good working order. Telephone
763-4.357, 147
MATCHED DIAMOND AND BAND 
set. Cost $290—otters. Telephon* 763-6122.
146
SIZE 9Vi LANGE STANDARD SKI 
boots, like new. Telephone Bob's Cycle
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
quires full or part time representative* 
for Kelowna area. Apply D. Sergent, 
542-2942. 3660 Kamloop* Road, Vernon.
542-2942. M
EARN $1.75 TO $4.00 PER HOUIL 
Telephone 542-2942 (Vernon) from I 
tn 6 p.m. or apply Kelowna. Dally
Courier, Box A-489. tf
Shop. Rutland, 765*7462. 146




ORGAN PLAYER WANTED FOR
tf
A
local band, Should have’own equipment, 




SALES PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR 
Kelowna are*. No Investment. 91.73 to 
93,50 per hour, plus benefits. Box A406,
The Kelowna Dally Courier, tf
RETIRED OR SE MI-RETIRE D 
couple with trailer, for maintenance 
and caretaker. Sam's Resort, telephone 
766-2504. (Winfield), 149
Or'gAjT^ FOR A
local band, tihould have own equipment. 
Must be versatile, Telephone 765-6040. 
148
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE
GET READY FOR SPRING
Ixively three Uedrooin home on Acre lot, room for a 
large garden. Ixnuls of frii|t trees, berries etc. Garage and 
carport, close to schools, hike, nod shopping. Owner trans-1 
ferred nnd iniiiU sell. Asking price only $22,000.00, To view , 
call Olive Ross Hays 763-4932 or Eve. 762-3556. MUS,
ONLY THREE YEARS OLD. $28,500 .
Silualcd in Rutland. Side by side, minutes from Rutland 
. shopping centre and schools, a low mortgngc;. Low 
taxes, Good rental property, To view Call Don Cnineron 
days 763-4932, eves. 765-7995, New MLS.
Erik Lund -...........  762-3486 Gerri Krisa
Am,tin Warren . 762-43B3
763-4387
LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
.SMALL HOLDINGS - LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
An excellent opportunity is being offered to those who de­
sire a larger than average lol with the creation of this 
new development on Boucberie Road. Fully serviced view 
lots of I mid 2 acies offer adequate land for both the horso 
enthusiasts nnd privacy seekers. Priced from $9,000. to 
, $15,000 with Vi down, balance over 2 years nt 8!G';,. Con- 
’ tncl your local MLS, Realtor for fuilher information.
. . . .............. ' . , , , 115, 14R
tf
1 HAVE A ClWl’OMER WITH CASH 
who Is looking for a house on the South 
side within two blocks of the beach. 
If you have such » properly please call 
Mary Ashe nt Collinson Mortgage end 
Investments Ltd. 762-3713 days or 769- 
4652 evenings, if
FAMILY INVESTMiiNT COMPANY^ 
purchasing property for rental purposes 
-- residential, commercial or Indiislrlal, 
what have you? Telephone 7(13-4950, If 
WANTEiT”™! BUYi^nMfuSiKm 
properly within eight miles ot Kelowna, 
No agents , please. Telephone 765-D0IKI
•Iler 6; (Hl p.ui 145
DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES 
Open from 2 - 6 p.in. every 
Tues., Thnrs,, Frl. and Sun. 
from 2 - 5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mln, Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd,, 
turn right on Dundee.
Call 765-8712, 7(J3-(KI(i6 or 
763-3737.
(Furnished by Tm vcy's) 
. if
W PROPERTY FOR RENT 
WAltEllOllSE fii'ACF. FOR 'HUNT' ■ • 
A|q>roxlniatiil.v M0 aiiunro fr-rl pl dry. 
uiiliaalnl wnrrlioiihn apucc, fur lent In 
t Iio 400 black Bertin rd Avcnim, Avail- 
nblh Fchiniiiy IM, 1072. Cnnlacl I.mid 
«n<l Warrell Really I,Id., 446 llrtnaid 
Avmiir, Kclmvnii, B.C., 7i>.’i-I!i.'I2. II. 
I'HOFEHsioNAI,""'OFFH'I'; HI'Af'E 
01 hlliibla In nir-cnnillllniiFii on a Mmrv 
Inilldlnu, H-iilrally Incnlcd. Ample aialf 
and chant imrklm:. (.'mdiiin ronovatlnn 
may Imi nr|r«imcd. Fnrnlnlird If drh|r«d, 




for the following areas:
KELOWNA









The Kelowna Daily Courier
Phone 762*4445









MUhT TJIHEE nEDIIOOM 
ei'iitiie homa tn l.akrvicw Hriiilils
119
I7IKI
Miuara fret, Ilirplnia, laiprla Ihinuglb 
nut, «ppllancrs, custnm dispan anil av 
tias, Pnol, cabana, landacaprit. Cl<«" 
Io arhiml and »lor*. Trlrohon* 763.
3387.. Th. F, M, Il
BY CONTRACTOH - NEARLY <’O5b 
pletrd Iwo lndrwm horn*, carp.ul. fire­
place, »h*g carpet*, feature wall. Clime 
to ahopplng, school and new rrcrvatlon 
complex, l/iw flown payment, law 
fJiddl, Conelructlon l.ld. Irlephmia 7fc’l-
»4<l It
HY OWNEIl, NEW THREE BEDROOM 
i homa on Mi«»ion 4‘rreki all <»<r<-iv<l. 
I'd h»lh», family room, |»i«« •imdrok 
I »nrt r»roniU M »)W |M. fiard, <hl, hrn 
hout«, T«iar>hon« Tu-nrai. lu
NEW Ata CONDITIONED OFFICE OH 
n-luil (.pun. Ini Ii-iim*. duwiiluwn 1‘undii‘iy 
Md-i-l I'rlvalr purklim. flrmiiiil limn, 
Ijf.iO .,i|iiiiii- ii-i-i Hai unit Hum; f,.n; 
■>||||.Ua* Ii-I’l nr I,lull miiMiv li-1'l, Tail- 
liliiiiin 7i.ll -'I'll II
FOK IIF.NT, l.iii'i 'IO 50IHI HQl'MiF;
ln-l commn<l»l marrhouan iqwr, («»«- 
Ion Aroiilio. Talrphon* Al xl 7O2-2I2.I ।
11
i.ooKlMi i on shop oli wahehoiisT;
-p.irc <m Gb-iipioir Mleel mil huihl 
Mioilty .',0i»l, I,'UKI, Lihiii >‘|iiaifi Irrl 
Trlrplxnir, 7<il J'nr, |f
Lent r"a l " down town ofi jix
Il«a>nnxl>l« rent. Apply 7M-2MI,






An c.xpciiciK'cd■ AcviHiniaiit in ict|iiiicil by n MibsUuiiiul 
service oriented company situated in t|ic southern interior 
T his is a senior position and applicants should be experience'.! 
in all phases of general accounting iiivltuling picparatioit ol 
financial statements, A C-A, 01 G.G.A. qiiiililication is desir­
able but not essential. •
tt
SPACE IMMEDIATE OV4II- 
Ihghway hl Norlh. h-lnphoor
U
APACE FOR RENT IN Hllbf.
per'* Village. Ihillaml. 14’x7(<‘, Telephone
Mffl, |f
OLIN MOUE STItlEI'. lll'.VIEII WAftl!. 
h<*u»r fol leal, I.IOI i-ptaie feet 
Tekptime i(.2(ii!H ) (fl
ffill 1,1 4M, I.AM HIONf PUS 
lor rabuit, 1 elaphone US-HIO. 110
I llis is a permanent position and offers a(i attractive salary 
and fringe benefits.,
Please submit liamlwiiticii application giving full details 
of education and experience ot Box A52O, The Kelowna 
Daily Courier. > ■
Applications will be held in slik’l confidence,
\ 140
MORE CLASSIFIED ON PAGE 10
PAGE 10 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., JAN. 24, lltt




I 1970 SKI-DOO 440, BRAND NEW 
j motor, complete. Must be seen to be
I appreciated. Telephone 7634126 after 
I 6:00 p.m. tf
Salesmen Wanted
634 CC SNO JET. ALSO ARCTIC CAT. 
300 ec. Beat offer. Telephone 782-6224.
148
1968 SKI-DOO OLYMPIC, EXCELLENT 
condition. 1300. Telephone 764-7303. tf
DISTRICT PAGE
And Reporters A ChallengeRutland, Winfield, Oy ama, Peachland, Westbank
We have ’an opening for two 





at 765-5157 or eves. 765-6180 
tor confidential interview. .
. tf
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
Creative 27 year old Vancouver 
Art Director seeks employment 
in Okanagan in related field. 
Exc. refs, and folio in all phases 
of advertising.
Pete Matheson,
1902 Highview Place, 
Port Moody, B.C.
M, 163
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
196S GMC HEAVY DUTY Ik TON. 8* 
step aide box, big six cylinder engine 
with four speed transmission. AU new 
-six ply 700x16 tires, also new paint job. I 
Full price tunes or may accept snow-1 
mobile as part trade. Can arrange 
financing tf needed. Telephone 763-3816.
' ' . 143
1970 FORD E300 CLUB WAGON IN Ex­
cellent condition. Twelve passenger, V-8, 
automatic. Factory insulation, lining, 
auxiliary beater, limited alip. Four new 
studded winter tires. Seats easily re­
moved. Clean unit Accept trade. Tele- 
phone 76V67I1, 146
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL NINE 
passenger travelall in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, and new tirea. Telephone 768-
5814 days. «
KNOW REMOVAL. ROOFS CLEARED 
(home* and apartments), driveways 
plowed, sidewalks cleaned. For free 
estimate telephone 765-8482 after 5 p.m.;
TWO LOGGING TRUCKS FOR SALE. 
One 170 I.H.C. 335 with five and four 
transmission. 1971 White with 335, 13 
speed transmission. Both working. 547- 
3676 or 547-3841 (Lumby). 145
763-2455. 147
1970 GMC HALF TON. V-8 AUTOMAT­
IC, posi-traction, fleet aide box. Excellent 
condition. Must sell. Telephone 765-7294,
anytime. 149
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763-
4595 anytime. tf
1964 GMC Vi TON, CUSTOM CAB, 292 
four speed. Custom rear bumper, gun- 
rock, radio, custom mirrors. ExceUent
throughout. $800. 763-4826. 145
Is Head Of Auxiliary
. AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN WOULD 
like steady part time job weekenda and 
after 5:00 p.m. weekdays. Telephone 
763-5936, 151
MATURE LADY REQUIRES FULL OR 
part time employment. Experience in 
all office procedurea and full respon- 
aibility, 762-4722 between 4-7 p.m. 147
' SNOW REMOVAL — ROOFS. PATIOS, 
driveways, sidewalks, etc. Telephone 
764-4528 or 765^774. 146
WILI. SHOVEL SNOW — ROOFS. SIDE- 
waika. Telephone 763-6795, anytime, ask 
for Brian. 145 
CARPENTRY WORK. REC ROOMS. 
eaUaets, finishing work, etc. Telephone 
784-4939. 151
1971 FORD SPORTS HEAVY DUTY 
pick up. 6.000 miles. Loaded-with extras. 
Open to offers. Telephone 765-6665. ti
1950 FORD FLATDECK IN EXCELLENT 
shape. 3250 -or offers. Telephone 768-
5810.
SNOW CLEARING - ROOFS AND 
sidewalks. Experienced. Telephone 765-
8842. 148
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME, DAYS, 
Wood* Road, RuUand. Telephone 765- 
’ 7181. , 146
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Freo estimates. Telephone K.Z.
Painting, 763-5278. M. W. F. U
SNOW REMOVAL FROM ROOFS.
Telephone 762-6494, tf
MATURE WOMAN WILL BABY SIT 
in own home. Telephone 763-7807. . tf
HAVE YOUR ROOF CLEARED OF
•now. Telephone 765-8552. . 148
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
Winfield Hospital Auxiliary 
held the annual general meet­
ing in the Centennial Room of 
the Winfield Memorial Hall. 
Mrs. Bob Henderson chaired 
the meeting during the election 
of officers, which saw Mrs. 
Jake Sallenbach elected presi­
dent; Mrs. Ken Tiessen, vice- 
president; Mrs. Hugh Brown, 
secretary and Mrs. Sigh Kob­
ayashi, treasurer.
Past president, Mrs. J. A. 
Campbell, gave her annual re­
port. There were 21 active 
members and $1,300 was rais­
ed, plus a donation of $50 from 
a Winfield resident. Projects 
included a fashion show, spring 
fair, hamper sales and cater­
ing for a wedding, Canadian 
National Institute for the 
Blind picnic and the annual 
Old Age Pensioners’ Associa­
tion Christmas dinner.
The Auxiliary sponsored two
150
1969 ONE TON FORD TRUCK WITH 
flatdeck. Excellent shape. Can be flnanc-
ed. Telephone 765-5230. 147
1956 DODGE % TON PANEL. IN GOOD
shape. Telephone 765-7482.
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
145
blood donor clinics. Jack 
ichi, Mrs. Laura Walker 
Henry Stormer received 
20 pint award from the 
Cross Society.
Other services to the 





awarding of a $200 bursary. 
Debbie Scarrow was the first 
receipient of this award.
Mrs? Campbell thanked her 
executive, members, local mer­
chants and the general public 
for their support during her 
five years in office.
The auxiliary is planning to 
purchase equipment such as 
wheel chairs and crutches for 
the use of Winfield residents 
on a loan basis. This equipment 
will be stored in a central loca­
tion in the community.
During the social period, 
hostessed by Mrs. John Fiw- 
chuk, the spring fair was dis­
cussed. It was decided that at 
the next meeting roll call would 
be answered by each member 
bringing a plan for one novelty 
item to be sold at the fair.
The next regular meeting of 
the auxiliary will be held Feb. 
17 at 7:30 p.m. New members 
will be welcomed and hostess 
will be Mrs. Graham Campbell.
Minister Trudeau says he finds 
the press amusing and looks at 
reporters as challengers in a' 
good game.
The prime minister, Inter­
viewed on a radio program tap­
ed Friday and aired Sunday 
night, said some people assess 
his relationship with the press as 
one that “cooled for a while” 
and now Is warming again, with 
the approach of a federal elec­
tion.'
“If those are the facts, I 
don’t think I’m responsible,” 
he said. “They have control.
“I always consider people in
French and English and with 
the name Trudeau,"
He also said he and his wife 
had added a dog, "a little Lab- 
rador,’’ to their family.
"We got it just before the 
baby came and we hope one 
will keep the other company."
Trudeaus
the press a challenge, a bit
like the question period in the
House of Commons.
"In other word?, they amuse
me in the sense that it’s a good 
game. You know, they’re trying 
to corner me and I’m trying to
get out of the corner.
“In this sense, I have 
meeting press men.’’
"One obstacle between 






helping with .the Winfield cen­
tennial celebrations and help­
ing the Winfield Women’s In­
stitute with their cancer cam­
paign.
Highlight of the year was the
Poor Old Yuri
that I don’t read what they 
write very much and I think 
this sometimes offends them.” 
LIKES PRIVACY
He said personal privacy was 
a matter he felt strongly about 
but'answered a number of 
questions dealing with his pri­
vate life.
He said his marriage, last




40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
WANTED — HOME FOR TWO SIX 
month old male kittens, one Persian. 
Have had shots; house trained. Tele-
If you want to buy — sell — 
rent — or trade a mobile home, 
First contact
Mobile Home Agencies 
Phone 763-4464
‘Every deal a good deal.’ 
150
REPOSSESSION—1970 12* x 66’ THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. 8*x45‘ Anderson, completely 
furnished, including washer and dryer, 
very clean. Set up in close in park. 
Skirted and ready to move in immed- 
throughout Okanagan Mobile Homes, 765-
New Stamps 
Forthcoming
OTTAWA - The Canada 
Office has announced the forth-
7077. tf
phone 763-5284 after 6:00 p.m. 146
FOR SALE — TWO YEAR OLD LABRA- 
dor, registered female, spayed. Lovable 
children’s pet. Must sell—asthma in 
family. Telephone 768-5288. 146
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
DELUXE 1970 COUGAR XR7, V-8 351, 
two door, ' vinyl top. power steering, 
power disc brakes, stereo, radio and 
tapedeck. Premium condition. 768-5469.
■ £
1961 CHEV IMP ALA. REBUILT EN? 
gine 12X100 miles ago. Major tuneup 
just done. Winter tires plus studs all 
around. Summers all around. Excellent 
condition. Telephone 763-7910. .146
196S MUSTANG GT FASTBACK, 428 
factory option, 4 BBL. Holley. 4 spd., 
p.e., p.d.b., stereo, posi-traction, original 
paint, very good condition. $2,250,00 or 
offers. Telephone 762-3296 days . 145
1969 FORD LTD, FULL POWER, TILT 
steering. ExceUent condition. Will con­
sider snowmobile as part payment Tele-
1971 % TON FORD CAMPER SPECIAL. 
Power steering, power brakes, automa­
tic with 1014 foot Winnebago * camper, 
refrigerator, three burner stove, two 
sinks, washroom, sleeps five. 10,700 
miles. Telephone 762-6914. 145
12* X 60* TWO op THREE BEDROOM 
like-new bargain. FuU custom skirtings 
and steps. 4*xl2* storage shed. $1,500 
down to low price of 36,950. Will carry
balance at 9%. 765-7119. 145
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children, welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2878. ti
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Green Bay Road off Boucherie. Land­
scaped lots available in family and re­
tirement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tf
6O’xl2’ FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
ed. No. 105. Winfield Mobile Homes. Tele-
phone 766-3106. tf
8*x35’ HOUSE TRAILER FOR SALE.
Telephone 765-9264. 147
phone 765-572! evenings. tf
1957 CHEV BELAIRE 283 CUBIC INCH 
four barrel carb, custom seats and cus­
tom steering wheel. After 5:30 p.m. 
telephone 763-7825. 141, 143. 145
1966 RAMBLER STATION WAGON IN 
A-l condition. Telephone Winfield 766-2884
after 5:00 p.m. tf
FOR SALE — 1968 FORD GALAXIE, 
V-8 automatic, power steering and 
brakes. Good condition. Telephone after
8:00 p.m. 765-6625. 147
1971 DUSTER 340 AUTOMATIC. 
Superb condition. 10,000 miles. Sacrifice 
— must sell. Telephone 763-2919. 147
1962 ACADIAN STATION WAGON. IN 
excellent condiUon. 1.000 miles on new
motor. Telephone 762-8641. 145
Post
coming issue of three new 
stamps which will be released 
in March 1972.
The first, to be released on 
March 1, will be an 8c issue 
commemorating the World Fi­
gure Skating Championships 
being held in Calgary this year. 
The stamp will be purple with 
dimensions of 33 mm by 36 mm.
On March 17, the department
Never Made It
NEW YORK (AP) — Yuri 
Lyubov never made it back to 
his native Russia for his last 
days. He died early Sunday 
aboard a Soviet fishing trawler 
before plans to fly him home 
could be put into effect, the 
U.S. Coast Guard said.
Lyubov, 37, had been told by 
the ship’s doctor that he had 
cancer and only about a month 
to live. Since the crew member 
wanted desperately to return 
home, the Russians asked the 
coast guard to help.
The coast guard dispatched 
a cutter, intending to bring 
Lyubov into New York, where 
an ambulance could take him 
to Kennedy Airport for an Aero­
flot flight to Moscow.
The Russians said by radio 
that Lyubov had died about 4 
a.m. and the plans were can­
celled.
will issue two new, high value 
definitives in denominations; of 
$1 and $2 respectively. The 
theme of their designs is the 
urbanization of Canada, illus­
trated by modern and historic 
city skylines.
Produced in a horizontal for­
mat, with dimensions of 48 mm 
by 30 mm, each of the new 
multi-colored stamps will be 
larger than current high value 
definitives. The new $1 value 
replaces a stamp that has been 
in use since Feb. 8, 1967. The 
$2 value is being produced in
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
BOAT FOR SALE. MOVING, MUST 
sell 20* inboard cruiser in very good 
condition. Telephone Winfield 766-2884
after 5:00 p.m. tf
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. We 
pay cash for complete estates and. 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647 






GET A CART FULL OF SAVINGS
brought some change in his 
leisure time. Rather than listen 
to music after dinner now, he 
might help his wife Margaret 
hang up pictures or perhaps 
look at some of the many gifts 
Canadians have given them 
since the Christmas-day birth 
of their son, Justin.
He said his son’s name was 
suggested by his wife, "and I 
thought it went well in both
Jobs Claim
Berated
TORONTO (CP) — Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s comments 
last week that there are plenty 
of jobs available if people are 
willing to take them has drawn 
the ire of several labor leaders.
Dennis McDermott, Canadian 
director of the United Auto 
Workers, said: »
“What he is saying is ‘if you 
slobs want jobs, look for ’em.’ ”
He said the statement was 
“another example of the Prime 
Minister’s elitist attitude and 
complete lack of concern or un­
derstanding of this country’s se­
vere unemoloyment problems.”
The national unemployment 
rate in December was 6.2 per 
cent of the work force.
Mr. Trudeau said fanners in 
the West are not getting help 
and Ontario has to import mi­
grant workers from the west.
-Donald MacDoilald, president 
of the Canadian Labor Con-
Beef
Chuck Steak
Can. Choice, Canada Good 69c
Banquet
Frozen Dinners
Chicken, Turkey ,Salisbury Steak
or Meat Loaf .. 11 oz. ea. 49c
Service Wednesday 
For Paul Kubalak
Prayers will be recited Tues­
day at 7:30 p.m; in St. Francis 
Roman Catholic Church, for 
Paul Kubalak, 71, of Revel­
stoke, who died Friday.
A requiem mass will be cele­
brated at 11 a.m. Wednesday by 
Rev. Albert Corradin and inter­
ment will follow at the Moun-
Cannery Row 
To Be No More
MONTEREY, Calif. (Reuter) 
— A row of rundown factory 
buildings immortalized in John 
Steinbeck’s novel Cannery Row 
will be converted into a shop­
ping centre and motel, builders 
said here. Steinback’s novel 
dealt with the poverty of Mexi­
can cannery workers in this 
seacoast town.
RESTORE SCHOONER
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
RCMP schooner St. Roch, the 
first vessel to navigate the 
Northwest Passage both east 
and west, is being restored as 
part of the city’s Maritime Mu­
seum. The restoration is to take 
place in six phases to be com­
pleted in 1974.
tain View Cemetery.
Garden Chapel Funeral Dir-
response to a need shown in ectors are in charge of ar range- 
postal operations. - ments.
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
gress, called Mr. Trudeau’s 
statement "one of the most ab­
surd things I’ve ever heard,’’
JOBS ARE SEASONAL
“What he's talking about are 
really not jobs in the ordinary 
sense of the word but migratory 
and seasonal labor. And work­
ing in a mine, I can tell you 
from experience, is not a job 
that just anyone can do.
“What about the unemployed 
executive of 55 years of age? Is 
he supposed to go to work in a 
mine or pick apples or tobacco?
“What about the unemployed 
female with a family to look 
after?
“And is an unemployed New­
foundlander supposed to leave 
his family and take a job in 





559 Groves Ave. 




Gt A 2 d“ 1.09
Edwards
Coffee
$1 ©oVacuum Packed. Regular or ■. JHA Ws 
Drip Grind....... ..... .... 2 lb. tin 18V Jr
Taste Tells Brand
Beans Pork
in tomato sauce, 
14 oz. tin . ...... 7*1.00
42B, SNOWMOBILES
It's Going to Be a 
LONG 
WINTER
Bo you might as well enjoy It 
. . . Check over these good used 
machines ...
'72 SKIDOO 440 TNT, shocks, 
sliders, fully equipped - $1050
'7? SKIDOO 335 Olympique — 
used only a few hours. . $825
•72 SKIDOO 335 Olympique - 
lik6 new including
new cover ........   $835
•72 SKIDOO Olympique — Used 
very little, also new cover $835
•71 SKIDOO 640 Nordic, Electric 
start, fully equipped ...... $910
'70 SKIDOO 399 TNT — In ex­
cellent condition. ...... $545 
'70 SKIDOO Blizzard — Former
B.C. champ machine __ $399
'68 Polaris Super Voyngciir, A
real work horse. As is ... $315
MOTORCYCLES
Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publics-
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for 
day publication;
Phono 763-3228
WANT AD CASH RATES
Mon-
One or two days 3o per word, per
Insertion.'
Three ' consecutive days, 
word per Insertion.
Six consecutive days, 4c 
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on
Minimum charge (or any 
ment is 31.00.
Births, Engagements, 
5c per word, minimum 32.50.
Death Notices, 
Cards of Thanks 
mum 32.50. .
'65 BSA 650 cc .......
•71 HONDA CB 450








5c per word, mini-
If paid prior to initial hilling, n 107.
discount may bo deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation xnne 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p,m. day previous to
publication, except 12 
Monday publication.
One 'insertion 31.89 
Three ■ consecutive 
per column Inch,
noon Saturday for 
per column Inch, 
insertions 31,82
Six consecutive Insertions $1.75 
column inch.
Rond your advertisement the 









WE'RE NOW MOVING Into n< 
now and larger shop and show-) 
room located just Vi mile north CARPET






wish to announce! that
145
3971 MOW.SKI, ELECTRIC START, 18 
Inch track, tachometer. , apeeddmeter, 
cigsrette luthier. decomnrcssors ai><| 
primer. M h.p. Used very Iulia. Tn 
teal drive, telephone THl 148





fiervka and (Repaint 
Jerry fkhlcppti 
818 Crowley Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
effective Monday, January 















ONE MORE WEEK ONLY
Black Pcrsinn Lamb Jacket, Mink Trim 395,00 230,00 
Russian Squirrel Stole ................... ..... 250,00 145.00:
Alysha Seal Jacket, Lutitia Mink Trim .. 295,(10 185,00 
' ' , NO TRADE-INS — 1






Russian Paw Poncho > 1
with Mink Trim ....... ...... ...................... 485,00 325.00
Slicnred Muskrat Jacket 
with Mink Trim ........................... ... 395,00 235.00
Cape Seal Jacket, Blue Fox Trim ..... ... 585,00 380.00
Lutitia Mink Cnpe Stole...... ...... .......... ... 395,00 238.50
Muskrat Flank Jacket ................... . ... 325.00 199.00
Black Fox Paw Jacket............................ ... *395,00 177.50
Wild Mink Jacket ................. .............. ... 795,00 449.00
Pastel Mink Jacket...................... ...950,00 595.00
Muskrat Flank Stole ............................ ... 169,00 106,00
Demi-Buff Mink Jacket........ .............. ... 995,00 639.00
. ALSO ■
Giant Reductions All Slock — 75 For Pieces — Stolen, Jackets, J4 Lengths, Full LengthAin Mink, 
Pcrsinn Lamb, Muskrat. Squirrel, Chinn Mink, Fox, Beaver, and Natural Muskrat... nil at low, low prices.
Powdered
Detergent
Sunlight Brand for Laundry, 
5 lb. box.......... .................. ...... 1.79
Townhouse
Tomato Soup
or Vegetable Soup. , 
Serve with Busy Baker




for Sandwiches or js |q|*







I rEkA CLEANERS, TAILORS 
AJ EfVl & FURRIERS LTD.
29 SHOPS CAPRI (next to Wosk* 762-2401
Grapefruit
Refreshinr way Io start III for A Tfr 
the day. Size 48’s ........ I V V
PRICES EFFECTIVE:
Mouthy nn<^ Tuesday, January 24 and 25
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU ' ,'A
Downtown Open Mon. - JFrl. 0;00 «.«>< • 0:00 p.m.
Bat. 9:60 a.m. - 0:00 p.m. ’
Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wed. 9:30 a,m. • 6:06 p.m.i
Tlitir. and FrL 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Bat. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m




BELIEVE IT OR MOT By Ripley TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
























of- Rapallo. Itako 
T/J WHO BECAME 
ACR.EBRATED
V-* A VILLAGE ATOP MOUNT CHERCHAR, ALGERIA, 
tS WVtSlBLE FROM BELOW BECAUSE ITS BUILDINGS ALL 
I E^ ED^RUaED fRfRATK ROCK OUNHICH tT RESTS ■ — « «—, Mam*
EENIE By Phil Interiand!
Change Of Life
Not For Men
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
Dear Doctor Thosteson: Do < 
men go through a change of life ' 
like women do? If so, what are । 
the symptoms?—Mrs. E, K. M. ;
It may seem that way but, 
from a strictly medical stand­
point. the answer to your ques­
tion, is no.
Let me explain.
With women, menopause is a 
very clarly identifiable and gen­
erally predictable change re­
lated to the conclusion of the re­
productive span of life that 
started back in puberty.
With men, what is often mis­
takenly referred to as the male 
“change of life” is simply evi­
dence of the passage of time 
and the approach of middle or 
advanced age.
True, men may experience a 
certain slackening in sexual in­
terest that may be related to 
what the medical literature 
calls "male climacteric” (a re­
trogression of the sex glands). 
But this, if it occurs at all, is a 
gradual thing and not tied to the 
distinct and relatively abrupt
.srv
of the symptoms associated! ®
with the female menopause. In-
cidentally, some bf those same 
symptoms in the woman may 
be as much related to this 
meaning of “change of life" as 
to the actual physical changes.
I guess the simplest answer to 
your ^question is that the simi­
larity between the genuine fe­
male menopause and the male’s 
“post-maturity droop" is one of
I* changes in body chemistry the
“You call it 'mod*.! call it ‘businessman cop-out .j
© !»' • «’«• u'<",a
Nixon Appears To Stand Firm 
In Battle Against Inflation
NEW YORK (AP) — The,, 
Nb^an administration announced ; 
a njijor relaxation of price con­
trols during the last week but 
indicated it was not relenting in 
its fight against inflation.
Some 40 per cent of the na­
tion’s rental housing and three- 
fourths of its retail concerns 
were exempted from controls by 
the Cost of Living Council 
which said competition from 
larger e c o n o m I c units still 
under restraints would prevent 
runaway price increases in the 
decontrolled sector.
germing speculation about 
■ ih^inent de-control of most of 
the economy “inaccurate,'.' Don- 
aid Rumsfeld, the council's ex­
ecutive director said his agen­
cy's move would allow it to con­
centrate its efforts on busi­
nesses with the “greatest im­
pact” on the economy.
Although the exemption af­
fects 75 per cent of the nation's 
retail outlets, they account for 
only 15 per cent of total sales, 
•.the council said.
^■President Nixon didn't unveil 
any major new economic pro­
eminent during the past 
showed favorable trends.
woman experiences.
A man approaching the latter 
half of life, with children grown, 
may, for various psychological 
reasons, begin to feel new self­
doubt and may step out of char­
acter, become cranky, unset­
tled. He may even enter a “sec­
ond childhood.”
In short, he may display some
timing only.
Both should be recognized and 
understood for what they are 
and treated accordingly.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 33, 
married for 15 years, and never 
had any children. Recently bn 
x-ray showed that my Fallopian 
tubes are closed.
The doctor told me he might 
be able to open them, or one of 
them, but wouldn’t know until 
he could get in there and see 
the condition of the tubes.
What is the most common1 
cause of this, and arc these op- 
e r a t i on s successful?—Mrs. 
W. D.
Infection—tuberculosis or any 
other germ—is the commonest 
cause, resulting in scar tissue 
that closes the tubes.
Whether anything can be done 
does depend, as you were told, 
on what the exact situation is 
found to be. I wish you good for­
tune but must warn that the 
percentage of success if not 
very high.
CONTRACT BRIDGE













The gross national product— 
the total'dollar value of the out­
put of goods and services in one 
year—rose 6,1 per cent in the 
fourth quarter of 1971 compared 
with an average of 2.7 per cent 
for all of last year.
The cost of living surged 
ahead 10.4 per cent in December 
a rise which the government at-, 
tributed mainly to an increase 
in food prices. Despite the sharp 
year-end rise, 1971 still had the 
best inflation record in four 
years.
grams in his State of the Union 
message but he indicated his 
wage and price stabilization 
Pleasures initiated in 1971 would 
. bear fruit this year.
BACK WILL BE BROKEN
"We can look with confidence 
Jo 1972 as the year when the 
buck of Inflation will finally b<?
'WOkcp," lie said.
I West Coast longshoremen, 
• whose 100-dny strike last year 
. ' was halted by a court injunction 
in October, walked off their Jobs
. again after coiVact negotia- 
' ■ lions foundered on the Issues of 
; cargo container handling nnd a 
' work guarantee of 13,000 dick- 
,; t ers, The government said it 
Rfauld seek legislalion to end the 
M!<c.
MW^vcrnl important economic 
Wtmcators released by the gov-
UI
WB THINK YOUft PESP 
CONCgRN FOR HSR WILL 
HELP OUR CAUSSl
Of* UFB ON —< 
ASEMOl
COOP QU6SD0NI IF YJU CONT .TtFGSLlVe A 
COOPERATe WITH US UYZA ,, JUST MET 
wll not leave ths hospital! J one of the 








East led a diamond and North 
suffered the ordeal of watching 
eight spade tricks go down the 
drain because he could not 
reach dummy. Ultimately he 
went down five for 'a loss of 250 
points.
But, strangely enough, the 
French team gained points on 


















































PERHAPS IT'S UNREALISTIC TO 
FEEL THE WAY I DO, OWEN... 
BUT SOMEHOW... I KNOW THAT 
MY HUSBAND WON'T LET 
ANYTHING HAPPEN TO 
OUR. BABY/
the North-South cards J 









PARK: THERE’S THAT 
MRS. SAWY6R AGA1M,
THEN THAT 
AOCT BE HER 
HUSBAND
Wim U6R.
CONFRONTEP WITH THE FACT THAT THEY 


























As usual, the Italians were 
employing artificial methods of 
bidding. Apparently South was 
forced to bid a diamond with a 
void, rather than a spade with 
his eight solid tricks. ,
Oddly enough, spades were 
first mentioned at the six level.,
Opening lead—six of dia­
monds.
It is hard to believe some of 
the things you hear about hands 
played in important . tourna­
ments, but, believe it or not, 
this deal occurred when France 
met Italy in the European 
championships.
The Bridge-O-Rama audience 
was both amazed and amused 
when the French North-South 
pair got their wires badly
Furthermore, six spades 
an excellent contract on 




would ordinarily have been 
made.
But in the actual case the 
Italians were very unlucky. 
West led a club, which East 
ruffed, and East returned a 
heart to West's ace. West led 
another club, ruffed again by 
East, and the outcome was that
the Italian South went down 
two for minus 600 points. France
crossed and wound up in six no- thus gained 350 points on the 




Housing starts in December 
rose 9.3 per cent to a record 
annual rate of 2,52 million units. 
For last year as a whole, starts 
totaled 2,1 million units, a 43 
per cent increase from 1970 and 
seven per cent above the pre­
vious record established in 1950.
Industrial output, last month 
climbed seven-tenths of one per 
cent after a rise of six-tenlhs in 
November. Underscoring the 
slowess of the economy’s re­
covery was the fact that despite 
the sharp gain last December, 
Output was only three per cent 
higher than a year earlier,
Personal income rose S53.5 
billion to $857 . billion in 1971, a 
fi.5 per cent rise over the pre­
vious year, In 1970, however, in­
come was seven )>er cent higher 
than the year before.
Several more major banks cut 
their prime rate to 4% per cent 
from five per cent Friday. First 
National City Bank of New 
York, which lowered Its prim? 
rate to 43i per cent the previous 
week, made a further cut to 4’s 
per cent,
The piovcs by these banks 
brought the Interest they charge 
their most creditworthy corpo­
rate borrowers to the lowest 
level since 1905. (
TUESDAY, JAN. 25
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
Encourage imagination in asso­
ciates, loved ones. A passing re­
mark brings you sure knowl­
edge of what’s needed in future 
social enterprises.
Taurus (April 20-M ay 20): 
Window-shopping gives you a
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): Set 
out both sides of any question, 
seek technical and legal advice 
on what to do and how to go 
about it. Meditate for guidance.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Bargains, rebates, short cuts 
seem available. Make prompt 
use of any sudden inspiration.
UI 
in
depth understanding of genera^ 
situation and the trends, should J greatly this evening, 
leave you quite satisfied with Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Home life stands to improve
what you've already got, 
Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Whatever you do.or skip doing,
While your persuasive talents 
are at their finest, assume at 
least one per son. will see 
through any scheme you offer.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Ex­
pansion is feasible In your work 
habits, career efforts—particu­
larly if you get hold of some 
inside information,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): A good 
public image is Just as essential 
as ever. Keep at it with dignity 
and courtesy. It is better to 
spend in moderation early.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do 
something about your ideas— 
Join or subscribe to give sub­
stance to your intentions and 
declarations.
have a visible reason for the 
performance or the abstinence 
since you may need to explain 
to get co-operation.
Capricorn (Dec, 22-J an. 19): 
Organizing at times over- 
reaches itself; today there 
seems to be conflict, over-sched­
uling, too much to do too soon.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Aside from a little patching up, 
let well enough alone for the 
moment. Give your schemes 
time lo unfold,
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Pass along ideas for others to 
adopt as theirs; expect neither 
thanks nor gratitude. Proceed 
promptly to put together your 
own ventures.
Effects Of British ECM Entry
Shown In Jobs And Prices
Ui
I RECITE' POETRY, DO 
IAAPRESSIONS AND BIRD 
CALLS UPSIDE DOWN,’




Demand For Steel Products 
Rising Despite Uncertainties
NEW YORK (AIN - Demnnd 
for steel piwlucb is rising 
slowly but sleiulily, despite 
some uncertainties al^otit prices, 
American Metal Market, the 
*metal industry newspaper, re- 
Jports.
Advance buying for delivery 
in Inte February and March Iuih
stronger tor most mllNl 
than llieir neiir-let in volume.
lAiiing the week ended Jim, 1, 
the hidnsuy broke thiongh tlie 
l«i>-inilllon-ton*a-,\vcck level ef 
raw sieel ouipnl tor Ilie first 
Vine since last July. Stcel-inak- 
ris probably will pour 23 ijnl- 
I on Ums a week before the cud 
of January. ,
Shinmcnts ^crc spurred this 
v<th by hedge buying against
1 forthcoming price Iwosts on 
<o(d-rollcd and snip-increases
I s^tedulcd even though prices on 
I moit sheet null products wore
cut recently from $5 io >8 a ton.
Most projections tor Jamiarv 
were that mills would'ship at 
leaxt 8.1 million tons mid jHissi-
lily as'much ns fi.fi million Ions
tor n pain of at least half n 
million tons over the December 
total',
PREDICT GAINS
Most Industry observers have 
predicted that output would 
total 7.2 million tons next mouth 
and 8,3 million tons in Mnreh 
for a lotul of 22 million tons, If 
Unit estimate is cotrrcl, the rise 
over the fourth <|iiarter of 1'171 
would be nt leiut five million 
11<ms.
. Oil’’ of ihc ini'.I eucoui'.iuing 
developments 'in Hie mnrlv'l 
place, til the opinion of ni i iv 
Mrel buyers, has been that the 
country's steel-makers Ferm tn 
Iw facing up tn the realities of 
pricing mid comrC’It'on,
The most dtaimitic cvldnice 
of Urs change, they siiy, was 
U.S, Steel's initiation of a price 
cut of $25 a ton on merchant bar 
nnd of n’lprrndm.itely $■>$ » ton 
on small sinic’ural shno,»s--a 
move followed l>\ most pi.xltic- 
eis of these products.
BRUSSELS (AP) — Begin- 
nlng next year, It may be easier 
for an Italian barber Io get a 
lob In Ixniddn, or a Danish film 
distributor to start operations in 
Rome.
As Britain, Denmark, Ireland 
and Norway join the European 
Common Market, they accept 
the agreement that has gov­
erned labor relations among the 
European Economic ('ommunity 
members—France, Italy, West 
G e r m a n y, Belgium, Luxem­
bourg nnd the Netherlands— 
since 19(18.
It provides that citizens of one 
Coinnum Market country are 
entitled tn any other member 
country to automatic residence 
IHpinlls, equal Job opportnnl. 
lies, Ipcnl union membership 
and social security benefits,
There are a lot of oxrepllmis; 
’he freedom docs not yet extend 
m public services, self-eiiv 
olovrd craftsmen, wholesalers, 
retailers and professional men.
Free movement of labor was 
nnc pf the Inst Issues settled in
Hint British sublects from the 
Commonwealth, hit by the high 
rnte of unemployment In Bril- 
nin, would move where Jobs 
were more plentiful nnd snelid 
security payments more gener­
ous,
Food prices In Britain will be 
pushed upward, some beginning 
In the spring of 1973,
In 1973, the British govern­
ment will have to pay r cnnlri- 
butlon of about 250 million, 
roughly 82.50 a subject. Citizens 
of other new members will pay 
in proportion.
The cost for Britons should 
quadruple by 1978, and II may 
go lilgliel- If Hie coiniminily ex- 
leads its activities Iwymul keep, 
ing iq> farmers' iiirimie, Hut 
those activities mny liriiii* In' 
I some money to new 'ncinlwrs • 
for example to develop back­
ward areas In Scotland, Ireland 
nnd northern Norwav.
Brices of such products as 
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'Money Usually At Crunch
As Unions Start Bargaining
VANCOUVER (CP) — “The 
workers here are concerned 
with the same things as work­
ers everywhere," said the of­
ficially impartial observer.
“They’ve got payments to 
. make on their mortgages and 
> their cars and some of them 
have boats .and so you find 
that money Is usually at the 
crunch in every dispute."
The speaker is a federal 
' conciliation officer posted on 
? the West Coast. His job re- 
' quires extreme sensitivity to 
the feelings of both union 
members and employers but 
he spoke In the interview with 
a slight air of exasperation.
“They’re not coming out 
with Sam Gomper's line: ‘We 
want more,’ " he said, quoting 
a founding father of the 
United States . labor move­
ment.
“They’re saying: *We want 
everything.’ ”
• Union leaders in British Col- 
» umbia bristle in anger at such 
^remarks.
They refuse to buy the em­
ployers’ argument that indus- 
, try in the province can no 
longer sustain major wage in­
creases.
HEARD IT BEFORE
They say they don’t believe 
it because they have heard it 
many times in the past as 
they were fighting to establish 
B.C. wage rates as the highest 
' anywhere in Canada.
As figured by Statistics Can­
ada, average weekly wage^. 
and salaries in B.C. had risen 
to $135.73 in 1970 from $114.50 
In 1967.
In the next-best-off prov­
ince, Ontario, the average 
wage increase was to $129 
from $105.86, a steeper climb 
but still short of the B.C. 
peak.
' Warnings that labor Is en­
dangering the B.C. economy 
with its demands are heard 
with even more frequency 
than usual as negotiators in 
the province prepare for what 
is shaping up as a particu­
larly hard and heavy year of 
bargaining.
A response in kind is made 
by Ray Haynes, secretary­
treasurer of the B.C. Federa­
tion of Labor.
, “Unionists believe that their 
employers can pay more and 
so far there’s been no real ex­
ample of the employers being 
unable to do so."
It is evident, however, that 
the union point of view is run­
ning into resistance, not only 
from employers but also from 
a large part of the public.
Such, at least, is the inter­
pretation often drawn from 
the results of the 1969 provin­
cial election.
NDP WAS HOPEFUL
Closely identified with or­
ganized labor in the province, 
the B.C. New Democratic 
Party was hopeful of copying 
the victory by Manitoba New 
Democrats earlier that year.
B
lhstead, the Social Credit 
overnment of Premier 
. Ai C. Bennett was re­
turned with an increased ma­
jority while the NDP fell to 12 
seats from 17. Social Credit
now hu 38 seats, the liberals 
live.
Government labor p o 11 e y 
was an election issue. The re­
sults strengthened the govern­
ment’s hand in passage in 
1970 of a tough new labor bill, 
the B.C. Mediation Act, de­
signed to strengthen the bar­
gaining position of employers 
and limit economic disrup­
tions by strikes.
■ The actual effect of the act 
remains in question but it con­
tinues as an affront to most 
labor spokesmen.
Meanwhile, many British 
Columbians express opinions 
distinctly cool to labor. NDP 
Leader Dave Barrett has cre­
ated waves in bis party, never 
an area of unanimity, by ac­
tions construed as efforts to 
disengage somewhat from the 
tight embrace with labor un­
ions.
Not untypical was the com­
ment of a salesman employed 
by a West Coast petroleum 
firm who complained that 
high labor costs are hurting 
sales.
FEARS JOB LOSS
“I’m not saying we 
shouldn't have unions; there’s 
no question that they’re neces­
sary. But if I’m going to be 
out of a job because .of wage 
increases then I'm going to be 
against them.”
Union officials are by no 
means deaf to the develop­
ment. While repeating that 
labor is seeking only its fair 
share of the economic pie,
which Interest Is easily 
aroused.
The creation of a pollution 
control committee was a de­
mand in bargaining in 1970 by 
the Pulp, Sulphite and Paper 
Mill Workers union. Commit­
tees now have been estab­
lished in a <number of mills 
and they serve as a check on 
hazardous practices.
Still, there are few unions 
that appear willing to fight for 
social or conservation im­
provements in the same way 
. as for improved working con-
they also go out of their way 
to list social issues in which 
unions have provided progres­
sive leadership.
They know, however, that if 
the claim that labor has a so­
cial conscience is not to ring 
progressively more hollow, 
they must direct their follow­
ers' attention to the issues.
Pollution control is one In
New Kind Of Magna Carta 
Sighted In Pollution War
ditions.
Earl Foxcroft, president of 
Local 1-85, International 
Woodworkers of A m e r i c a, 
said union muscle could have 
a tremendous impact on the 
environmental problems in 
the province.
The problem was in con­
vincing the membership to 
take the issues to the bargain­
ing table.
“Any time you try to tread 
new water, there has to be 
one hell of a job done first."
A similar problem confronts 
the leaders when they try to 
convince their followers that 
the progressive goals of the 
movement can best be 
achieved by electing a New 
Democratic government in^ 
B.C.
Relations between labor and 
the party were the subject of 
a hot, closed debate at the 
November convention of the 
federation of labor.
Reports filtering out of the 
session indicated that a com­
mon concern of the delegates 
was that most union members 
simply are not interested in 
politics.
“For me to go to my rank 
and file to convince them that 
•they should be members of 
the NDP is just about use­
less,” said one union officer. 
“If there are any others here 
with intestinal fortitude, they 
would admit the same.”
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) 
— A Canadian diplomat expects 
a new kind of Magna Carta to 
emerge from an international 
anti-pollution conference in Swe­
den next year,
Maurice Strong, who will head 
a UN Conference on the Human 
Environment in Stockholm June 
5-16, thinks the meeting may 
produce a pledge by most na­
tions to accept responsibility for 
the factors that impair environ­
ment
The three-day event, held ex­
clusively for a small group of 
journalists, was sponsored by 
the Stanley Foundation.
C. Maxwell Stanley, president 
of the foundation, said one of 
the reasons he had arranged the 
seminar was because the United 
Nations was "harassed and crit­
icized" for its inability to solve 
global problems.
“The United Nations is what 
the member states make it."
Strong told a seminar at the ' 
United Nations in New York an- ‘ 
other outcome of the conference ; 
could be the establishment of a ' 
central agency “which would 
link and identify local and 
worldwide environmental prob­
lems."
"This will get a new sense of 
realism into the conduct of in­
ternational affairs," the UN dip­
lomat said, adding he believes 
cooperation by various nations 
in the environmental area 
eventually will be translated 
into better political ties.
About 1,200 high-level repre­
sentatives from 130 countries 
are expected to attend the meet­
ing in Sweden.
IS CHEERFUL NOTE
Strong’s -optimism over the 
fight against a new type of ag- 
gression-r-environmental pollu­
tion—was one of the most cheer­
ful notes in the seminar.
Time and again, discussions 
brought to the surface the de­
bris of once-bright hopes for the 
United Nations.
But the over-all impression 
from the seminar was that not 
all hopes have drowned in bick­
ering and frustration.
Stone Age Tribes Located
In Remote Western Papua
PORT MORESBY, New 
Guinea (Reuter) —- An Austral­
ian patrol has made contact 
with previously-unknown com­
munities of Stone Age tribesmen 
living in the remote mountains 
of western Papua-New Guinea.
The total of about 100 people, 
living in small settlements, are 
believed to be the last major 
group in the vast territory 
never to have seen a white
Stanley said in a talk during the 
seminar last month. "If it is 
inadequate, it’s because the 
powerful states have, so de­
creed."
WANT STRONGER UN
The foundation’s major objee- 
tive is to strengthen the machin­
ery of the United Nations and to 
encourage a persistent re-evalu­
ation of policies.
Stanley is board chairman of 
Stanley Consultants,.Inc., interr 
national experts in engineering, 
architecture, plarming and man­
agement.
A recurrent theme during the 
seminar was the question of 
why the United" Nations has 
failed to carry out its basic mis­
sion: to protect mankind from 
the scourge of war.
A number of explanations 
were advanced by top diplomats 
—including Kurt Waldheim, the 
new UN secretary-general—dur­
ing on and off the record discus­
sions at the seminar.
man.
A statement released here by 
the Australian administration of 
the territory said the tribesmen 
were found in September by the 
acting district commissioner, 
Robin Barclay, during a patrol 
in the Nomad sub-district of 
Western Papua. •
The patrol spent 33 days push­
ing through one of the most in­
accessible and isolated areas o! 
Papua-New Guinea, around the 
headwaters of the Nomad, Da- 
mami, Cecilia and Carrington 
rivers.
madic people who roamed fax 
and wide collecting edible root^T 
hunting game and making 
sago."
“The communities are break­
aways from parent tribes. Some 
of the breaks are so far back in 
time that the present inhabit­
ants have no knowledge of thelx 
affiliation."
Barclay said the people in 
three of the hamlets originally 
came from the southern high­
lands of Papua-New. Guinea,
The other two hamlets haofe’ J 
been established in difficult ana' 
sometimes impossible terrain 
by people who wanted to escape 
from the fighting add killing 
which characterized the lite
In an earlier patrol, Barcley 
had made contact with a pre­
viously-undiscovered group of 18 
people.
"We made this group a start­
ing point for contacting further 
groups of unknown tribes," he 
said.
The explanations boiled down 
to this: So far, the United Na­
tions has not attained its goal of 
preventing wars because the big 
powers have refused to let it 
follow this route to the end. I
style of their parent tribe, ha 
explained. ,
The people encountered were 
strong and robust, though 
short, Barclay said.
He saw only three elderly peo­
ple, and he believed the average 
lifespan of the tribesmen didxyi 
extend beyond middle age. ■ W1 
“Little can be done to help 
these people as long as they 
continue to tive in their present 
inaccessible position," he said.
His September patrol, carried i 
out despite incessant rain and 
cold, found five remote Stone 
Age hamlets. Most contained 
less than 25 people.
The administration statement; 
said an aerial survey had ear-1 
tier confirmed that isolated 
communities existed in the 
area. Barclay reported that the 
people living in the tiny village 
had no well-developed political 
organizations, did not engage in 
warfare or sorcery and had tit­
tle ritual life.





• Hearing Aid Batteries and 
Repairs
t Consultant Available ■"«(
„ Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre
Phone 763-5844, Local 341
SIMPSONS-SEARS Continues to Sat., Jan.20 a (or while quantities last)
Come In! Phone In! Write In! 
But Don't Miss These Great Buys 










threads. 21 spools 








Plated metal rack 
holds 6 pr. of men’s 
or women’s OOa 
shoes. Ea. OOk
SLACK RACK:








Three coils of use­
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can be used as 




Fun for fifi* 
parties. Ea. OOk
MOOD METER: 
numerous sign to 
hang on bedroom 
door K,. 88c
BEADS:
Assorted s t y 1 es , 
shapes and colors 
on a 7-ft. 00*
string. Ea. OO.k
COLOR CLOTH: 
Children can color 
this vinyl table­






dle holds 8 <Vf« For the mod
ferent 00* decorator.
bits. Set OOk Ea. 88C
ADDRESS BOOK:
Slim, pretty and 1 
useful for names, 











Light, strong nylon 
bag. Carry it In
CLAMP SET: 
2 hand spring 
clamps. .Ideal for
handbag. 00* 1 the hobby- QQ*
Ea. OOk |st. Set OOk
INFLATABLE 







clips. 7 00a 
17" size. * for DDL
/vMtfv.YffM
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With % length zip­




ER: Approx 17x 
25" covers with 
full 0 00*























wood T fifi* 
hangers. * for OOk
SU1T/COAT 
HANGER: 
17" wide wood; 




able. Green, yellow 































































































3 press-on, push- 













In social styles 
Personal shopping
SCREWDRIVERS:
yardstick, 4MU only. • fifif 














LOOK FOR MANY MORE
UNADVERTISED FEATURES
All In one convenient location
for your shopping ease










bits enclosed in 
bundle. ftfi* 
S«lW»k
HAMMER:
115-oz, tubular steel
liAinmcr. e,.88c
NUTS and BOLTS:
AKxoilincnt con­
tains 
sizes. Ea. 88C
PVC TAPE:
For hoiiFichold
clorlrical 
Extra 
strong,
line,
88c
I
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